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NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 

CABINET 
 

11 December 2023 
 

PRESENT: - Councillor Waltham MBE in the Chair 
 
R Hannigan (vice-chair), J Davison, Marper, Mitchell, Poole, Reed, Rose and C 
Sherwood.  
 
Councillors Ahmed, L Foster, Matthews, Rayner, Southern, Yates and Yeadon 
attended the meeting. 
 
Stuart Fair, Victoria Lawrence, Wendy Lawtey, Diane Lee, Helen Manderson, Aneeq 
Mushtaq, Karen Pavey, Rachel Smith, Adam Lovell and Richard Mell were in 
attendance at the meeting.  
 
The meeting was held at Conference Room, Church Square House, Scunthorpe. 
 
 
1550 DECLARATIONS OF DISCLOSABLE PECUNIARY INTERESTS AND 

PERSONAL OR PERSONAL AND PREJUDICIAL INTERESTS - 
There were no declarations of interest made at the meeting. 

 
 
1551   MINUTES  

Resolved - That the minutes of the meeting of Cabinet held on 18 September 
2023 having been circulated amongst the members, be taken as read and 
correctly recorded and be signed by the chair. 

 
 
1552   2023/2024 FINANCIAL POSITION UPDATE  
           The Director: Outcomes submitted a report providing members with an update  

on the Council’s in-year financial position in 2023/24 as at quarter two. The 
report requested Cabinet to note the latest revenue budget, approve the revised 
capital programme, set out the Council’s updated medium term financial 
planning position, and note the treasury management position against the 
Prudential Code Indicators as at quarter two. 

 
           The Director in her report explained that in February 2023, Council approved 

plans to invest £191.5m of revenue resource in 2023-24 and £126.0m of capital 
resource over a three-year period to support delivery of the Council plan, 
achieve its strategic objectives and legal duties for the benefit of residents and 
businesses.  Revenue investment had subsequently increased to £191.6m 
following confirmation of the Public Health Grant for 2023/24 and the Capital 
programme to £139.2m following outturn 2022/23, in-year re-phasing and 
additional external funding. 
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           In line with good financial management practices, the Council’s use of 
resources was closely monitored and reported regularly to senior leadership 
and Cabinet.  This report was the second formal report to Cabinet in 2023/24 
providing information on the current in-year financial position at quarter two (up 
to 30th September 2023).  It also provided an update on the next stages of 
financial planning for 2024/25 onwards, identifying risks and opportunities to the 
current Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) as a detailed refresh of the MTFP 
is underway. A summary explanation with supporting appendices were 
provided under the following headings – 

 
• Revenue Position Quarter 2 
• Capital Position Quarter 2 
• Financial Resilience Context 
• Medium Term Financial Plan and 
• Budget Policy Framework  

 
           Councillor Marper, Cabinet Member Investment, Outcomes and Governance 

thanked the Director for the report, associated work carried out by officers 
especially enabling the council’s ‘one family approach’ and highlighted, 
summarised and commented upon key aspects of its content. 

 
           Resolved – (a) That the 2023/2024 financial position set out in the report be 

noted; (b) that the budget adjustments approved under delegated powers and 
the revised budget position for 2022/23 be noted; (c) that the revised capital 
programme 2023/2026 be approved, and (d) that the progress against the 
approved Treasury Management Strategy and prudential code indicators be 
noted. 

 
 
1553  ANNUAL REPORT OF LOCAL ARRANGEMNTS TO SAFEGUARD AND 

PROMOTE THE WELFARE OF CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE 2022/23 
           The Director: Children and Families submitted a report requesting Cabinet to 

note the publication of the Annual Report of Local Arrangements to safeguard 
and promote the welfare of children and young people 2022/23, and to consider 
the review in relation to planning, commissioning and budget setting.  The 
Annual Report attached as an appendix to the Director’s report demonstrated 
that the Children’s Multi Agency Resilience and Safeguarding (MARS) Board:   

 
• effectively met its statutory obligations. 
• benefitted from strong and consistent leadership. 
• had made good progress against its ‘shine a light’ areas of focus. 
• listened to and took account of the voices of children, young people and 

families. 
 
           The Director in her report explained that as per ‘Working Together to Safeguard 

Children 2018’, there was a statutory requirement to publish an annual report, 
which set out what had been done as a result of the Local Arrangements and 
how effective these arrangements have been in practice.  The Annual Report 
of Local Arrangements to safeguarding and promote the welfare of children and 
young people 2022/23 had been endorsed by the Children’s MARS Board on 
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behalf of the three safeguarding partners from North Lincolnshire Council, North 
Lincolnshire Health and Care Partnership and Humberside Police.  The Annual 
Report was then required to be distributed through relevant governance routes 
across the three safeguarding partner organisations and relevant partnership 
arrangements, to be considered in relation to planning, commissioning and 
budget setting. 

 
           In 2022/23, the council had continued to fulfil all functions across our Local 

Arrangements, and had responded to the needs of individuals and diverse 
communities, prioritising the most in need, to help and protect children, young 
people and families, while supporting and developing its workforce. It had also 
built on outstanding partnerships and practice to ensure that everyone was able 
to recognise and fulfil their responsibilities. Through the ‘One Family Approach’, 
which aimed to create a system that worked for all children, young people and 
families, the council had contributed to achieving its ambition for children to 
thrive in their families, achieve in their schools and flourish in their communities.   

 
           The Annual Report provided a review of activity and impacts in respect of the 

Children’s MARS functions, including funding, performance, voice and 
stakeholder engagement, training, scrutiny and assurance (including 
independent scrutiny) and child safeguarding practice reviews. The five ‘shine 
a light’ areas of focus for 2022/23 were also summarised in the report. 

 
           Councillor Reed, Cabinet Member Children, Families and Communities 

thanked the Director for her report and work carried out by her officers and 
Highlighted, summarised and commented upon key aspects of its content. 

 
           Resolved – That the Annual Report of Local Arrangements to safeguard and 

promote the welfare of children and young people 2022/23 be received, and 
consider the annual report where relevant in relation to planning, 
commissioning and budgets setting processes.   

 
 
 
1554  CARE QUALITY COMMISSION (CQC) PILOT INSPECTION REPORT OF 

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE ADULT SOCIAL CARE  
           The Director: Adults and Health submitted a report on the outcome of the recent 

CQC Pilot Inspection Adult Social Care services in North Lincolnshire. 
 
           The report explained that North Lincolnshire Council took part as one of five 

Care Quality Commission (CQC) Pilot Assessments of Local Authority Adult 
Social Care, between June-August 2023 (onsite fieldwork 22-24 August 2023). 
For each local authority in the pilot, CQC provided a report, there were four 
ratings that CQC gave to local authorities:- outstanding, good, requires 
improvement or inadequate. North Lincolnshire had been given an indicative 
rating of ‘Good’- Evidence showed a  good standard of  care  and support.    The 
report outlined areas of strength and key areas for development. The reports 
from the five pilot inspections were published at the same time on the CQC 
website 17th November 2023. 
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          The Director in her report stated that this was a positive experience overall, 
building the confidence of the workforce in the widest sense, working with 
people with lived experience through the process and providers and partners 
had been very rewarding. It was also good to see that the report had affirmed 
that the council’s strategy of ‘Keeping people in their own homes, families, jobs 
and communities’ was the right approach and that its four priorities would be 
updated to reinforce the areas for development. The report laid out by how the 
CQC saw the council’s strengths and areas for development and the Director’s 
report summarised these with supporting appendices. 

 
          The CQC reinforced the areas for development that the council had identified, 

it acknowledged the work underway to strengthen further the council’s recovery 
offer for the younger adult population and that the council needed a council wide 
overarching strategy to pull together all the good work in understanding and 
supporting our communities to have equality of opportunity. 

 
           Councillor Hannigan, Cabinet Member Adults, Health, Families and 

Communities thanked the Director for her report and work carried out by her 
officers and partners, and highlighted, summarised and commented upon key 
aspects of its content. 

 
           Resolved – (a) That the outcome of the recent CQC Pilot Inspection of Adult 

Social Care services in North Lincolnshire be noted; (b) that the outcome be 
actively publicised the for our experts, the workforce, providers and partners to 
experience positivity in the overall indicative quality rating being ‘Good’- 
Evidence shows a good standard of care and support’, and (c) that all those 
involved in the inspection process and all officers working in Adult Social Care 
services be thanked for their hard work keeping people safe. 

 
 
 
1555  STATEMENT OF PURPOSE – HOME FIRST SHORT STAY AND HOME  

COMMUNITY FIRST COMMUNITY 
            The Director: Adults and Health submitted a report informing Cabinet about 

changes to the reviewed statement of purpose of Home First services and their 
subsequent submission to Care Quality Commission.  

 
            The report explained that the council was legally required to produce a 

Statement of Purpose for any registered services it provided in accordance with 
Care Quality Commission (Registration) Regulations 2009.The above Home 
First services were both registered and provided by North Lincolnshire Council, 
and as such were required to regularly review and submit a Statement of 
Purpose. The Home First services were registered to provide time limited 
rehabilitation and reablement interventions and provide support within a 
residential setting and people’s own homes. 

  
           Home First staff worked with individuals, and their circle of support, developing 

a programme to improve mobility, health needs, daily living activities and 
practical tasks. This developed confidence, strength, and skills for individuals 
to carry out activities independently, supporting people to have the confidence 
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to remain living at home. The council worked in partnership with other social 
care and health professionals to prevent early admission residential care or to 
avoid admission to hospital where possible and facilitate timely discharge from 
hospital.  

 
 The statement of purpose documents attached as appendices to the report 

were legally required documents that included a standard set of information 
about a provider’s service. Statements must describe:  

 
• The provider’s aims and objectives in providing the service.  
• Details of the services provided. 
• The health or care needs the service set out to meet.  
• The provider’s and any registered managers’ full name(s), business 

addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses.  
• Details about the legal status of the provider (for example, whether they 

are an individual, company, charity, or partnership).  
• Care Quality Commission must be sent the formal documents, to register 

the registered providers and managers.  
• Each person who works within the Home first services, both social care 

and health staff. 
• People provided with support and care by the Home First service, and 
• All carers or family members of people provided with support and 

services by the Home first services.  
 
 
           Councillor Hannigan, Cabinet Member Adults, Health, Families and 

Communities thanked the Director for her report and work carried out by her 
officers and partners, and highlighted, summarised and commented upon key 
aspects of its content. 

  
           Resolved – That the submission and the publication of the Statement of 

Purpose for the Home First services be approved. 
 
 
 
1556  STOPPING THE START: THE GOVERNMENT’S PLANS TO CREATE A 

SMOKEFREE GENERATION, STRATEGIC BRIEFING 
           The Director of Public Health submitted a report briefing Cabinet on the 

government’s announced plans to create a smokefree generation. This 
included making additional investments in stop smoking support, protecting 
children from vaping, and increased enforcement of new legislation concerning 
the supply of tobacco products. The report also sought approval for the Director 
of Public Health to write to local MPs asking them to support the proposed 
legislation, to introduce the proposed Position Statement on Vaping and 
Smoking on behalf of the Northern Lincolnshire Smokefree Alliance, and to 
outline intentions to expand the smoking cessation offer in North Lincolnshire 
in terms of capacity and reach, enhancing partnership and strategic links, and 
aligning with emerging behaviour change models and the ‘One Family 
Approach’. 
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The Director in her report explained that the Rt Hon Steve Barclay MP, 
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care had written to Directors of Public 
Health, and to other leaders in health care, to inform them of the Government’s 
proposals, described as an historic plan, to create a ‘smokefree generation’ and 
to update on vaping proposals. The proposals were outlined by the Prime 
Minister in his speech to the Conservative Party Conference on 4th Oct this 
year and would form the basis of the Tobacco and Vapes Bill, announced in the 
King’s Speech on 7th November and to be voted on in Parliament within the 
current parliamentary session. ‘Stopping The Start: the Government’s plans to 
create a smokefree generation. Strategic Briefing’ was summarised in an 
appendix to the report. The proposed new legislation meant that any child who 
turned 14 this year would never legally be able to buy tobacco, effectively 
raising the smoking age by a year each year. From an enforcement perspective, 
the emphasis would be on those who sell tobacco products.  People who 
smoke, and who obtained cigarettes in contravention of the proposed legislation 
would not be committing an offence.  The Government did not want to 
criminalise smoking.   

 
           The report addressed Government proposals, impact in North Lincolnshire and 

associated funding under the following headings – 
 

• Helping Current Smokers to Quit. 
• One Family Approach 
• Behaviour Change Campaigns 
• Protecting Children from Vaping 
• Position Statement on Vaping and Tobacco Control 
• Swap to Stop 
• Enforcement 
• The Northern Lincolnshire Smokefree Alliance 
• The Tobacco and Vapes Bill 

 
 

           Councillor D Rose, Cabinet Member Environment and Strategy thanked the 
Director for her report and work carried out by her officers and highlighted, 
summarised and commented upon key aspects of its content. 

 
             Resolved – That that options set out in paragraphs 3.1 to 3.3 of the Director’s 

report be approved in full. 
 
 
 
1557     FUTURE COMMUNITY PLAN FRAMEWORK  
             The Director: Communities submitted a report seeking approval of the 

framework for the council’s future ‘North Lincolnshire Community Plan’. 
  
             The Director: Communities in her report stated that North Lincolnshire was 

made up of vibrant, connected communities who provided meaningful 
opportunities for volunteering, empowered a thriving voluntary and community 
sector to help support community needs at the right time and level. The 
proposed future Community Plan Framework set out in an appendix to her 
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report proposed how the council aimed to work towards the development of a 
North Lincolnshire Community Plan. The framework set out the council’s offer, 
intent, and outcome impact sought to be developed as part of the community 
plan. 

 
           The report explained that understanding the council’s communities was key, 

using an evidence-based approach to ensure that it did not take a one-size fits 
all approach to communities. The council would use the framework for its 
‘community evidence base to inform a ‘community specification’. The 
framework and plan would support the transformation of the council, ensuring 
that it had the right plan in place to support the sustainable and enabled 
communities with a workforce to support the right intervention at the right time. 
A full stakeholder engagement would take place through the development of 
community plan. 

                       
           Councillor Reed, Cabinet Member Children, Families and Communities,  

Councillor Hannigan, Cabinet Member Adults, Health, Families, Councillor C 
Sherwood, Cabinet Member Safer, Stronger Communities - Rural and 
Councillor J Davison, Cabinet Member Safer, Stronger Communities Ashby, 
Bottesford and Scunthorpe and Communities each in turn thanked the Director 
for her report and work carried out by her officers and highlighted, summarised 
and commented upon key aspects of its content in relation to their portfolios. 

 
           Resolved – That the proposed future Community Plan framework be approved  

to support the development of the Community Plan. 
                       
 
 
1558   WENDY LAWTY – ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: INTEGRATED CARE  
           The Leader/Chair referred to this meeting of the Cabinet being the last that 

Wendy would be attending before (semi) retiring, and on behalf of the Cabinet 
and all members thanked her for her dedicated commitment and hard work over 
the years, and wished her will for the future. 
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Report of the Director of Public Health                   Meeting:  29 January 2024 

 
 

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FORMAL RESPONSE TO THE HUMBER ACUTE SERVICES PROGRAMME 
CONSULTATION BY THE HEALTH & WELLBEING BOARD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

2.1  The report summarises the key discussion points and concerns raised 
by members of the Health & Wellbeing Board regarding the Humber 
Acute Services Programme with a particular focus on the impact upon 
residents of North Lincolnshire. 

 
 

3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 For Cabinet to note this report as an agreed response to the consultation 
by the Health & Wellbeing Board. 

 
 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1     Each member of the Health & Wellbeing Board can provide a response 
to the consultation as individual stakeholders and organisations.  Given 
the Health and Wellbeing works collaboratively to improve the health and 
wellbeing of residents and reduce health inequalities, a joint response to 
the consultation was further demonstration of partnership working.   
 
 
 
 

               
CABINET

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 

1.1 Following detailed discussion and consideration at the North Lincolnshire 
Health & Wellbeing Board, this report provides Cabinet with the agreed 
response to the Humber Acute Services Programme consultation by 
Humber & North Yorkshire Integrated Care Board.
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5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 
PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 

  
5.1     There are no financial or other resource implications for the Health & 

Wellbeing Board or Cabinet.  However, it is worth noting that results from 
the Humber Acute Services Programme consultation will likely result in 
significant media attention which may require further input from the 
Health & Wellbeing Board members and Cabinet.  

 
 
6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 

EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      
 

6.1  There are no implications on crime and disorder.  
 

There are implications in terms of the Equalities Act 2010 (including age 
and disability) which have been addressed by the ICB.  The Health & 
Wellbeing Board has noted this and the report includes further 
information. 
 

  
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1     The Humber & North Yorkshire ICB has undertaken an Integrated Impact 
Assessment which the Health & Wellbeing Board has reviewed.  

  
 

8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1      Consultation was undertaken by the Humber & North Yorkshire ICB. 

                       
 
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1     That Cabinet note this report as a joint response to the Humber Acute 
Services Programme consultation by the Health & Wellbeing Board.  

 
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

 
Civic Centre 
Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
DN15 6NL 
Author: Diane Lee 
Date: 15.01.24 
 
Background Papers used in the preparation of this report – None 
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NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE HEALTH AND WELLBEING BOARD 

 

FORMAL RESPONSE TO THE ‘HUMBER ACUTE SERVICES 
PROGRAMME’ CONSULTATION BY HUMBER AND NORTH 

YORKSHIRE INTEGATED CARE BOARD.  

 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1 North Lincolnshire Health and Wellbeing Board is the key strategic, 
multi-agency body at the ‘Place’ level, which works to promote 
integration, improve the health and wellbeing of the local population, 
and reduce health inequalities.   
 

1.2 Given the potential implications of the ICB’s proposals on each of 
those priorities, the Board has taken a keen interest and has 
reviewed all supporting documentation.   
 

1.3 The Board would like to place on record its sincere thanks to NHS 
partners and representatives, who have acted in a responsive, open 
and productive manner throughout. 
 

1.4 This response will take the form of a general overview (2), short 
responses to the consultation questions (3), followed by a wider 
discussion of our views with a particular focus on the impact of 
health inequalities (4) and (5).   
 

1.5 This response is designed to align with, and endorse, the formal 
responses from the Joint Health Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
(JHOSC) for Humber and Lincolnshire, from North Lincolnshire 
Council’s Cabinet, and from relevant Directors. 
 

2. General overview 
 

2.1 The Board understands in part the rationale for the proposals, 
both in terms of the challenges that the health system faces, and 
the desire to provide the best possible services for the residents 
of the Humber and Lincolnshire. These have been articulated 
eloquently by the ICB, and reviewed by external specialists, and 
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we are confident that the ICB are striving to ensure safe and 
quality care. 
 

2.2 However, we do have a significant number of concerns about the 
implications of the proposals, some of which are acknowledged 
by the ICB, or have been identified as areas for further work. 
These are discussed in section four (The Board’s Views) and 
summarised in section five. 

 
3. Response to Consultation Questions 

 
The Board would like to place on record that we do have some 
concerns about the methodological validity of some of the following 
questions.  In particular, we believe that question 2 is designed to 
lead the respondent to a certain outcome, which may be indicative 
of a flawed consultation process.  We believe that, in future, 
consultation questions should be posed in a neutral manner, in line 
with best practice. 
 
Question 1 
 
To what extent do you agree or disagree that NHS Humber and 
North Yorkshire Integrated Care Board needs to make changes to 
respond to the challenges? 
 

The Board accepts that services develop over time, and 
will need to change depending on circumstances, finances 
and demographics.  However, the Board does have 
concerns that the challenges outlined by the ICB in the 
consultation document were not tackled at an earlier stage, 
which may have largely avoided the need to alter services 
at this point. The Board would like further opportunity to 
discuss alternative options which exist to tackle these 
challenges. 

 
Question 2 
 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the proposal to keep 
most urgent and emergency care services for the majority of 
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patients, at both Scunthorpe and Diana Princess of Wales Hospital 
in Grimsby? 
  

 
The Board wishes to see the majority of residents receive 
the most urgent and emergency care services locally. 
 
 

 
Question 3 
 
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the proposal to bring 
the four specific services (trauma unit, emergency surgery, 
paediatric (children’s) and complex medical inpatient services at 
one hospital? 
 

The Board does not fully accept the rationale for the 
proposed changes.  We believe that, if centralisation was 
clinically appropriate, then this should have been delivered 
more equitably, with some services centralised in 
Scunthorpe.  
 
We are concerned that the proposals may impact 
negatively on the longer term sustainability of acute care in 
North Lincolnshire.  We also have concerns around 
capacity and resource issues at Diana, Princess of Wales 
Hospital for these specialties if centralisation goes ahead. 

 
Question 4 
 
If the four specific services were brought together in one hospital, 
to what extent do you agree or disagree that this should be Diana 
Princess of Wales Hospital in Grimsby? 
 

See answer to question 3.  We disagree that all four 
services should be centralised at the Diana Princess of 
Wales Hospital, and we believe there will be a negative 
impact for the residents and place of North Lincolnshire. 
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Question 5 
 
Please explain the reasons for your answers and tell us if you have 
particular concerns about: 
 

• keeping most urgent and emergency care services on both 
hospitals; 

• bringing the four specific services together at one hospital, 
including if you have specific concerns or comments about any 
particular service;  

• the hospital site, where the four specific services are proposed to 
be brought together.  
 

 
See answer to questions 3 and 4, and also the next 
section of this response.  Whilst we would always support 
ensuring services are effective, we are concerned that 
these proposals are not equitable or deliver this aim. 
 

 
Question 6 
 
Are there any particular groups or people that you believe might be 
positively or negatively affected by any of the possible changes to 
services being considered?  If so, what groups are these and how 
might any positive impacts be enhanced or negative impacts 
reduced?   
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The Integrated Impact Assessment which accompanies 
the proposals is clear that this will have a detrimental 
impact on thousands of North Lincolnshire residents every 
year.  This will be particularly so for those residents who 
are most vulnerable, deprived or are without a car. 
 
We believe that this will exacerbate health inequalities in 
North Lincolnshire, and could adversely affect health 
outcomes for many residents.   
 
The ICB has suggested that the negative impact in North 
East Lincolnshire would be more strongly felt if services 
were centralised at Scunthorpe, given the respective rates 
of deprivation.  Deprivation and inequalities impact 
residents in North and North East Lincolnshire and 
therefore the Board would support a more equitable 
configuration of services.   
 

 
 
 

4. The Board’s Views 
 

4.1 Travel Implications and Health Inequalities 
 
The ICB has adopted four values to govern its activity.  One of 
these is to ‘tackle inequalities in outcomes, experience and 
access’.  This is aligned to the requirements of the Health and 
Care Act (2022) which states “Each integrated care board must, 
in the exercise of its functions, have regard to the need to — 
 

(a) reduce inequalities between persons with respect to their 
ability to access health services, and 

 
(b) reduce inequalities between patients with respect to the 

outcomes achieved for them by the provision of health 
services. 
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As part of the documentation supporting the consultation, the ICB 
published an Integrated Impact Assessment.  This identifies 
“Potential increased stress and anxiety for both patients and 
family members from North Lincolnshire” if services were 
transferred to the Diana, Princess of Wales (DPoW) site in 
Grimsby.  The Assessment states that “modelling indicates this 
will impact approx. 5,059 people per year (including paediatric 
patients)” 
 
The Assessment also reports a “potential negative impact on 
families/carers living in North Lincs […] in being able to visit, as 
DPoW is further away” The ICB’s modelling “indicates that 3,714 
patients per year would have more than 30mins additional travel”. 
 
This has been raised with the ICB by the Board, as well as the 
Joint Health Overview Scrutiny Committee, as part of their work.  
During the discussions, the ICB acknowledge that the proposals 
represent a ‘least worst’ model.  The ICB highlight that the 
alternate model of centralising some services at Scunthorpe 
General Hospital (SGH) rather than DPoW would result in higher 
number of people travelling (and presumably increased stress 
and anxiety).  Whilst this is supported by the modelling figures 
within the Assessment, the Board could never support proposals 
which increase health inequalities around accessibility for North 
Lincolnshire residents.   
 
The Integrated Impact Assessment which supports this 
consultation is incomplete.  Whole sections including ‘how will 
these impacts be monitored’, ‘how often will actions be 
monitored’ and the identification of leads for each action/risk are 
blank.  See examples in Appendix 1.  
 
The Board notes the creation of a ‘multi-agency transport working 
group’ to address the issues that the proposals inevitably create.  
However, our view is that this work should have been developed 
prior to consultation, so solutions were clear to all.  The Board is 
also concerned that travel data requested by Healthwatch was 
not supplied. 
 

4.2 Long Term Sustainability of Services 
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The Board and is concerned that the proposals will impact on the 
long-term sustainability of both Scunthorpe General Hospital and 
local acute care generally.  The future model of care for residents 
is largely unclear. 
 
In addition, we note that the ICB are clear that these proposals 
will not resolve the financial or infrastructure issues that we face 
locally. 
 

4.3 Consultation Process 
 
The Board is concerned that the consultation process was 
launched prior to a range of critical issues being resolved.  Whilst 
we acknowledge that the relatively lengthy implementation period 
may allow for this work to be completed, it would have been 
better, in our view, to complete this work and allow for a fully 
informed consultation, where the implications are clearer.  
 
During the discussions, both in formal and informal meetings, we 
note that the following issues were highlighted as either ‘work in 
progress’ or ‘future work’.  Some of this included working with 
other partners, including local authorities.  However, we are 
unclear if this work has commenced and an update is required.   
 

• The development of multi-agency transport solutions, 
arising from the additional need to travel for many patients 
and visitors, including funding implications, 

• The increased need for ambulance or patient transport 
provision, given the long-standing and apparent pressures 
to the service, and the suggestion that this be funded by 
efficiencies, 

• The need for a long term, funded plan for the capital estate, 
including the prioritisation of funds specifically towards 
Scunthorpe General Hospital in order to match the 
respective levels of risk in infrastructure.   

• The outlined steps to move some acute services into the 
community, including a sustainable clinical model for some 
outpatient care and diagnostics, with associated funding. 
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• The long-term implications of the above funding shift on the 
capital sites at SGH, DPoW and other acute sites. 

• A joint, integrated workforce and development plan, at 
place level.  

• The safeguarding implications of centralisation of services, 
• As above, the required steps to reduce and ameliorate the 

detrimental impact on health inequalities for North 
Lincolnshire residents.  

We are concerned that the consultation is premature and 
could result in implications which have not been made clear to 
residents and stakeholders.   

The consultation documents appear to suggest that no viable 
alternative exists.  The Board would like the opportunity to 
discuss this further.  

Residents have not been asked if they want local services to 
move outside North Lincolnshire, and the Board feels the 
consultation document is written in a manner which minimises 
the potential of impact.  

 

5.          Conclusions 
 

5.1 The Board acknowledges the rationale for the proposals 
submitted by the ICB. The Board generally welcomes proposals 
that improve services to the residents of North Lincolnshire, and 
can certainly see the merit in some aspects.  For example, 
moving to a genuine 24/7 model for emergency surgery and 
some inpatient clinical specialisms is very welcome. 
 

5.2 Despite this, the Board strongly believes that, as outlined above, 
these proposals are unequal and will inevitably increase health 
inequalities for North Lincolnshire residents. 

 
5.3 The Board does not agree with the ICB’s position that the many 

other unresolved issues described at paragraph 4.3 are matters 
for future discussion. Many of these will require a fundamental 
shift of resources, primarily from acute to community settings.   
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5.4 In summary, we believe the proposals to be premature.  The 
changes will increase health inequalities and reduce choice and 
accessibility for patients, including families with sick children.  
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Appendix 1 – Extracts from the Integrated Impact Assessment 
 
Page 7 Clinical Effectiveness Impact Assessment  - Positive Impacts 

Description of positive impacts (must include rationale and be evidence based) How will these impacts be monitored 

Urgent and Emergency Care  

Introduction/development of UCS co-located within an ED department could reduce ED attendance by 35-48% each year 
 

An improved SDEC and Acute Assessment will support a 4% reduction in admissions and improve efficiency by enabling teams to assess treat and discharge more 
quickly 

 

Reduction in those people who attend and ED 5 times or more per year 
 

This proposed model of care for urgent and emergency services will improve compliance with constitutional and clinical standards and will meet the national set criteria of 
activity numbers 

 

The proposed new pathway of urgent and emergency services will improve performance on waiting time standards 
 

Fewer cancelled operations and reduction in waiting times for treatment 
 

Working as multi-disciplinary teams across pathways creates opportunities for different staff (GPs, specialty doctors, allied health professionals, and advanced clinical 
practitioners) to develop their skills and provide effective and efficient care for our population 

 

By concentrating the workforce in fewer locations for the most specialist care, those delivering specialist services will have more opportunities to develop their skills, 
treating a higher number of complex cases and a wider variety of experiences. 

 

Competency of staff in dealing with more complex cases improves 
 

The proposed model of care will improve the quality of specialist care and ensure everyone across the Humber can access the most highly skilled professionals when 
they need them 

 

Better utilisation of theatres and more efficient workflow 
 

Swifter discharge of patients by working more closely with local authorities and social care 
 

Work in a joined up way with ambulance services to ensure patients who need hospital care are directed to a specified area in the most appropriate local, acute or 
specialist hospital and/or supported by 'hear and treat' / ' see and treat' - ensuring as far as possible patients get to the right place for their care needs first time 

 

This proposed model of care for emergency services will reduce the number of handovers within and between services, help to improve the flow of patients through the 
hospital, reduce ambulance handover delays and ensure that patients do not stay in hospital any longer than they have to. 

 

Ambulance services, GPs, primary care practitioners and consultants will be able to send patients directly through to AAU referring via a single point of access or 
following clinical advice and guidance. Where appropriate this will reduce the delay to handovers and improve flow within the Emergency Department 

 

Direct booking into UCS, SDEC, AAU and other diversionary pathways will result in better outcomes - patients get to the right place, first time 
 

Patients can get directly to the service the need and by-pass the Emergency Department 
 

This proposed model of care is built on a digitally delivered support infrastructure, providing remote assessments, monitoring, shared care planning and diagnostics 
access 

 

H@H/ Virtual wards could reduce the number of clinical contacts 
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People will be able to manage their own conditions better and go to hospital less often for check-ups. 
 

Reduction in emergency admissions as more frail or elderly patients would be seen in a community service e.g. Integrated Frailty service 
 

Integrated frailty services and other proposed pathway changes would improve outcomes and support faster recovery for patients 
 

Paediatric Care 
 

 
Through H@H children can get home more quickly or avoid an admission to hospital in the first place 
The impact of Hospital @ Home on paediatric ED attendances and admissions was not included in the activity modelling due to the pilot being in a very early stage when 
this work was undertaken. Further modelling will be undertaken as part of the development of the Decision-Making Business Case (DMBC) to quantify the impact of H@H 
on paediatric activity in ED, PAU and inpatients. 

 

 

Re-designing pathways for paediatric care will improve the safety, quality and effectiveness of services 
 

By concentrating the workforce into a single location for the most specialist care, those delivering specialist services will have more opportunities to develop their skills, 
treating a higher number of complex cases and a wider variety of experiences. 

 

This proposed model will develop improved advice and guidance so that hospital-based, specialist teams can support parents, carers, GPs and community staff, to aid 
prevention and self-management and reduce the need for children to attend hospital unnecessarily 

 

Consolidation of paediatric inpatient services onto the acute site will help to improve the quality of care and ensure long-term safety and sustainability of inpatient care 
ensuring everyone across the Humber can access the most highly skilled professionals when they need them 

 

This proposed model of care for paediatric care will improve compliance with constitutional and clinical standards and will meet the national set criteria of activity numbers  

 
Page 7 Clinical Effectiveness Impact Assessment  – Negative Impacts 

Description of negative impacts Mitigating actions of negative impacts How will this action be 
monitored 

How often will this 
action be reviewed Lead 

 
Urgent and emergency care 

    

It is not guaranteed that this model will enable all college guidelines, constitutional standards and clinical standards to 
be fully met. 

Review as part of planning for implementation    

If Trauma and emergency surgical needs are not identified at Source (e.g. at the scene by ambulance) and patients 
are taken to LEH (SGH) site this increases the potential of time to treatment standards being breached. 

Extensive work has been undertaken to develop 
clear transfer conditions and close working with 
ambulance providers will continue to ensure 
patients who are likely to need more specialist 
input at taken directly to the Acute Hospital wherever possible. 

   

Potential for delays in transferring patients from LEH (SGH), affecting patient flow and clinical effectiveness Inter-hospital transport working group established 
to develop options for inter-hospital transport 
services which will be right-sized to meet 
anticipated demand. 

   

Potential for delays if insufficient capacity at the acute site to accept transfers Right-sized services    

Paediatric care     

It is not guaranteed that this model will enable college guidelines, constitutional standards and clinical standards to be 
fully met. 

Review as part of planning for implementation    
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If Trauma and emergency surgical needs are not identified at Source (e.g. at the scene by ambulance) and patients 
are taken to LEH (SGH) site this increases the potential of time to treatment standards being breached. 

Extensive work has been undertaken to develop 
clear transfer conditions and close working with 
ambulance providers will continue to ensure 
patients who are likely to need more specialist 
input at taken directly to the Acute Hospital 

   

Potential for delays in transferring children from LEH (SGH), affecting patient flow and clinical effectiveness Inter-hospital transport working group established 
to develop options for inter-hospital transport 
services which will be right-sized to meet 
anticipated demand. 

   

Potential for delays if insufficient capacity at the acute site to accept transfers to paeds inpatient ward Right-sized services    

 
Page 8 Patient Experience – Positive Impacts 

Description of positive impacts (must include rationale and be evidence based) How will these impacts be monitored 

Urgent and Emergency Care  

The proposed model of care retains local urgent and emergency care services at each of the three existing sites and enables the NHS across the Humber to continue 
to operate three ED in the three main localities; Hull, Grimsby and Scunthorpe 

 

The proposed model of care would reduce waiting times for patients in the Emergency Department (ED) 
 

Integrated Acute Assessment model to improve flow through the hospital will provide a better experience for patient (quicker diagnosis and treatment and fewer 
handoffs) 

 

The development of an AAU and SDEC would ensure patients can get directly to the service they need and by-pass the Emergency Department 
 

Better integration of urgent and emergency care across all health and social partners (including mental health) would enable patients to be treated and discharged 
more quickly. 

 

Improvements to NHS 111 and implementation of ‘any-to-any’ booking could benefit patients as they would get directed to the service they need and by-pass the 
Emergency Department. 

 

Improved continuity of care and patient experience 
 

Services will be easier to navigate for the public, helping to reduce inequalities and barriers to access 
 

Developing centres of excellence for acute medical specialties will also build confidence in patients, many of whom have told us through our engagement that they 
would prefer to be treated where the specialists are and have full specialist team wrapped around them 
(Reference: Accident and Emergency - Feedback Report / Healthwatch ED Enter and View - Feedback Report / What Matters to You -Feedback Report). 

 

A UCS co-located within an ED woud improve patient experience as it is easier to navigate and signpost to the most appropriate service (right place, first time) - public 
feedback has shown local people are confused about where to go for what care 
(Reference: Accident and Emergency - Feedback Report / Healthwatch ED Enter and View - Feedback Report / What Matters to You -Feedback Report). 

 

More services provided within the patients home (e.g. virtual wards/hospital@home/pathway changes) would allow patients to be supported at home and recover 
faster. 

 

It would be easier for family, friends and loved ones to provide support to the patient if more care was provided at the patient's home. 
 

People will be able to manage their own conditions better and go to hospital less often for check-ups. 
 

Integrated frailty services and other proposed pathway changes would improve outcomes and support faster recovery for patients 
 

Improved discharge prcoessess and investing in social care workforce will help to reduce the length of stay for particularly frail or elderly patients 
 

Improved use of digital support remote monitoring, more responsive services (e.g. patient-initiated follow-up) , and reduce the overall need for patients to travel to 
hospital 

 

Paediatric Care  
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The proposed model of care retains local paediatric services at each of the three existing sites and enables children to be seen and treated initially at their local 
hospital in the Paediatric Assessment Unit (PAU) 

 

A 24/7 PAU provides better care and a better experience for patients than a time limited PAU 
 

A 24/7 PAU will enable children to be seen, treated and discharged more quickly 
 

A 24/7 PAU will reduce hospital admissions. CYP told us that they don't like staying in hospital. 
(Source: What Matters to You: Children and Young People) 

 

Hospital at Home - Could support a reduction of paediatric inpatients by enabling children to get home more quickly or avoid admission to hospital in the first place, 
improving experiences and outcomes for patients and their families. 

 

Hospital at Home improves continuity of carer as the needs of the child and family are known 
 

Hospital at Home improves mental and emotional wellbeing for children and their families as they feel more comfortable and at ease in their own environment 
 

 

Page 8 Patient Experience – Negative Impacts 
 
 
 
Description of negative impacts 

 
 
 
Mitigating actions of negative impacts 

 
 
How will this action be 
monitored 

 
 
How often will this 
action be reviewed 

 
 
 

Lead 

Urgent and Emergency Care     

Potential increased stress and anxiety for both patients and family members from North 
Lincolnshire area if there is a need for the patient to be transferred from the LEH (SGH) to the 
acute site (DPoW), which is likely to be further away from their home. 
modelling indicates this will impact approx 5,059 people per year (including paediatric patients) - 
this is compared to 5,604 people per year in the option where SGH is the Acute site 

Extensive work has been undertaken to develop clear transfer 
conditions and close working with ambulance providers will 
continue to ensure patients who are likely to need more specialist 
input at taken directly to the Acute Hospital wherever possible. 

   

Potential delays for patients in transferring from LEH (SGH) site to the acute site (DPoW) could 
negatively impact patient experience. 

Inter-hospital transport working group established to develop 
options for inter-hospital transport services which will be right- 
sized to meet anticipated demand. 

   

Potential negative impact on families/carers living in North Lincs and/or Goole area in being able to 
visit as DPoW is further away 
modelling indicates that 3,714 patients per year would have more than 30mins additional travel in 
this model - this is compared to 4,635 people per year in the option where SGH is the Acute site 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop 
innovative transport solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

NL has high levels of deprivation and areas of low car ownership so families may not be able to 
afford to travel to visit the patient at the acute site (DPoW) 
In North Lincs 18.5% of households do not own a car, and 20% of neighbourhoods are in the most 
income deprived quintile in England (Compared with 26.9% of households do not have a car and 
40% of neighbourhoods are in the most income deprived quintile in North East Lincolnshire) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop 
innovative transport solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Potential delay in recovery and/or if admitted to a hospital further away or in another local authority 
from home with reduced access to relatives to support recovery. 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop 
innovative transport solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

 
Poor, expensive and unreliable public transport links between hospital sites would impact 
patients/families and carers being able to visit 

Work is ongoing with local authority partners to review and 
potentially redesign bus routes, exploring the possibility for direct 
transport between the hospital sites for patients, visitors and staff. 

   

Patients and service users have told us that availability of parking and cost of parking makes 
travelling to hospital difficult. Consolidating specialst and inpatient care onto one site could reduce 
the availabilty of parking event more. 
Source: Travel and Transport Feedback Report 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop 
innovative transport solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 
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Paediatric Care     

Children from North Lincs needing to be admitted will have to be transferred from the LEH (SGH) to 
DPOW (acute), this could have a negative impact on their experience and that of their families. 

Continued development of the Hospital at Home model to support 
reduction in admissions and length of stay 

   

 
Children and young people told us that being at home, with their family and toys would help them to 
feel better more quickly, being in a hospital further from home and family is contrary to this. 
Reference: What Matters to You: Children and Young People 

Continued development of the Hospital at Home model to support 
reduction in admissions and length of stay 

   

18.5% of households in North Lincs do not own a car or have access to a car so would potentially 
find it difficult to visit the young person in hospital at the acute site as alternative travel options 
could be expensive. 
Car ownership rates are lowest in the central wards of Scunthorpe where deprivation is highest - in 
North Lincs 18.5% of households do not own a car (Compared with 26.9% of households in North 
East Lincolnshire) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop 
innovative transport solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Harder to arrange child care for other dependents if a child is admitted into a hospital further away 
from home 

    

The young person may not know any of the nurses or clincal teams looking after them at the acute 
site (DPoW), this could have a negative impact on their experience 

    

 

Page 9 Patient Safety – Positive Impacts 
Description of positive impacts (must include rationale and be evidence based) How will these impacts be monitored 

Paediatric Care  

24/7 PAU will continue to improve safety for paediatric patients because a paediatrician would be available 24/7.  

Children and young people will continue to be assessed at their local hospital, treated and discharged within 24 hours in the Paediatric Assessment Unit (PAU). 
 

Consolidating paediatric inpatient services onto the Acute site enables CYP with more complex needs to access the specialist care they need from well- 
supported, experienced teams of highly skilled professionals where the needs of the child and their family are known 

 

Children can have shorter hospital stays or avoid them all together and be investigated and treated at home instead  

Re-designing pathways for paediatric care will improve the safety, quality and effectiveness of services  
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Page 9 Patient Safety – Negative Impacts 
 
Description of negative impacts 

 
Mitigating actions of negative impacts 

 
How will this action be 
monitored 

 
How often will this 
action be reviewed 

 
Lead 

Paediatric Care 
    

Potential risk to CYP patients needing to be transferred from the LEH (SGH) to the acute (DPoW) or  
specialist hospital (HRI) due to travel time/distance if any delays are incurred (e.g. lack of staff/ambulances) - 
their condition could deteriorate whilst waiting for the transfer or on route. 

 
Safe transfer & inreach 

   

 
This proposed model of care may deter clinicians and nurses living near the LEH (SGH) from remaining 
within the Trust and look for alternative employment, putting the sustainability of services at risk. 

Development of rotational posts and new career 
pathways to ensure strong pipeline of new staff 
coming through 

   

Potential risk if no beds available at the acute/specialist hospital resulting in delays and the patient not 
receiving a quick responsive service for more serious or life-threatening emergencies in the right place with 
the right skilled staff and facilities available. 

Right-sized services 
Inreach 

   

Increased risk that North Lincs parents may discharge the patients themselves before they are clincially 
ready to be discharged to get home quicker if transferred to the acute site, especially if they have other 
dependants at home. 

 
pathways of care /support of clinical teams 

   

 

Page 10 Equality Impact – Positive Impacts 
Description of positive impacts (must include rationale and be evidence based) How will these impacts be monitored 

Socio-economic background  

Improved pathways to provide more holistic care, that is more responsive and better at supporting people with multiple co-morbidities to stay well.  

Freeing up staff to improve outreach provision and support (e.g. outreach clinics, virtual wards, hospital @ home)  

Reducing waiting times for care and prioritising those most in need  

Improving opportunities for local people to access well-paid jobs and rewarding career pathways (supporting workforce strategy will develop local workforce of the future in partnership with local education 
partners, industry etc.). 

 

Continued investment in the two major towns (Grimsby and Scunthorpe) – keeping money in the local economy.  

When considering the travel impact as a whole, the proposed model (where DPoW is the acute hospital) does not have a disproportionate impact on people living in the most deprived quintile (IMD 1 and 2) - 
the travel time impact broadly follows the aggregate pattern of deprivation across Northern Lincs 

 

Age  

Improved experience for CYP due to better joined-up services (H@H, properly staffed PAU, better quality of care)  

CYP said that it was really important to them that could be in a place that they feel safe (toys/home comforts) H@H will deliver this. 
(Reference: What Matters to You: Children and Young People) 

 

PCG told us that it was really important that there was well trained staff treating their children. The proposed model supports improved workforce for paeds, specialists in one place. 
(Reference: What Matters to You: Parents, Carers and Guardians) 

 

Improved frailty services. 
Enhanced care in care homes and OOH enablers (falls prevention) 

 

Disability  

More care closer to home – reduces overall need to travel 
19% of the population in North Lincs are disabled - compared with 20% in North East Lincolnshire 

 

Virtual wards will allow for more accessible care – reduces overall need to travel 
 

People with LD – co-located UCS, easy access to local services. Easier to navigate system and find where they need to be  
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Standardising pathways across the Humber – same type of care will make it easier for people with disabilities to navigate  

Ethnicity  

Having a co-located UCS on-site would make it easier for people from BAME backgrounds to access to local services. 
 

Standardising pathways across the Humber will make it easier for people from BAME backgrounds, and people where English is not their first language to navigate the system . 
Ethnicity: Asian - 3.3%, Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Group - 0.5%, Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - 1.1% Other Ethnic Groups -0.8%. 
Language: Cannot speak English well - 0.8%, cannot speak English -0.1% 

 

Improve opportunities for staff training (unconscious bias/awareness/equality/disability etc) – Patients/Members of the public told us they want this through our engagement. 
Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report 

 

Religion or Belief  

Improve opportunities for staff training (unconscious bias/awareness/equality/disability etc) – Patients/Members of the public told us they want this through our engagement. 
Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report 

 

Sex  

  

Sexual Orientation  

Of the LGBTQ+ people we have engaged with so far nobody has identified any barriers to accessing care based on their sexual orientation - in relation to the proposals 
We would like to engage with more members of the LGBTQ+ community as part of the consultation to help provide assurance 
that this feedback is reflective of the wider experiences of the LGBTQ+ community. 

Gender Reassignment  

Of the LGBTQ+ people we have engaged with so far nobody has identified any barriers to accessing care based on their gender identity - in relation to the proposals 
We would like to engage with more members of the LGBTQ+ community as part of the consultation to help provide assurance 
that this feedback is reflective of the wider experiences of the LGBTQ+ community. 

Carers  

More care closer to home – reduces overall need for carers to travel 
Approximately 3.1% of the population in North Lincs provides 50+ hours of unpaid care per week 

 

Virtual wards will allow for more accessible care – reduces overall need to travel 
 

Care closer to home will reduce the financial strain on carers, particularly unpaid carers 
 

Any other Groups  

Sex Workers - The proposed model of care would reduce waiting times for patients in ED. Sex workers in North East Lincs told us during our engagement with them that waiting times are one of the main 
barierrs when accessing care as they feel judged in waiting rooms, so if waiting for any length of time will get up and leave. This proposed model could reduce this barrier for this group of people. 
(Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report) 

 

Sex Workers - This proposed model of care allows for increased opportunities for improved joined up working with primary, secondary and community providers and allow sex workers to be looked after by 
people they trust and who support them on a day-to-day basis 
(Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report) 

 

Asylum Seekers - Have told us that they have a lack of knowledge and/or accessible information about what services do exist, what they may be eligible for and what rights they have to access healthcare. 
Standardising pathways across the Humber will make it easier for people from BAME backgrounds, and people where English is not their first language to navigate the system . 
North Lincs Ethnicity: Asian/Asian British - 3.3%, Mixed/Multiple Ethnic Group - 1.1%, Black/African/Caribbean/Black British - 0.5%. White 94.3% 
North Lincs Language: Cannot speak English well - 1.5%, cannot speak English -0.2% 
Migrant Indicator: 0.5% of people living in NL were living at an address outside the UK one year ago 
(Source: Census Data 2021) 

 

 

Page 10/11 Equality Impact – Negative Impacts 
 

How will this action be monitored How often will this action be 
reviewed Lead 

Description of negative impacts Mitigating actions of negative impacts 
   

Socio-economic background     

Some people in North Lincs and Goole would have to travel further to access care. The proposals increase travel times 
for some patients, service-users, families and staff members. 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 
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NL has high levels of deprivation and areas of low car ownership so families may not be able to afford to travel to visit 
the patient at the acute site (DPoW) 
In North Lincs 18.5% of households do not own a car, and 20% of neighbourhoods are in the most income deprived 
quintile in England (Compared with 26.9% of households do not have a car and 40% of neighbourhoods are in the 
most income deprived quintile in North East Lincolnshire) 

Work is ongoing with local authority partners to review and potentially redesign bus 
routes, exploring the possibility for direct transport between the hospital sites for 
patients, visitors and staff. 

   

Low-income families from North Lincs would find it more difficult to afford the additional travel. 
(In North Lincs 13.3% of the population are classed as being income deprived and 1 in 5 children in North Lincs are 
classed as living in poverty .) 
(Source: Fingertips Data) 

Work is ongoing with local authority partners to review and potentially redesign bus 
routes, exploring the possibility for direct transport between the hospital sites for 
patients, visitors and staff. 

   

Looking only at maternity and paediatric activity only, both site options (DPoW as the Acute site or SGH as the Acute 
site) have a disproportionate impact on people living in the most deprived communities, compared with the overall 
spread of deprivation across the region. This could be accounted for when considering the age profile of deprivation 
across our region - notably that those living in the most deprived communities are more likely to be younger. 

    

Age     

Consolidation of paediatric inpatient services would have an impact on people below the age of 18 from North Lincs 
Activty modelling tells us that this is approximately 935 paediatric patients per year (compared with 990 in the scenario 
where these services are consolidated at Scunthorpe) 

    

Consolidation of specialist medical inpatient services (Cardiology, Respiratory and Gastroenterology) is likely to have a 
higher number of impacted patients age 65+ 
Activity modelling tells us that this is approximately 1,069 patients per year (compared with 1,584 in the scenario 
where these services are consolidated at Scunthorpe) 

    

Disability     

Disabled people in North Lincolnshire and Goole could face longer journeys to visit relatives or loved ones in hosptial, if 
they are admitted for care at DPoW 
19% of the population in North Lincs are disabled - compared with 20% in North East Lincolnshire 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Disabled people have told us that wheelchairs are not able to travel with patients and that they have no independence 
when they get to the hospital site 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Disabled people could face more barriers being discharged from hospital if they are admitted to DPoW when this is not 
their local hospital 

    

Disabled people from North Lincs have further to travel and may experience difficulties parking 
(feedback has told us that there is a lack of accessible parking on sites - Reference: Combined Equalities Group 
Feedback Report / Transport Survey - Feedback Report) 

Transport working group to include estates team members to explore potential 
options to improve car parking 

   

Ethnicity     

There is strong evidence that people from Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic (BAME) backgrounds face greater health 
inequalities. This was highlighted through the COVID-19 pandemic, which had a disproportionate impact on BAME 
populations in terms of incidence of disease and mortality. 

Ongoing engagement to increase understanding of potential impacts on BAME (in 
particular Asian/Asian British) communities and develop mitigations 

   

The neighbourhoods with the largest concentration of Asian/Asian British Population in the Humber are all in North 
Lincolnshire, in the areas close to Scunthorpe Hospital - people living in these communities could be impacted if they 
or a family member is admitted to DPoW. 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Feedback with the BAME and Eastern European community have told us that translation services are currently a 
barrier - it is unclear whether the proposed model would improve this or not 

    

Religion or Belief     

Feedback from the Muslim community: Muslim women are less likely to drive or have access to a car, making it more 
difficult if they have an ill child admitted as an inpatient at DPoW (Acute) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Feedback from Muslim community: women often chaperoned by male member the family, which could be more 
difficult if care was further away 

Ongoing engagement to increase understanding of potential impacts on Muslim 
communities and develop mitigations 

   

Sex     

In North Lincs men have a shorter life expectancy than women. 
(England Average - Men = 78.7 years, Women = 82.8 years) 

 
Men = 78.9 years 
Women = 83.3 years 
(Source: Census Data 2021 - Life expectancy at birth) 

    

Sexual Orientation     

Of the LGBTQ+ people we have engaged with so far nobody has identified any barriers to accessing care based on 
their gender reassignment. 

We would like to engage with more members of the LGBTQ+ community as part of 
the consultation to help provide assurance that this feedback is reflective of the 
wider experiences of the LGBTQ+ community. 

   

Gender reassignment     
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Of the LGBTQ+ people we have engaged with so far nobody has identified any barriers to accessing care based on 
their gender reassignment. 

We would like to engage with more members of the LGBTQ+ community as part of 
the consultation to help provide assurance that this feedback is reflective of the 
wider experiences of the LGBTQ+ community. 

   

Carers     

Some carers in North Lincs would have to travel further so that the people/person they look after could access care 
and/or to visit the person they care for should they be admitted to the acute site (DPoW) 
Approximately 3.1% of the population in North Lincs provides 50+ hours of unpaid care per week, broadly similar to 
North East LIncolnshire (3.2%) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Low income carers / unpaid carers from North Lincs would find it more difficult to afford the additional travel. 
(In North Lincs there are approximately 19,000 carers. 
13.3% of the population are classed as being income deprived and 1 in 5 children in North Lincs are classed as living 
in poverty) 
(Source: Census Data 2021) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Any other Groups 
    

 
Sex Workers - We engaged with sex workers in North East Lincs. A key barrier for them when trying to access services 
is ease of access, for example if the appointment is too diccicult to get too, they wont attend. By consolidating 
specialst/maternity services onto one site further away from where they live could create further health inequalites for 
this group as they will find getting to an appointment too difficult so wont go and get the medical care/treatment they 
need. 
(Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report) 

    

Sex Workers - Many sex workers won’t get in an ambulance as they feel it resembles a police car and they are going 
to be judged by people in uniform. If these women are needing to be transferred to from the LEH (DPoW) to the Acute 
site (SGH) this could have a negative impact on them and create further barriers and health inequalties. 
(Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Asylum Seekers - Many asylum seekers don’t have the right paperwork to access means-tested benefits. Many don't 
drive or have access to a car. By consolidating services onto the acute site (DPoW) could create further barrier for 
access and health inequalties for this group as they are unable to travel to the appropriate site and cannot afford public 
transport. 
(Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

Asylum Seekers - Fear often prevents people from accessing services and/or asking for help – particularly, fear that 
doing so might impact on asylum status or application process. Lack of knowledge and/or accessible information about 
what services do exist and where they are may only compound that fear and inhibit them from accessing services at all. 
(Source: Equality Groups - Combined Feedback Report) 

Multi-agency transport working group established to develop innovative transport 
solutions for families, carers and loved ones. 

   

 

Page 12 Workforce Impact – Positive Impacts 
Description of positive impacts (must include rationale and be evidence based) How will these impacts be monitored 

Paediatric Care  

The proposed model of care has embraced the concept of joint appointments where retiring staff from paediatrics and children's services could return to 
provide education support, advice and guidance. 

 

The proposed pathway re-design will ensure staff working in paediatric services have the opportunities they need to keep their skills up to date and have 
the confidence to handle more complex cases when they arise. 

 

Consolidation will enable more effective deployment of our skilled and specialist staff by concentrating teams in one location rather than spreading them 
across multiple units. 

 

The proposed staffing model for paediatrics has been developed considering the requirements set out in the National Quality Board on Safe Staffing and 
Facing the Future standards to deliver their services 

 

Opportunities for new roles and ways of working across paediatrics, including; rotational induction/preceptorship programmes, dedicated apprenticeship 
programmes, retire and return mentorship/educational support, young person's nurse specialist roles 

 

Staff will be able to work in larger teams, which improves resilience and enables us to design rotas to cover services that will be more attractive to 
current and future workforce. Improved retention and recruitment of staff ensures the sustainability of services over the long term. 
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Page 12 Workforce Impact – Negative Impacts 
Description of negative impacts Mitigating actions of negative impacts How will this action be 

monitored 
How often will this 
action be reviewed Lead 

Paediatric Care  

Still requires multiple rotas for some specialties, paediatrics/neonatal and ED 
    

Additional workforce would be needed to support the additional transfers Development of transport solutions for inter- 
hosptial transfers 

   

 
Can the staff working at the LEH sufficiently maintain skills and experience 

Development of rotational posts and new career 
pathways to ensure strong pipeline of new staff 
coming through 

   

 

Additional travel and financial impact for staff rotating between sites, staff with young families would 
be particularly impacted 

Work is ongoing with local authority partners to 
review and potentially redesign bus routes, 
exploring the possibility for direct transport 
between the hospital sites for patients, visitors 
and staff. 

   

Potential for dissatisfaction/low morale amongst staff at the LEH whose site base may change. These 
existing staff members may choose an alternative role or organisation rather than travel to the acute 
site, this could potentially have a negative impact on staff vacancy rates 

Development of rotational posts and new career 
pathways to ensure strong pipeline of new staff 
coming through 

   

Potential for reduced career opportunities/progresion for specialist, paediatric workforce at the LEH 
and/or perception of reduced opportunities.This could make the LEH a less attractive place to work, 
and make recruitment difficult. 

Development of rotational posts and new career 
pathways to ensure strong pipeline of new staff 
coming through 

   

Vacancy rates in NLaG could continue to rise if recruitment/retention initiatives aren't successful 
making it unsustainable to maintain services. 

    

Staff have told us that parking and lack of spaces makes travelling to work difficult for them, 
consolidating some staff/services onto one site could reduce the availabilty of parking event more. 
(Source: Travel and Transport Feedback Report) 

Transport working group to include estates team 
members to explore potential options to improve 
car parking 

   

Staff have told us that poor public transport links make it difficult for them when travelling to work, and 
public transport between hospital sites is poor. This could have a negative impact on staff who rely on 
public transport if required to work at alternative sites as a result of the changes proposed within this 
model of care. 
(Source: Travel and Transport Feedback Report) 

Work is ongoing with local authority partners to 
review and potentially redesign bus routes, 
exploring the possibility for direct transport 
between the hospital sites for patients, visitors 
and staff. 

   

 

Page 13 Sustainability Impact – Positive Impacts 
Description of positive impacts (must include rationale and be evidence based) How will these impacts be monitored 

Urgent and Emergency Care  

Improves financial sustainability by reducing the cost of using agency and locum staff to fill vacancies 
(In 2022/23 - HUTH spent £18million and NLaG spent £37.7 million) 

 

Design and build ‘smart buildings’ promoting increased environmental sustainability and efficiency. This will also support the delivery of the ICS's Green Plan. 
 

Improved use of digital to support remote monitoring, more responsive and efficient services will help to reduce the overall need for patients to travel to hospital. 
 

Digital Infrastrature - systems that interact with each other /providing remote assessments,monitoring, shared care planning and diagnostics access 
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Boost economic and productivity growth across the Humber’s thriving industries, leveraging the benefits of Freeport status and working with a range of partners to 
support investment in the region. 
Our investment plans are backed by a strong “Anchor Network” across the region and integral to the delivery of regional regeneration strategies, Local Authority 
Master Plans and Town Deals. Planning has been undertaken collaboratively with Local Authorities and wider partners (Universities, LEPs), adopting a “One Public 
Estate” approach, to ensure maximum return on investment, leveraging wider economic benefits through increased private sector investment in allied industries. 

 

Raise the Humber’s prominence as the UK’s Energy Estuary within the emerging green energy sector and generate solutions to help meet the NHS Zero Carbon 
goals 

 

Built on a digitally delivered support infrastructure, providing remote assessments, monitoring, shared care planning and diagnostics access. 
 

Put in place virtual wards to achieve a sustainable shift from hospital to home-based care when safe to do so 
 

Paediatric Care  

Put in place virtual wards to achieve a sustainable shift from hospital to home-based care when safe to do so 
 

 
 

Page 13 Sustainability Impact – Negative Impacts 
 

Description of negative impacts Mitigating actions of negative impacts How will this action be 
monitored 

How often will this 
action be reviewed Lead 

Urgent and emergency care 
    

 
Our current buildings are not flexible and cannot easily by adapted to deliver new models of care. 

    

Paediatric Care 
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Report of the Director:      Meeting: 29 January 2024 
Children and Families 
 

 
NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 

 
 
 
 

 
 

COMPLEX CARE CHILDREN’S CAMPUS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

2.1 The Complex Care Children’s Campus at Alvingham Road when open 
will make provision for: - 

• Short Breaks for children with complex learning and physical 
disabilities in facilities that are fit for purpose and meet the future 
anticipated need 

• A place where Health can support parents to meet the changing 
medical needs of their children 

• Co-locate Health and care provision for long-term care 
• Provide an option for family space for children with life limiting 

conditions  
• Developing independent living skills for preparation for adulthood 

 
2.2 The project was joint funded by the Council and a grant from the 

Department for Education (DfE). Snagging is currently underway, and 
an opening date is expected soon. 

 
2.3 Young people and their families continue to be involved in the 

development of the campus, with current consultation areas including 
the final specification of the sensory areas. 

 

CABINET

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 

1.1 To update Cabinet about the progress being made towards the 
completion of the Complex Care Children’s Campus

1.2 To seek a Cabinet decision to adopt the proposed name for the new 
campus
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2.4 Following consultation with children and families, the name ‘Tree Tops’ 
has been the most popular choice for the building and is our preferred 
option, with the individual units being named Nightingale, Robin, 
Butterfly and Hummingbird. 

 
 

3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 Option 1 
 To confirm the name of Tree Tops for the new Complex Care 

Children’s Campus, and to make plans for its opening. 
 
3.2 Option 2 
 To offer an alternative name 
  

 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1     Option 1 
 Celebrating the completion of the building and planning its opening 

event will strengthen our offer for parents and carers of children with 
complex needs. The newly completed campus will provide care and 
accommodation, short breaks, and family space for children enabling 
them to stay in their local community. Working with health to support 
families to access care for their children locally.  Should it be needed, 
this will include end of life care for those with life limiting conditions. 
The naming of the new Complex Care Children’s Campus is an 
essential element in families feeling a sense of involvement and 
connection with this new provision.  

 
4.2 Option 2 
 Choosing to name the campus outside the preferences of consulted 

families would not be in line with the Council’s values.  
  

 
5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 

PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 
  

5.1     There are no financial or resource implications associated with this 
decision. 

 
 

6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 
EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      

 
6.1  N/a 
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7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1     N/a 
 
 

8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1     In November 2023 a consultation was undertaken with 135 families 

who currently access The Cygnets and the wider short breaks for 
children with disabilities, as to possible names for the new children’s 
Campus and for the four units within the Campus. 41 families 
responded, with clear preferences identified. 

 
 
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1 To agree ‘Tree Tops’ as the name for the new Complex Care 
Children’s Campus, and ‘Nightingale’, ‘Robin’, ‘Butterfly’ and 
‘Hummingbird’ as the names for the four units within the Campus. 

 
DIRECTOR: CHILDREN AND FAMILIES  

 
Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
DN15 6NL 
 
Author: Jemima Flintoff 
Date: 18 January 2024 
 
 
Background Papers used in the preparation of this report – Nil 
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Report of the Director: Children and       Meeting: 29 January 2029 
Families                   

 
 

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 
 
 
 

 
 

FAMILY HUBS IN NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE – UPDATE JANUARY 2024 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 
2.1 In line with government policy, North Lincolnshire continues with our journey to 

develop Family Hubs to further strengthen and integrate our local offer for 
families, aiming to enable children to thrive in their families, achieve in schools, 
and flourish in their communities, building resilience and community 
connections. 

 
2.2 Key Achievements 
 
2.3 Launch of West Street Family Hub. The transformation of the West Street 

Family Hub was completed in October 2023 following a programme of 
construction and renovation work co-designed with local parents, carers and 
children. The Hub has been transformed into a modern, more accessible, agile 
community venue with a distinct youth space, repurposed bookable rooms, a 
clinical room for health service delivery, and updated kitchen facilities.  

 
2.4  160 local people attended the launch event where families took part in baby 

massage and baby yoga, toddler reading, virtual reality headset 
demonstrations, health and wellbeing sessions, advice about childcare, and 
perhaps most importantly, connecting with each other and their community.  

 
2.5 The offer at West Street continues to develop and respond to changes in need 

and feedback, reflecting the broad range of agencies and voluntary community 
sector partners involved in supporting families.  

 

               
CABINET 

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 

1.1 This report provides an update in relation to the development of Start 
for Life Family Hubs in North Lincolnshire, including progress against 
the key milestones of the DfE grant-funded programme, and key next 
steps.
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2.6 Following the launch of West Street Family Hub, work has been underway on 
phase 2, developing Henderson Avenue Children’s Centre and Ashby 
Children’s Centre into family hubs. Each with its own unique community make-
up and needs, the Hubs have continued to be open for families and will officially 
launch in coming weeks.  

 
2.7 Development of a new digital platform. The Start for Life Family Hubs grant 

is being used to develop new ways to empower families to access information 
and self-help strategies, as well as to better connect with the community offer. 
The soon-to-launch NL Family app and website will provide a single access 
point for information aimed at parents and carers, and for those that need it, a 
more streamlined way to find out how to seek help for any aspect of family life, 
from support with breast feeding, to help seeking employment, to understanding 
and responding to teenagers. 

 
2.8 Establishing Parent-Carer Panels. Meeting 6-weekly, the Scunthorpe North 

parent carer panel has worked together to co-produce the West Street Family 
Hub redesign, plan the launch, and shape the multi-agency and community 
offer that continues to develop. Reflecting the cultural and ethnic diversity of the 
area, the panel has helped to promote the Hub and the offer within local schools 
and faith groups as well as the wider community. Panels are being established 
in the South of Scunthorpe and in other community areas as we develop the 
Family Hubs model further. 

 
 
3.  OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 This report sets out the current position and key achievements in relation 
to the delivery of the Start for Life Family Hub programme. No specific 
options are being presented for consideration. 

 
 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1    Not applicable. 
 
 
5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 

PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 
  

5.1     The development of family hubs and the Start for Life offer is funded by 
the DfE grant until the end of March 2025. This includes provision for 
project support, administration, finance and marketing. 
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6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 
EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      

  
6.1 Meeting the aims of the Family Hubs in an integrated way and 

developing evidence-informed interventions for the most vulnerable, 
aligns with the One Family Approach and Council Plan priorities. 

 
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1     An Integrated Impact Assessment Stage 1 Initial Screening Template 
was completed in relation to this programme and did not identify any 
negative potential impacts. 

  
 

8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1     Parents, carers, and children are regularly consulted in relation to the 

development of the family hubs programme through the specific panels 
and groups referenced in this report. 

 
8.2 No conflicts of interests declared. 

                       
 
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1    That Cabinet welcomes the progress being made to deliver against the 
government’s Start for Life Family Hubs programme, continuing to 
support this agenda as it drives transformation to a more integrated, 
locality-based model of help for whole-families. 

 
 

                                       DIRECTOR: CHILDREN AND FAMILIES 
 
 

Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
Author: Tom Hewis 
Director Children and Families: Rachel Smith 
Date: 17/01/24 
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Report of the Director Communities           Meeting: 29 January 2024  

  

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 
 
 

 
ENHANCED BUS PARTNERSHIP PLAN AND SCHEME  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

Enhanced Partnership Plan and Scheme 
 
2.1 The North Lincolnshire Enhanced Bus Partnership Plan is made by both 

North Lincolnshire Council and key stakeholders including bus operators in 
accordance with Section 138G(1) of the Transport Act 2000.  

 
2.2 The Enhanced Partnership Plan and Scheme has been developed to 

support the delivery of the desired outcomes of the Bus Service 
Improvement Plan (first published in October 2021):  

• Enhanced services and investment on key corridors, with routes that 
are easier to understand.  

• Significant improvements in bus priority 
• Integrated local ticketing between operators.  
• Fares must be simpler and provide value for money. 
• Service patterns must be integrated with other modes e.g. rail  
• Clear passenger information with simple numbering system.  
• Modern buses and decarbonisation  
• Give passengers more of a voice and a say.  
• Services which are safe for all.  
• More demand-responsive services and ‘socially necessary’ transport 

i.e. shift patterns, health centres  
    

2.3  An Enhanced Bus Partnership has been developed with the intention to 
deliver the vision and ambition set out in the NL Bus Service Improvement 
Plan and oversee the Partnership Plan and scheme for buses and any 
further Enhanced Partnership schemes made in accordance with the 
Transport Act 2000.   Members of the Enhanced Partnership include Bus 

 CABINET

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 

1.1 To update Cabinet on the progress with the Enhanced Bus Partnership 
Plan and Scheme 2023 – 2027. 

1.2 To update Cabinet on the bus service improvement measures. 
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and Community Transport Operators as well as North Lincolnshire Council 
representatives.   

 
2.4 A number of measures have been identified as part of the delivery of the 

Enhanced Partnership Plan and Scheme:  
 

• Additional bus services  
• Review ongoing maintenance, repair and servicing of bus 

infrastructure  
• Section 22 Community Transport in North Lincolnshire 
• Bus disruption survey  
• Extensions to existing services  
• Villages South and East of Brigg including Humberside Airport. 
• Scunthorpe to Barton and Hull 
• Main residential corridors in Scunthorpe 
• Reduced fares for young people  

 
2.5  Based on the above measures identified in the Enhanced Partnership 

Scheme, the following proposals related to bus services have been 
recommended and supported at the Enhanced Partnership Board, 
those in italics have already been implemented:  

 
• Improved Maintenance of Bus Infrastructure – ongoing 

development of improved maintenance scheme. 
 
• Additional services on service 4 Sundays and Bank Holidays -

9.00am service from Scunthorpe to Brigg and return 
journey.  Extend the 17.45 service to Brigg which currently 
terminates at 18.02 at Morrisons.  Return journey from Brigg at 
18.30. 

 
• Revision of service 10 timetable – Additional services from 

Burringham Monday to Friday. 9.30am from Burringham to 
Scunthorpe.  12.00 return from Scunthorpe to Burringham.  12.30 
from Burringham to Scunthorpe.  

 
• Additional evening services on service 90 – Additional 7pm 

evening service Monday to Saturday from Scunthorpe to Crowle 
and return.  Additional 9.30pm Friday and Saturday service from 
Scunthorpe to Crowle and return. 

 
• New Saturday Service for South and East of Brigg – The new 

Saturday service 4 will link into Brigg giving the same frequency of 
buses in the area on Monday to Friday. 

 
• Ferry Ward – Additional Bus Services – Service 260 
 Extend service 260 to Immingham incorporating South 

Killingholme, North Killingholme and East Halton. 
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• Section 22 Community Transport in North Lincolnshire - Route 
96 is between Barton and Brigg. Route 97 on the Isle of Axholme 
between Garthorpe and Wroot. Monday to Friday. 

 
• Additional Sunday service provision on service 350 -  

A new 7.55am Scunthorpe to Hull service to alleviate the pressure 
of the 10am service.  

 
• Bus Disruption Survey – To be carried out by NLC staff in 

conjunction with operators and drivers. Working group to be set up. 
 

Additional measures will be added to the Enhanced Partnership Plan over time, 
using the variation process as set out in Section 5 of the Plan.  
 

3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 Option 1: That members note the progress on the approve schemes laid 
out at 2.4/5 of the report.  

 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1     The EP Plan and Scheme has been developed in close consultation with 
the members of the Enhanced Partnership Board and has been subject 
to the consultation procedure as set out in the guidance related to the 
develop of the plan and the scheme.   

 
 The EP Plan and Scheme will enable additional services and 

improvement measures to be put in place for the benefit of North 
Lincolnshire residents, visitors and those working in the area.  

 
 Our funding allocation for 2023/24 has now been drawn down from 

government.   
 
 The measures identified under 2.5 have been consulted on with bus 

operators and agreed as at the Enhanced Partnership Board meetings.   
 
4.2 No applicable.  
 

 
5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 

PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 
  

5.1     Financial: North Lincolnshire Council has been indicatively allocated the 
following funding for bus service improvement plans:  

 
▪ LTA BSIP + allocation (2024 to 2025) = £547,379 
▪ LTA BSIP+ allocation (2023 to 2024) = 547,379 
▪ Additional funding allocated for 2024/25 = £965,000  
▪ Total = £2,059,758 
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6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 
EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      

  
6.1    Enabling resilient and flourishing communities: The Enhanced 

Partnership will contribute towards one of the key priorities in the council 
plan. The development of bus services will enable residents to travel 
sustainably and help contribute towards a clean and green local 
environment.  

 
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1     An integrated impact assessment is in the process of being undertaken 
on each of the measures identified.   

  
8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 

DECLARED 
 

8.1     This report is for information but through the development of the plan 
and scheme – the following consultation took place which has followsthe 
Department for Transport guidance in terms of the consultation 
requirements for ‘making’ the Enhanced Partnership Plan and Scheme. 
This procedure followed is set out below:  

 
3 October 2023 - Draft EP Plan and Scheme was sent to operators of 
qualifying local services giving 28 days to raise any objections or views 
on the Plan and Scheme before it was finalised.  No objections were 
raised. 
 
31 October 2023 - As detailed in the guidance from DfT and as part of 
the statutory consultation process the Plan and Scheme were then 
forwarded to statutory consultees, giving 2 weeks’ notice to raise any 
objections.   
 
The consultees included neighbouring authorities (North East 
Lincolnshire Council, Hull County Council, East Riding Council, South 
Yorkshire Council), Traffic Commissioner, Humberside Police, Transport 
Focus, Competitions and Marketing Authority and DfT. 
 
Positive feedback was received from Humberside Police with some 
suggestions for future improvements from Transport Focus.  These will 
be taken on board when reviewing the scheme. 
   

9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1   That Cabinet note the progress on the plan and scheme proposals. 
                    

 DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITIES 
 

Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
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North Lincolnshire 
DN16 6NL 
Author: Lesley Potts 
Date: 16/01/2024 
Background Papers used in the preparation of this report 

• Enhanced Partnership Plan and Scheme 
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Report of the Director Communities        Meeting: 29 January 2024 
      

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 
 
 
 

LEVELLING UP NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

2.1  Levelling up requires a focused, long-term plan of action and a clear 
framework to identify and act upon required interventions. 

 
Evidence supports 6 themes as drivers for levelling up: 
 

• Physical capital – infrastructure, machines and housing.  
• Human capital – the skills, health and experience of the 

workforce.  
• Intangible capital – innovation, ideas and patents.  
• Financial capital – resources supporting the financing of 

companies.  
• Social capital – the strength of communities, relationships and 

trust.  
• Institutional capital – local leadership, capacity and capability 

 
 
2.2  North Lincolnshire has been working to support those key drivers in the 

six themes above.  Taking them each in turn: 
 

Physical Capital – NLC has taken an infrastructure first approach to 
development for both employment and housing across our area with 
significant investment in Road (e.g. North Junction, A160), Rail (Guage 
Enhancement) and Digital (Gigabit Broadband). The impact of this is a 
significant growth in our net housing completions over the last 3 years, 
where in 2022/23 we completed 550 completions, and in this current year 
we are well on our way to achieving beyond our target of 383.  
Automation in our key food and furniture manufacturing sector has 
enabled a strong competitive and productive local companies supporting 
our economy and UK PLC giving food security locally, regionally and 
nationally.  
 
 

CABINET

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT

1.1 To update members on Levelling Up for Scunthorpe.
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Human Capacity – NLC alongside our local skills provider have 
delivered University Centre North Lincolnshire where over 1500 students 
are working towards a level 4 qualification, alongside this we have 
provided opportunities through shared prosperity fund to improve their 
functional maths skills.  Out Skills and Employability plan sets our 
medium term plan to build upon our recent success. 
 
Intangible Capital – NLC is playing an integral role in the deliver of the 
Humber Freeport, a idea that was integral to our Economic Plan in 2019.  
The development of the freeport will provide through the business rate 
uplift the opportunity to shape innovation across all sectors as we 
continue our journey to decarbonisation. 
 
Our Economic Growth Plan sets our priorities and intent for North 
Lincolnshire Economy in the medium term. 
 
Financial Capital – NLC has been supported in delivering significant 
investment to local businesses and communities through a range of 
funding opportunities including, Shared Prosperity Fund, Future High 
Street Support Fund, Levelling Up Fund and Town Deal. 
 
Looking forward Government have announced a further £20m Town 
Deal funding over 10 years – allowing us to plan a long-term strategy for 
North Lincolnshire, supported an, immediate intervention through our 
successful £15.8m Levelling Up Bid for Scunthorpe Town Centre which 
will continue to enable immediate market opportunities to regenerate of 
our Town Centre.   
 
This sits alongside the Levelling Up Investment for Barton upon Humber 
of £19.8m. 
 
Social and institutional Capital - Cabinet took a decision on a new 
frame for a Community Plan for North Lincolnshire.   
 
 The framework and the funding will support the transformation of our 
communities both for place and people, ensuring that we have a long-
term plan in place to ensure strong, sustainable and enabled 
communities delivering the right intervention at the right time.  
 
Collaboration through local leaders in North Lincolnshire is growing in 
strength, recognising the need for one sustainable North Lincolnshire 
with the right single intervention for our people.  Sharing and 
collaborating creates the opportunity to have the right capacity and 
capability to deliver our joint place priorities. 
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3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 That Cabinet note the Governments continued investment and support 
in enabling the economic success for the place and people of North 
Lincolnshire. 

 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1     Report for information. 
 

5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 
PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 

  
5.1  Funding will be subject to government guidance, performance and 

outcome-based monitoring. 
 
6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 

EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      
 

 6.1  The Community Framework is aligned to the Council Plan.  
 
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1 Report is for information. 
  

8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1 A full stakeholder engagement will take place through the development 

of community plan. 
                       
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1 That the Cabinet note the progress on Levelling Up North Lincolnshire 
through over £80m of Government Investment planned and in delivery. 

 
 DIRECTOR COMMUNITIES 

 
 

 
Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
Post Code DN15 6NL 
Author: Lesley Potts 
Date: 16.01.24 
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Background Papers used in the preparation of this report –  
 
Appendix One  
 
Community Framework on a page 
 

 
 
 

Population Place Interaction Interest Infrastructure  
Evidence Base 

by localities 
understanding 
Neighbourhood 

Shapes and enables the 
Community 
 

Communities brought 
together by 
geographic 
boundaries 
 

Residents enabled 
to bring about 
change for place 
and population 
 

Residents who share the same 
interest or passion 
 

Environment that supports 
communities to come 
together 
 

 
 
 

Outcomes/Impact 

• People feel a sense of belonging to their local community. 
• Communities have enabled strong and diverse social networks improving social and economic outcomes for residents. 
• Communities have an enabled and sustainable civic structure. 
• Community groups are diverse and inclusive where everyone has a voice. 
• Communities feel safe and are safe. 
• Sustainable and enabled Community Infrastructure 
• Enabled and connected and networked communities 

 
 

Intent 

• Shared basics: clarity of purpose, values, and roles, built on shared understanding, knowledge and a commitment to partnership working 
through community investment and inclusion. 

• Equality, Diversity and inclusion: behaviours and ways of working that enable the power of the whole community to flourish, with all parts 
giving generously to the process and being open to receiving feedback. 

• Structures: systems, mechanisms and processes that are fit for purpose and enable innovation and sustain long-term commitment to all 
communities. 

• Capacity and resources: having the wherewithal to act at a locality and neighbourhood level. 
 
 

Offer 

• Fewest best interventions to prevent resident failure. 
• Enabling the workforce to empower communities to support at the lowest level 
• Removing duplication and boosting utilisation across communities – one community, one team through one intervention 
• Community First Approach for Family, Place and Council 
• A common language to enable more effective communities. 
• Empower and support communities to deliver neighbourhood and locality assets 
• An evidenced based community specification 

Communities Together in NL
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Report of the Director Communities          Meeting:  29 January 2024                             
                                            

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 
 
 

 
SUSTAINABLE FLEET REPLACEMENT PLAN 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

2.1 Our Sustainable Fleet Replacement Strategy is to set out our 
approach to ensure the council has an operational fleet that is resilient, 
enabling efficient service delivery across all functions.  

 
The plan provides the framework for the selection, procurement and 
management of all vehicles, plant and mechanical equipment 
operated by the council. This strategy is underpinned by strong data 
and intelligence and links to the Green Futures Plan and the Fleet 
Asset Management Plan (AMP). 

 
2.2 Our objectives for replacement are: 

 

  
2.3 During 2023 the Council procured several replacement vehicles to support 

the continued delivery of our community functions including: 
 

o Waste 
o Schools Transport 
o Street Cleansing 

 

 CABINET

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 

1.1 To update Cabinet on the implementation of our Sustainable Fleet 
Replacement Plan.
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2.4 The Council has already taken delivery of 5 new sweepers this month.  A 
further 15 new vehicles will be introduced into the fleet in the next 8 weeks 
including: 

 
 7 x 26 tonne – Waste Collection Vehicles 
 5 x 16 tonne - Waste Collection Vehicles 
 3 x Truck Mounted Vehicles. 

 
3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 Option 1: That members note the progress in Implementing the Sustainable 
Fleet Replacement Plan. 

 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1    Not applicable. 
 

5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 
PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 

  
5.1   The delivery of the Fleet Sustainable Replacement Plan is funded through an 

allocation in the Council Capital Strategy. 
 
6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 

EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      
  

6.1    Enabling resilient and flourishing communities: The replacement plan will 
contribute towards one of the key priorities in the council plan. The new 
assets will enable one offer and intervention at the right level..  

 
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1    An integrated impact assessment has been undertaken for the whole plan. 
 

8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1    This report is for information but through the development of the plan – all 

Council functions were consulted. 
                       
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1   That Cabinet note the progress on the plan. 
                    

 DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITIES 
Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
DN16 6NL 
Author: LP 
Date: 16/01/2024 
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Report of the Director: Outcomes    Meeting: 29 January 2024 

 
NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 

 
 
 
 

 
 

REGULATION OF INVESTIGATORY POWERS ACT 2000 (RIPA) UPDATE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

2.1 RIPA provides a legislative framework which details a system of 
authorisation which exists to secure the lawfulness of surveillance 
activities and ensure that they are consistent with obligations under the 
Human Rights Act 1998.  

 
2.2  The different types of authorisation include covert surveillance directed 

at a person(s) and the use of a "covert human intelligence source" 
(CHIS) which involves the establishing of a relationship for the covert 
purpose of obtaining information and access to communications data 
such as telephone subscriber details and itemised phone logs. 

 
2.3 Between 1st January 2023 and 31st December 2023, the Council 

presented 1 RIPA application to the Authorising Officer which was 
authorised and approved by the Magistrates Court in accordance with 
the Council’s RIPA Policy.  This surveillance was to carry out underage 
sale test purchasing of vapes and to test the compliance of two stores, 
where intelligence had been received that underage sales were taking 
place. One store had closed and the other refused the sale. Therefore, 
the surveillance demonstrated compliance with the law and no further 
action was taken.     

 
2.4 The Investigatory Powers Commissioner’s Office advises that as a good 

practice measure officers who regularly use RIPA should receive 
refresher training.  Training was provided by an external provider and 
took place in April 2023.  

 

               
CABINET

1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT

1.1 To inform Members of the Council’s activity relating to surveillance 
matters under the RIPA regime for the period 1st January 2023 to 31st 
December 2023
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2.5 As part of the RIPA process the Investigatory Powers Commissioner’s 
Office inspected the Authority. They provided a positive report in 
December 2023 and made constructive suggestions on improvement of 
practice and on the RIPA policy to ensure the Authority remained current. 
These have all been addressed. 

 
2.6 As a result of staffing changes within the organisation, the Assistant 

Director Public Protection will remain as Authorising Officer but following 
the retirement of the Assistant Director Resources and Performance the 
second Authorising Officer was lost. Although the number of applications 
are low it is felt that a second Authorising Officer is still required to ensure 
continuity of cover and it is anticipated the new  Chief Financial Officer ( 
S151) will cover that role.  The Senior Responsible Officer is now  
Director: Communities. All new appointees have or will receive training.  
The Council’s existing RIPA Policy has been amended to reflect these 
changes  

 
2.7  The RIPA Coordinator will also provide a briefing session to the Chief 

Executive in relation to RIPA roles and responsibilities once they are in 
post.    

 
3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 To note the contents of this Report and approve the existing RIPA Policy 
with amendments to reflect organisational changes and practice 
improvements.  

 
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
  

4.1     Guidance indicates that Members should be made aware of RIPA usage 
within the Council. 

 
5. FINANCIAL AND OTHER RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (e.g. LEGAL, HR, 

PROPERTY, IT, COMMUNICATIONS etc.) 
  

5.1     The RIPA provisions are already in place within existing resources.  
 
6. OTHER RELEVANT IMPLICATIONS (e.g. CRIME AND DISORDER, 

EQUALITIES, COUNCIL PLAN, ENVIRONMENTAL, RISK etc.)      
 

6.1  The application of the RIPA provisions will ensure the Council is “safe” 
and “well” as covert surveillance will only be conducted in accordance 
with the legislative framework and guidance.  

 
7. OUTCOMES OF INTEGRATED IMPACT ASSESSMENT (IF APPLICABLE) 
 

7.1     Not applicable  
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8. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION AND CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS 
DECLARED 

 
8.1     The provisions are either statutory or good practice which the 

Investigatory Powers Commissioner will expect to be followed.  
 
9. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

9.1 That the content of this Report is noted and the amendment to the 
existing RIPA Policy regarding Authorising Officers is approved.  

 
DIRECTOR: OUTCOMES 

 
 
 
Church Square House 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
Author: Caroline Emerson 
Date 08.01.2024 
 
Background Papers used in the preparation of this report – North Lincolnshire 
Council RIPA Policy 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 This code of practice provides guidance on the use by public authorities of Part II of 
the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act (“the 2000 Act”) to authorise covert 
surveillance that is likely to result in the obtaining of private information1 about a 
person. The code provides guidance on when an application should be made for an 
authorisation under the 2000 Act and the procedures that must be followed before 
activity takes place. The code also provides guidance on the handling of any 
information obtained by surveillance activity.  

1.2 The code also applies to the entry on, or interference with, property or with wireless 
telegraphy by public authorities. Chapter 7 of this code provides guidance on the 
issue of warrants under section 5 of the Intelligence Services Act 1994 (“the 1994 
Act”) or authorisations under Part III of the Police Act 1997 (“the 1997 Act”).  

1.3 This code is issued pursuant to Section 71 of the 2000 Act, which provides that the 
Secretary of State shall issue one or more codes of practice in relation to the powers 
and duties in Part 2 of the 2000 Act, section 5 of the 1994 Act and Part III of the 1997 
Act. This code replaces the previous Covert Surveillance and Property Interference 
code of practice (dated December 2014). This version of the code reflects changes 
introduced by the Investigatory Powers Act 2016 (“the 2016 Act”), including the 
introduction of equipment interference warrants under Part 5 of the 2016 Act and the 
new oversight framework, establishing the Investigatory Powers Commissioner (“the 
Commissioner”)2. The previous arrangements, set out in the code of practice issued 
in December 2014 should be applied, until the relevant provisions of the 2016 Act 
have been commenced.  

1.4 This code of practice is primarily intended for use by the public authorities able to 
authorise activity under the 2000 Act, the 1994 Act and Part III of the 1997 Act. It will 
also allow other interested persons to understand the procedures to be followed by 
those public authorities. This code is publicly available and should be readily 
accessible by members of any relevant public authority seeking to authorise covert 
surveillance or entry on, or interference with, property or with wireless telegraphy.  

1.5 The 2000 Act provides that all codes of practice issued under the Act are admissible 
as evidence in criminal and civil proceedings. Any court or tribunal considering such 
proceedings, the Investigatory Powers Tribunal , or the Investigatory Powers 
Commissioner responsible for overseeing the relevant powers and functions, may 
take the provisions of the codes of practice into account. Public authorities may also 
be required to justify, with regard to this code, the use or granting of authorisations in 
general or the failure to use or grant authorisations where appropriate. 

1.6 Examples are included in this code to assist with the illustration and interpretation of 
certain provisions. Examples are included for guidance only. It is not possible for 
theoretical examples to replicate the level of detail to be found in real cases. 
Consequently, public authorities should avoid allowing superficial similarities with the 
examples to determine their decisions and should not seek to justify their decisions 

                                            
1 See paragraph 3.3 to 3.6 of this code for more detail on private information  

2 Further information on oversight by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner and the Judicial 

Commissioners is provided at chapter 10 of this code 
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solely by reference to the examples rather than the law, including the provisions of 
this code. The examples should not be taken as confirmation that any particular 
public authority undertakes the activity described; examples are for illustrative 
purposes only. 
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2 Activity by public authorities to which 
this code applies 

Covert surveillance 

2.1 Part II of the 2000 Act provides for the authorisation of covert surveillance by public 
authorities listed at Schedule 1 of the 2000 Act where that surveillance is likely to 
result in the obtaining of private information about a person. 

2.2 Surveillance, for the purpose of the 2000 Act, includes monitoring, observing or 
listening to persons, their movements, conversations or other activities and 
communications. It may be conducted with or without the assistance of a surveillance 
device and includes the recording of any information obtained3. 

2.3 Surveillance is covert if, and only if, it is carried out in a manner calculated to ensure 
that any persons who are subject to the surveillance are unaware that it is or may be 
taking place4. 

2.4 Specifically, covert surveillance may be authorised under the 2000 Act if it is either 
directed or intrusive: 

• Directed surveillance is covert surveillance that is not intrusive and is carried out 
in relation to a specific investigation or operation in such a manner as is likely to 
result in the obtaining of private information about any person (other than by way 
of an immediate response to events or circumstances such that it is not 
reasonably practicable to seek authorisation under the 2000 Act); 

• Intrusive surveillance is covert surveillance that is carried out in relation to 
anything taking place on residential premises or in any private vehicle (and that 
involves the presence of an individual on the premises or in the vehicle or is 
carried out by a means of a surveillance device)5. 

2.5 Chapter 3 of this code provides a fuller description of directed and intrusive 
surveillance, along with definitions of terms, exceptions and examples. Surveillance 
carried out as part of an equipment interference warrant issued under the 2016 Act 
does not require a separate authorisation under the 2000 Act (see paragraphs 3.41 
to 3.44 below). 

                                            
3 See section 48(2) of the 2000 Act 

4 As defined in section 26(9)(a) of the 2000 Act 

5 See chapter 3 of this code for full definition of residential premises and private vehicles, and note that the 

2010 Legal Consultations Order identified a new category of surveillance to be treated as intrusive 

surveillance (see chapter 9). 
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Interference with property and wireless telegraphy 

2.6 Part 3 of the 1997 Act provides for the authorisation of property interference (entry 
onto or interference with property or with wireless telegraphy) by law enforcement 
bodies listed in section 93(5) of the 1997 Act and at 7.1 of this code. Similarly, 
section 5 of the 1994 Act provides for warrants, issued by the Secretary of State to 
the intelligence services, authorising entry on or interference with property or with 
wireless telegraphy. Chapter 7 of this code provides a fuller description of such 
authorisations and the interaction with equipment interference warrants provided for 
in the 2016 Act.   

Basis for lawful activity 

2.7 The Human Rights Act 1998 gave effect in UK law to the rights set out in the 
European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). Some of these rights are absolute, 
such as the prohibition on torture, while others are qualified, meaning that it is 
permissible for the state to interfere with those rights if certain conditions are 
satisfied.  

2.8 Amongst the qualified rights is a person’s right to respect for their private and family 
life, home and correspondence, as provided for by Article 8 of the ECHR. It is Article 
8 that is most likely to be engaged when public authorities seek to obtain private 
information about a person by means of covert surveillance. Property interference 
activity may also engage Article 1 of the First Protocol, the right to peaceful 
enjoyment of possessions, which could include any property subject to interference 
by public authorities. Article 6 of the ECHR, the right to a fair trial, is also relevant 
where a prosecution follows the use of covert techniques, particularly where the 
prosecution seek to protect the use of those techniques through public interest 
immunity procedures.  

2.9 Part II of the 2000 Act, Part III of the 1997 Act and section 5 of the 1994 Act, provide 
a statutory framework under which covert surveillance or property interference 
activity can be authorised and conducted compatibly with the ECHR.  

Relevant public authorities 

2.10 Only certain public authorities may apply for authorisations under the 2000, 1997 or 
1994 Acts: 

• Directed surveillance applications may only be made by those public authorities 
listed in Part I and Part II of Schedule 1 of the 2000 Act.  

• Intrusive surveillance applications may only be made by those public authorities 
whose senior authorising officer is listed in section 32(6) of the 2000 Act, or by 
those public authorities listed in or designated under section 41(1) of the 2000 
Act. 

• Applications to enter on, or interfere with, property or with wireless telegraphy 
may only be made (under Part III of the 1997 Act) by those public authorities 
listed in section 93(5) of the 1997 Act and at 7.1 of this code; or (under section 5 
of the 1994 Act) by the intelligence services. 
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Scotland 

2.11 Where covert surveillance is authorised, all of which is likely to take place in 
Scotland, authorisations should be granted under the Regulation of Investigatory 
Powers (Scotland) Act 2000 (“RIP(S)A 2000”)6, unless: 

• the authorisation is to be granted or renewed (by any relevant public authority) for 
the purposes of national security or the economic well-being of the UK; 

• the authorisation is being obtained by, or authorises conduct by or on behalf of, 
those public authorities listed in section 46(3) of the 2000 Act and the Regulation 
of Investigatory Powers (Authorisations Extending to Scotland) Order 2000; SI 
No. 2418); or, 

• the authorisation authorises conduct that is surveillance by virtue of section 48(4) 
of the 2000 Act. 

2.12 Intrusive surveillance authorisations given by the intelligence services where all of 
the conduct is likely to take place in Scotland can be subject to approval by Scottish 
Ministers, as outlined in paragraph 6.7 to 6.9 of this code. 

2.13 Section 76 of RIPA allows for cross border operations. An authorisation under 
RIP(S)A 2000 will allow Scottish public authorities to conduct surveillance anywhere 
in the UK for a period of up to three weeks at a time. This three week period will 
restart each time the border is crossed, provided it remains within the original validity 
of the authorisation. 

2.14 This code of practice is extended to Scotland in relation to authorisations granted 
under Part II of the 2000 Act which apply to Scotland. A separate Covert Surveillance 
and Property Interference Code of Practice, published by the Scottish Government, 
applies in relation to authorisations granted under RIP(S)A 2000. 

International considerations 

2.15 Authorisations under the 2000 Act can be given for surveillance both inside and 
outside the UK. However, authorisations for actions outside the UK can usually only 
validate them for the purposes of UK law. Where action overseas is to take place, 
RIPA authorisation can provide a defence under UK law, and the risks of any liability 
arising under local law should be considered and mitigated where possible. 

2.16 Public authorities are therefore advised to seek authorisations under the 2000 Act for 
directed or intrusive surveillance operations outside the UK if the subject of 
investigation is a UK national or is likely to become the subject of criminal or civil 
proceedings in the UK, or if the operation is likely to affect a UK national or give rise 
to material likely to be used in evidence before a UK court. 

2.17 Authorisations under the 2000 Act are appropriate for all directed and intrusive 
surveillance operations in overseas areas under the jurisdiction of the UK, such as 
UK Embassies, UK military bases and detention facilities.  

                                            
6 Section 46(1)(b) 
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2.18 Under the provisions of section 76A of the 2000 Act, as inserted by the Crime 
(International Co-Operation) Act 2003, foreign surveillance teams may operate in the 
UK subject to certain conditions. See paragraphs 5.25 to 5.27 (foreign surveillance 
teams operating in the UK) for detail. 

2.19 Under the 1997 Act, property interference authorised to be undertaken by police 
forces must take place within the “relevant area”, which is normally the force area in 
which they operate. The public authorities able to authorise property interference 
under the 1997 Act to which this constraint does not apply7, should apply the 
considerations set out at 2.16 above to any property interference activity overseas 
which they are able to undertake in accordance with their statutory functions.  

2.20 Section 22A of the Police Act 1996 provides for police forces (including the NCA) to 
enter into collaboration agreements where the chief officers of two or more police 
forces consider any police functions, such as covert surveillance, can be discharged 
more effectively when members of those forces act jointly. Further detail on such 
collaboration agreements is at para 4.29 to 4.33 of this code.  

2.21 For property interference activity carried out overseas by the intelligence services, an 
authorisation under section 7 of the 1994 Act may be available, provided the 
Secretary of State is satisfied that: 

• The acts are necessary for the proper discharge of a function of the relevant 
intelligence service; 

• Satisfactory arrangements are in force to secure that nothing will be done beyond 
that which is necessary for the proper discharge of a function, and that the nature 
and likely consequences will be reasonable having regard for these purposes; 
and 

• Satisfactory arrangements are in force with respect to disclosure of information, in 
accordance with the 1994 Act. 

Activity to which this code does not apply 

2.22 This code does not provide guidance for interference with property or wireless 
telegraphy that is for the purpose of acquiring communications (as defined by section 
135 of the 2016 Act), equipment data or other information falling within the definition 
of ‘equipment data’, as defined by section 100 of the 2016 Act and covered by the 
Equipment Interference code of practice. 

2.23 Applicants for a property interference authorisation or warrant will therefore need to 
consider whether the property with which they intend to interfere falls within the 
definition of equipment in the 2016 Act, and whether the interference is carried out to 
obtain communications, equipment data or other information. If the acquisition of 
communications, equipment data or other information is incidental and not the 
purpose of the interference, then this activity may be authorised as property 
interference. Otherwise, the intelligence services should seek authorisation as 
equipment interference under the 2016 Act where the relevant intelligence service 
considers that the conduct would otherwise constitute an offence under the 

                                            
7 Public authorities other than police forces i.e. the NCA, HM Revenue and Customs, Home Office 

Immigration and Competition and Markets Authority (see s93(1B) of the 1997 Act). 
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Computer Misuse Act 1990 and there is a British Islands connection (see section 13 
of the 2016 Act). Law enforcement agencies may obtain an equipment interference 
warrant under the 2016 Act, or use one of their other statutory powers. See also 
paragraphs 7.1 – 7.3 of this code. 

2.24 Where covert surveillance activities are unlikely to result in the obtaining of any 
private information about a person, no interference with Article 8 rights occurs and an 
authorisation under the 2000 Act is therefore not applicable and this code does not 
apply. It should be assumed that intrusive surveillance will always result in the 
obtaining of private information. 

2.25 Similarly, an authorisation under the 1997 or 2000 Act is not required if a public 
authority has another clear legal basis for conducting covert surveillance likely to 
result in the obtaining of private information about a person. For example, section 
64A of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 19848 (1984 Act) provides a legal basis 
for the police to, in certain specified circumstances, covertly record images of a 
suspect for the purposes of identification and obtaining certain evidence. 

2.26 Chapter 3 of this code provides further guidance on what constitutes private 
information and examples of activity for which authorisations under Part II of the 2000 
Act are or are not provided for. Similarly, chapter 7 of this code provides examples of 
activity for which an authorisation under the 1997 Act is not available. 

                                            
8 See also the Police & Criminal Evidence (Northern Ireland) Order 1989. 
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3 Directed and intrusive surveillance 
overview 

This chapter provides further guidance on whether covert surveillance activity is directed 

surveillance or intrusive surveillance, and whether an authorisation for either activity is 

available. 

Directed surveillance 

3.1 Surveillance is directed surveillance if the following are all true: 

• it is covert, but not intrusive surveillance9; 

• it is conducted for the purposes of a specific investigation or operation; 

• it is likely to result in the obtaining of private information about a person (whether 
or not one specifically identified for the purposes of the investigation or operation); 

• it is conducted otherwise than by way of an immediate response to events or 
circumstances the nature of which is such that it would not be reasonably 
practicable for an authorisation under Part II of the 2000 Act to be sought. 

3.2 Thus, the planned covert surveillance of a specific person, where not intrusive, would 
constitute directed surveillance if such surveillance is likely to result in the obtaining 
of private information about that, or any other person. Chapter 5 below provides 
further information about the authorisation of directed surveillance. 

Private information 

3.3 The 2000 Act states that private information includes any information relating to a 
person’s private or family life10. As a result, private information is capable of including 
any aspect of a person’s private or personal relationship with others, such as family11 
and professional or business relationships. Information which is non-private may 
include publicly available information such as books, newspapers, journals, TV and 
radio broadcasts, newswires, web sites, mapping imagery, academic articles, 
conference proceedings, business reports, and more. Such information may also 
include commercially available data where a fee may be charged, and any data 
which is available on request or made available at a meeting to a member of the 
public. Non-private data will also include the attributes of inanimate objects such as 
the class to which a cargo ship belongs. 

                                            
9 Defined at paragraph 3.19 of this code 

10 See section 26(10) of the 2000 Act. 

11 Family should be treated as extending beyond the formal relationships created by marriage or civil 

partnership. 
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3.4 Whilst a person may have a reduced expectation of privacy when in a public place, 
covert surveillance of that person’s activities in public may still result in the obtaining 
of private information. This is likely to be the case where that person has a 
reasonable expectation of privacy even though acting in public and where a record is 
being made by a public authority of that person’s activities for future consideration or 
analysis.12 Surveillance of publicly accessible areas of the internet should be treated 
in a similar way, recognising that there may be an expectation of privacy over 
information which is on the internet, particularly where accessing information on 
social media websites. See paragraphs 3.10 to 3.17 below for further guidance about 
the use of the internet as a surveillance tool. 

Example: Two people holding a conversation on the street or in a bus may 

have a reasonable expectation of privacy over the contents of that conversation, 

even though they are associating in public. The contents of such a conversation 

should therefore still be considered as private information. A directed 

surveillance authorisation would therefore be appropriate for a public authority 

to record or listen to the conversation as part of a specific investigation or 

operation.  

 

3.5 Private life considerations are particularly likely to arise if several records are to be 
analysed together in order to establish, for example, a pattern of behaviour, or if one 
or more pieces of information (whether or not available in the public domain) are 
covertly (or in some cases overtly) obtained for the purpose of making a permanent 
record about a person or for subsequent data processing to generate further 
information. In such circumstances, the totality of information gleaned may constitute 
private information even if individual records do not. Where such conduct includes 
covert surveillance, a directed surveillance authorisation may be considered 
appropriate. 

Example: Officers of a local authority wish to drive past a café for the purposes 

of obtaining a photograph of the exterior. Reconnaissance of this nature is not 

likely to require a directed surveillance authorisation as no private information 

about any person is likely to be obtained or recorded. However, if the authority 

wished to conduct a similar exercise, for example to establish a pattern of 

occupancy of the premises by any person, the accumulation of information is 

likely to result in the obtaining of private information about that person and a 

directed surveillance authorisation should be considered. 

3.6 Private information may include personal data, such as names, telephone numbers 
and address details. Where such information is acquired by means of covert 
surveillance of a person having a reasonable expectation of privacy, a directed 
surveillance authorisation is appropriate13. 

Example: A surveillance officer intends to record a specific person providing 

their name and telephone number to a shop assistant, in order to confirm their 

identity, as part of a criminal investigation. Although the person has disclosed 

                                            
12 Note also that a person in police custody will have certain expectations of privacy. 

13 The fact that a directed surveillance authorisation is available does not mean it is required. There may be 

other lawful means of obtaining personal data which do not involve directed surveillance. 
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these details in a public place, there is nevertheless a reasonable expectation 

that the details are not being recorded separately for another purpose. A 

directed surveillance authorisation should therefore be sought. 

Specific situations requiring directed surveillance 
authorisations 

3.7 The following specific situations may also constitute directed surveillance according 
to the 2000 Act: 

• Section 26(4) of the 2000 Act provides that the use of surveillance devices 

designed or adapted for the purpose of providing information regarding the 

location of a vehicle is not considered to be intrusive surveillance. The use of 

such devices alone does not necessarily constitute directed surveillance as they 

do not necessarily provide private information about any individual, but 

sometimes only supply information about the location of that particular device at 

any one time. However, the use of that information in a way that would amount to 

the covert monitoring of the movements of the occupants of the vehicle, or when 

coupled with other surveillance activity which may obtain private information 

about the occupants of the vehicle, could interfere with Article 8 rights, so a 

directed surveillance authorisation may therefore be appropriate. A property 

interference authorisation may also be appropriate for the covert installation of the 

device14. 

• Surveillance consisting in the interception of a communication in the course of its 

transmission by means of a public postal service or telecommunication system, 

where the communication is one sent by or intended for a person who has 

consented to the interception of communications sent by or to them and where 

there is no interception warrant15 authorising the interception.16 

Recording of telephone conversations 

3.8 Subject to paragraph 3.7 above, the interception of communications sent by public 
post or by means of public telecommunication system or private telecommunications 
is governed by Part 2 and Chapter 1 of Part 6 of the 2016 Act. Nothing in this code 
should be taken as granting dispensation from the requirements of those Parts of the 

                                            
14 The use of such devices is also likely to require a warrant for property interference under the 1994 or an 

authorisation under the 1997 Act (see chapter 7 of this code), or it may fall to be authorised under the 

equipment interference provisions of the 2016 Act to which a separate code of practice applies. 

15 i.e. under Part 2 or Part 6 Chapter 1 of the 2016 Act 

16 See section 48(4) of the 2000 Act. The availability of a directed surveillance authorisation nevertheless does 

not preclude authorities from seeking an interception warrant under Chapter 1 of Part 2 of the 2016 Act in 

these circumstances. 
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2016 Act, which are governed by the Interception of Communications Code of 
Practice. 

3.9 The recording or monitoring of one or both ends of a telephone conversation by a 
surveillance device as part of an authorised directed (or intrusive) surveillance 
operation will not constitute interception under Part 2 or Chapter 1 of Part 6 of the 
2016 Act provided the process by which the product is obtained does not involve any 
modification of, or interference with, the telecommunication system or its operation. 
This will not constitute interception as sound waves obtained from the air are not in 
the course of transmission by means of a telecommunication system (which, in the 
case of a telephone conversation, should be taken to begin with the microphone and 
end with the speaker). Any such product can be treated as having been lawfully 
obtained. 

Example: A property interference authorisation may be used to authorise the 

mechanical installation in a private car of an eavesdropping device with a 

microphone, together with an intrusive surveillance authorisation to record or 

monitor speech within that car. If one or both ends of a telephone conversation 

held in that car are recorded during the course of the operation, this wil l not 

constitute unlawful interception provided the device obtains the product from the 

sound waves in the vehicle and not by interference with, or modification of, any 

part of the telecommunication system.  

Online covert activity 

3.10 The growth of the internet, and the extent of the information that is now available 
online, presents new opportunities for public authorities to view or gather information 
which may assist them in preventing or detecting crime or carrying out other statutory 
functions, as well as in understanding and engaging with the public they serve. It is 
important that public authorities are able to make full and lawful use of this 
information for their statutory purposes. Much of it can be accessed without the need 
for RIPA authorisation; use of the internet prior to an investigation should not 
normally engage privacy considerations. But if the study of an individual’s online 
presence becomes persistent, or where material obtained from any check is to be 
extracted and recorded and may engage privacy considerations, RIPA authorisations 
may need to be considered. The following guidance is intended to assist public 
authorities in identifying when such authorisations may be appropriate.  

3.11 The internet may be used for intelligence gathering and/or as a surveillance tool. 
Where online monitoring or investigation is conducted covertly for the purpose of a 
specific investigation or operation and is likely to result in the obtaining of private 
information about a person or group, an authorisation for directed surveillance should 
be considered, as set out elsewhere in this code. Where a person acting on behalf of 
a public authority is intending to engage with others online without disclosing his or 
her identity, a CHIS authorisation may be needed (paragraphs 4.10 to 4.16 of the 
Covert Human Intelligence Sources code of practice provide detail on where a CHIS 
authorisation may be available for online activity).  

3.12 In deciding whether online surveillance should be regarded as covert, consideration 
should be given to the likelihood of the subject(s) knowing that the surveillance is or 
may be taking place. Use of the internet itself may be considered as adopting a 
surveillance technique calculated to ensure that the subject is unaware of it, even if 
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no further steps are taken to conceal the activity. Conversely, where a public 
authority has taken reasonable steps to inform the public or particular individuals that 
the surveillance is or may be taking place, the activity may be regarded as overt and 
a directed surveillance authorisation will not normally be available.  

3.13 As set out in paragraph 3.14 below, depending on the nature of the online platform, 
there may be a reduced expectation of privacy where information relating to a person 
or group of people is made openly available within the public domain, however in 
some circumstances privacy implications still apply. This is because the intention 
when making such information available was not for it to be used for a covert 
purpose such as investigative activity. This is regardless of whether a user of a 
website or social media platform has sought to protect such information by restricting 
its access by activating privacy settings. 

3.14 Where information about an individual is placed on a publicly accessible database, 
for example the telephone directory or Companies House, which is commonly used 
and known to be accessible to all, they are unlikely to have any reasonable 
expectation of privacy over the monitoring by public authorities of that information. 
Individuals who post information on social media networks and other websites whose 
purpose is to communicate messages to a wide audience are also less likely to hold 
a reasonable expectation of privacy in relation to that information.  

3.15 Whether a public authority interferes with a person’s private life includes a 
consideration of the nature of the public authority’s activity in relation to that 
information. Simple reconnaissance of such sites (i.e. preliminary examination with a 
view to establishing whether the site or its contents are of interest) is unlikely to 
interfere with a person’s reasonably held expectation of privacy and therefore is not 
likely to require a directed surveillance authorisation. But where a public authority is 
systematically collecting and recording information about a particular person or 
group, a directed surveillance authorisation should be considered. These 
considerations apply regardless of when the information was shared online. See also 
paragraph 3.6. 

Example 1: A police officer undertakes a simple internet search on a name, 

address or telephone number to find out whether a subject of interest has an 

online presence. This is unlikely to need an authorisation. However, if having 

found an individual’s social media profile or identity, it is decided to monitor it or 

extract information from it for retention in a record because it is relevant to an 

investigation or operation, authorisation should then be considered.   

Example 2: A customs officer makes an initial examination of an individual’s 

online profile to establish whether they are of relevance to an investigation. This 

is unlikely to need an authorisation. However, if during that visit it is intended to 

extract and record information to establish a profile including information such 

as identity, pattern of life, habits, intentions or associations, it may be advisable 

to have in place an authorisation even for that single visit. (As set out in the 

following paragraph, the purpose of the visit may be relevant as to whether an 

authorisation should be sought.) 

Example 3: A public authority undertakes general monitoring of the internet in 

circumstances where it is not part of a specific, ongoing investigation or 
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operation to identify themes, trends, possible indicators of criminality or other 

factors that may influence operational strategies or deployments. This activity 

does not require RIPA authorisation. However, when this activity leads to the 

discovery of previously unknown subjects of interest, once it is decided to 

monitor those individuals as part of an ongoing operation or investigation, 

authorisation should be considered.   

3.16 In order to determine whether a directed surveillance authorisation should be sought 
for accessing information on a website as part of a covert investigation or operation, 
it is necessary to look at the intended purpose and scope of the online activity it is 
proposed to undertake. Factors that should be considered in establishing whether a 
directed surveillance authorisation is required include: 

• Whether the investigation or research is directed towards an individual or 
organisation; 

• Whether it is likely to result in obtaining private information about a person or 
group of people (taking account of the guidance at paragraph 3.6 above); 

• Whether it is likely to involve visiting internet sites to build up an intelligence 
picture or profile;  

• Whether the information obtained will be recorded and retained; 

• Whether the information is likely to provide an observer with a pattern of lifestyle; 

• Whether the information is being combined with other sources of information or 
intelligence, which amounts to information relating to a person’s private life; 

• Whether the investigation or research is part of an ongoing piece of work 
involving repeated viewing of the subject(s); 

• Whether it is likely to involve identifying and recording information about third 
parties, such as friends and family members of the subject of interest, or 
information posted by third parties, that may include private information and 
therefore constitute collateral intrusion into the privacy of these third parties. 

3.17 Internet searches carried out by a third party on behalf of a public authority, or with 
the use of a search tool, may still require a directed surveillance authorisation (see 
paragraph 4.32). 

Example: Researchers within a public authority using automated monitoring 

tools to search for common terminology used online for illegal purposes will not 

normally require a directed surveillance authorisation. Similarly, general 

analysis of data by public authorities either directly or through a third party for 

predictive purposes (e.g. identifying crime hotspots or analysing trends) is not 

usually directed surveillance. In such cases, the focus on individuals or groups 

is likely to be sufficiently cursory that it would not meet the definition of 

surveillance. But officers should be aware of the possibility that the broad 

thematic research may evolve, and that authorisation may be appropriate at the 

point where it begins to focus on specific individuals or groups. If specific names 
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or other identifiers of an individual or group are applied to the search or 

analysis, an authorisation should be considered. 

Aerial covert surveillance 

3.18 Where surveillance using airborne crafts or devices, for example helicopters or 
unmanned aircraft (colloquially known as ‘drones’), is planned, the same 
considerations outlined in chapters 3 and 5 of this code should be made to determine 
whether a surveillance authorisation is appropriate. In considering whether the 
surveillance should be regarded as covert, account should be taken of the reduced 
visibility of a craft or device at altitude. (See also 3.36 to 3.39 of this code with regard 
to overt surveillance cameras.) 

Example: An unmanned aircraft deployed by a police force to monitor a subject 
of interest at a public demonstration is likely to require an authorisation for 
directed surveillance, as it is likely that private information will be obtained and 
those being observed are unaware it is taking place, regardless of whether the 
drone is marked as belonging to the police force. Unless sufficient steps have 
been taken to ensure that participants in the demonstration are aware that aerial 
surveillance will be taking place, such activity should be regarded as covert.    

Intrusive surveillance 

3.19 Intrusive surveillance is covert surveillance that is: 

• carried out in relation to anything taking place on residential premises, or 

• in any private vehicle, and  

• involves the presence of an individual on the premises or in the vehicle, or  

• is carried out by a means of a surveillance device.  

 

3.20 If surveillance activity falls within the definition of intrusive surveillance, this has the 
effect of reducing the number of public authorities able to carry out such surveillance 
to a small number of law enforcement agencies and the intelligence services (see 
paragraph 6.1 below). It will also make authorisations in respect of such surveillance 
subject to prior approval by either an independent Judicial Commissioner (for law 
enforcement agencies) or the Secretary of State (for the intelligence services).  

3.21 The definition of surveillance as intrusive relates to the location of the surveillance, 
and not any other consideration of the nature of the information that is expected to be 
obtained, as it is assumed that intrusive surveillance will always be likely to result in 
the obtaining of private information. Accordingly, it is not necessary to consider 
whether or not intrusive surveillance is likely to result in the obtaining of private 
information.  

3.22 In addition, directed surveillance under certain circumstances described within Article 
3(2) of the Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Extension of Authorisation Provisions: 
Legal Consultations) Order 2010 (“2010 Legal Consultations Order”) is to be treated 
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as intrusive surveillance. See paragraph 3.28 and chapter 9 of this code for further 
information about the 2010 Legal Consultations Order and authorisation of intrusive 
surveillance. 

Residential premises 

3.23 For the purposes of the 2000 Act, residential premises are considered to be so much 
of any premises as is for the time being occupied or used by any person, however 
temporarily, for residential purposes or otherwise as living accommodation. This 
specifically includes hotel or prison accommodation that is so occupied or used.17 
However, common areas (such as hotel dining areas) to which a person has access 
in connection with their use or occupation of accommodation are specifically 
excluded.18 

3.24 The 2000 Act further states that the concept of premises should be taken to include 
any place whatsoever, including any vehicle or moveable structure, whether or not 
occupied as land. 

3.25 Examples of residential premises would therefore include: 

• a rented flat currently occupied for residential purposes;  

• a prison cell (or police cell serving as temporary prison accommodation); 

•  a hotel bedroom or suite. 

3.26 Examples of premises which would not be regarded as residential would include: 

• a communal stairway in a block of flats (unless known to be used as a 
temporary place of abode by, for example, a homeless person);  

• a police cell (unless serving as temporary prison accommodation);  

• a prison canteen or police interview room;  

• a hotel reception area or dining room;  

• the front garden or driveway of premises readily visible to the public; 

• residential premises occupied by a public authority for non-residential 
purposes, for example trading standards ‘house of horrors’ situations or 
undercover operational premises. 

Private vehicles 

3.27 A private vehicle is defined in the 2000 Act as any vehicle, including vessels, aircraft 
or hovercraft, which is used primarily for the private purposes of the person who 
owns it or a person otherwise having the right to use it. This would include, for 
example, a company car, owned by a leasing company and used for business and 

                                            
17 See section 48(1) of the 2000 Act 

18 See section 48(7) of the 2000 Act 
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pleasure by the employee of a company.19 This is distinct to vehicles owned or 
leased by public authorities, further detail on which is provided at paragraph 7.49 to 
7.50 of this code. 

Places for Legal Consultation 

3.28 The 2010 Legal Consultations Order provides that directed surveillance that is 
carried out on premises ordinarily used for legal consultations, at a time when they 
are being used for legal consultations, is to be treated as intrusive surveillance for the 
purposes of Part II of the 2000 Act. Article 3(2) of the Order specifies that the 
relevant premises for these purposes are:  

• any place in which persons who are serving sentences of imprisonment or 
detention, remanded in custody or committed in custody for trial or sentence 
may be detained;  

• any place in which persons may be detained under paragraph 16(1), (1A) or 
(2) of Schedule 2 or paragraph 2(2) or (3) of Schedule 3 to the Immigration Act 
1971 or section 36(1) of the UK Border Act 2007;  

• police stations;  

• any place in which persons may be detained under Part VI of the Criminal 
Procedures (Scotland) Act 1985, the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) 
(Scotland) Act 2003 or the Mental Health Act 2003;  

• the place of business of any professional legal adviser; and  

• any place used for the sittings and business of any court, tribunal, inquest or 
inquiry. 

3.29 Further information on the 2010 Legal Consultations Order is detailed at paragraphs 
9.65 to 9.68 of this code.  

Further considerations 

3.30 Intrusive surveillance (or directed surveillance being treated as intrusive surveillance 
under the 2010 Legal Consultations Order) may take place by means of a person or 
device located in residential premises or a private vehicle or by means of a device 
placed outside the premises or vehicle which consistently provides information of the 
same quality and detail as might be expected to be obtained from a device inside.20  

Example: An observation post outside residential premises which provides a 

limited view compared to that which would be achievable from within the 

premises does not constitute intrusive surveillance. However, the use of a zoom 

lens, for example, which consistently achieves imagery of the same quality as 

                                            
19 See section 48(1) and 48 (7) of the 2000 Act 

20 See section 26(5) of the 2000 Act.  
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that which would be visible from within the premises, would constitute intrusive 

surveillance. 

Activity not falling within the definition of covert surveillance 

3.31 Some surveillance activity does not constitute intrusive or directed surveillance for 
the purposes of Part II of the 2000 Act and no directed or intrusive surveillance 
authorisation can be obtained for such activity. Such activity includes: 

• covert surveillance by way of an immediate response to events;  

• covert surveillance as part of general observation activities;  

• covert surveillance not relating to the statutory grounds specified in the 2000 Act;  

• overt use of CCTV and ANPR systems21;  

• covert surveillance authorised as part of an equipment interference warrant under 
the 2016 Act;  

• certain other specific situations (see paragraph 3.40). 

Each situation is detailed and illustrated below. 

Immediate response 

3.32 Covert surveillance that is likely to reveal private information about a person, but is 
carried out by way of an immediate response to events such that it is not reasonably 
practicable to obtain an authorisation under the 2000 Act, would not require a 
directed surveillance authorisation. The 2000 Act is not intended to prevent law 
enforcement officers fulfilling their legislative functions. To this end, section 26(2)(c) 
of the 2000 Act provides that surveillance is not directed surveillance when it is 
carried out by way of an immediate response to events or circumstances, the nature 
of which is such that it is not reasonably practicable for an authorisation to be sought 
for the carrying out of the surveillance. 

Example: An authorisation under the 2000 Act would not be appropriate where 

police officers conceal themselves to observe suspicious persons that they come 

across in the course of a routine patrol or monitor social media accounts during a 

public order incident. 

                                            
21 Unless used as part of a specific operation or investigation, likely to obtain private information. See 

paragraphs 3.36 to 3.39 below.  
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General observation activities 

3.33 The general observation duties of many law enforcement officers and other public 
authorities do not require authorisation under the 2000 Act, whether covert or overt. 
Such general observation duties frequently form part of the legislative functions of 
public authorities, as opposed to the pre-planned surveillance of a specific person or 
group of people. General observation duties may include monitoring of publicly 
accessible areas of the internet in circumstances where it is not part of a specific 
investigation or operation.  

Example 1: Plain clothes police officers on patrol to monitor a high street crime 

hot-spot or prevent and detect shoplifting would not require a directed 

surveillance authorisation. Their objective is merely to observe a location and, 

through reactive policing, to identify and arrest offenders committing crime. The 

activity may be part of a specific investigation but is general observational 

activity, rather than surveillance of individuals, and the obtaining of private 

information is unlikely. A directed surveillance authorisation need not be sought.  

Example 2: Police officers monitoring publicly accessible information on social 

media websites, using a general search term (such as the name of a particular 

event they are policing), would not normally require a directed surveillance 

authorisation. However, if they were seeking information relating to a particular 

individual or group of individuals, for example, by using the search term “group x” 

(even where the true identity of those individuals is not known) this may require 

authorisation. This is because use of such a specific search term indicates that 

the information is being gathered as part of a specific investigation or operation, 

particularly in circumstances where information is recorded and stored for future 

use. 

Example 3: Local authority officers attend a car boot sale where it is suspected 

that counterfeit goods are being sold, but they are not carrying out surveillance of 

particular individuals and their intention is, through reactive policing, to identify 

and tackle offenders. Again this is part of the general duties of public authorities 

and the obtaining of private information is unlikely. A directed surveillance 

authorisation need not be sought. 

Example 4: Intelligence suggests that a local shopkeeper is openly selling 

alcohol to underage customers, without any questions being asked. A trained 

employee or person engaged by a public authority is deployed to act as a juvenile 

in order to make a purchase of alcohol. In these circumstances any relationship, 

if established at all, is likely to be so limited in regards to the requirements of the 

Act, that a public authority may conclude that a CHIS authorisation is 

unnecessary. However, if the test purchaser is wearing recording equipment and 

is not authorised as a CHIS, or an adult is observing, consideration should be 

given to granting a directed surveillance authorisation. 

Example 5: Surveillance officers intend to follow and observe Z covertly as part 

of a pre-planned operation to determine her suspected involvement in shoplifting. 
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It is proposed to conduct covert surveillance of Z and record her activities as part 

of the investigation. In this case, private life considerations are likely to arise 

where there is an expectation of privacy and the covert surveillance is pre-

planned and not part of general observational duties or reactive policing. A 

directed surveillance authorisation should therefore be considered. 

Surveillance not relating to specified grounds or core 
functions 

3.34 An authorisation for directed or intrusive surveillance is only appropriate for the 
purposes of a specific investigation or operation, insofar as that investigation or 
operation is necessary on the grounds specified in the 2000 Act (specified at section 
28(3) for directed surveillance and at section 32(3) for intrusive surveillance). Covert 
surveillance for any other general purposes should be conducted under other 
legislation, if relevant, and an authorisation under Part II of the 2000 Act should not 
be sought.  

3.35 The ‘core functions’ referred to by the Investigatory Powers Tribunal22 are the 
‘specific public functions’, undertaken by a particular public authority, in contrast to 
the ‘ordinary functions’ which are those undertaken by all authorities (e.g. 
employment issues, contractual arrangements etc.). These “ordinary functions” are 
covered by the Data Protection Act 2018 and the Information Commissioner’s 
Employment Practices Code. A public authority may only seek authorisations under 
the 2000 Act when in performance of its ‘core functions’. For example, the 
disciplining of an employee is not a ‘core function’, although related criminal 
investigations may be. As a result, the protection afforded by an authorisation under 
the 2000 Act may be available in relation to associated criminal investigations, so 
long as the activity is deemed to be necessary and proportionate. 

Example 1: A police officer is suspected by his employer of undertaking 

additional employment in breach of discipline regulations. The police force of 

which he is a member wishes to conduct covert surveillance of the officer outside 

the police work environment. Such activity, even if it is likely to result in the 

obtaining of private information, does not constitute directed surveillance for the 

purposes of the 2000 Act as it does not relate to the discharge of the police 

force’s core functions. It relates instead to the carrying out of ordinary functions, 

such as employment, which are common to all public authorities.  

Example 2: A police officer is suspected to be removing classified information from 

the work environment and sharing it improperly. The police force wishes to 

investigate the matter by undertaking covert surveillance of the employee. The 

misconduct under investigation amounts to the criminal offence of misfeasance in a 

public office, and therefore the proposed investigation relates to the core functions of 

the police, and the proposed surveillance is likely to result in the obtaining of private 

information. Consequently, a directed surveillance authorisation should be 

considered. 

                                            
22 C v The Police and the Secretary of State for the Home Office - IPT/03/32/H dated 14 November 2006 
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Example 3: It is alleged that a public official has brought their department into 

disrepute by making defamatory remarks online, and identifying themselves as a 

public official. The department wishes to substantiate the allegations separately 

from any criminal action. Such activity, even if it is likely to result in the obtaining 

of private information, does not constitute directed surveillance for the purposes 

of the 2000 Act, as it does not relate to the discharge of the department’s core 

functions. 

Overt surveillance cameras - CCTV and ANPR (Automatic 
Number Plate Recognition)  

3.36 The use of overt CCTV cameras by public authorities does not normally require an 
authorisation under the 2000 Act. Members of the public should be made aware that 
such systems are in use. For example, by virtue of cameras or signage being clearly 
visible, through the provision of information and by undertaking 
consultation. Guidance on their operation is provided in the Surveillance Camera 
Code of Practice issued under the Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 (“the 2012 Act”) 
and overseen by the Surveillance Camera Commissioner. Public authorities should 
also be aware of the relevant Information Commissioner’s code (“In the Picture – A 
Data Protection Code of Practice for Surveillance Cameras and Personal 
Information”).  

3.37 The Surveillance Camera code has relevance to overt surveillance camera systems 
(as defined at s29(6) of the 2012 Act) and which are operated in public places by 
relevant authorities (defined at s 33(5) of the 2012 Act) in England and Wales. The 
2012 Act places a statutory responsibility upon those public authorities defined by the 
2012 Act, to have regard to the provisions of the Surveillance Camera code, where 
surveillance is conducted overtly by means of a surveillance camera system in a 
public place in England and Wales.   

3.38 The Surveillance Camera code sets out a framework of good practice that includes 
existing legal obligations, including the processing of personal data under the Data 
Protection Act 2018 and a public authority’s duty to adhere to the Human Rights Act 
1998. Similarly, the overt use of ANPR systems to monitor traffic flows or detect 
motoring offences does not require an authorisation under the 2000 Act.  

Example: Overt surveillance equipment, such as town centre CCTV systems or 

ANPR, is used to gather information as part of a reactive operation (e.g. to 

identify individuals who have committed criminal damage after the event). Such 

use does not amount to covert surveillance as the equipment was overt and not 

subject to any covert targeting. Use in these circumstances would not require a 

directed surveillance authorisation. 

3.39 However, where overt CCTV, ANPR or other overt surveillance cameras are used in 
a covert and pre-planned manner as part of a specific investigation or operation, for 
the surveillance of a specific person or group of people, a directed surveillance 
authorisation should be considered. Such covert surveillance is likely to result in the 
obtaining of private information about a person (namely, a record of their movements 
and activities) and therefore falls properly within the definition of directed 
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surveillance. The use of the CCTV, ANPR or other overt surveillance cameras in 
these circumstances goes beyond their intended use for the general prevention or 
detection of crime and protection of the public. 

Example: A local police team receive information that an individual suspected 

of committing thefts from motor vehicles is known to be in a town centre area. A 

decision is taken to use the town centre CCTV system to conduct surveillance 

against that individual, such that he remains unaware that there may be any 

specific interest in him. This targeted, covert use of the overt town centre CCTV 

system to monitor and/or record that individual’s movements should be 

considered for authorisation as directed surveillance.  

Specific situations where authorisation is not available 

3.40 The following specific activities constitute neither directed nor intrusive surveillance: 

• the use of a recording device by a covert human intelligence source in respect of 
whom an appropriate use or conduct authorisation has been granted permitting 
him or her to record any information obtained in their presence; 23  

• the recording, whether overt or covert, of an interview with a member of the 
public where it is made clear that the interview is entirely voluntary and that the 
interviewer is a member of a public authority. In such circumstances, whether the 
recording equipment is overt or covert, the member of the public knows that they 
are being interviewed by a member of a public authority and that information 
gleaned through the interview has passed into the possession of the public 
authority in question;  

• the covert recording of noise where the recording is of decibels only or 
constitutes non-verbal noise (such as music, machinery or an alarm), or the 
recording of verbal content is made at a level which does not exceed that which 
can be heard from the street outside or adjoining property with the naked ear. In 
the latter circumstance, the perpetrator would normally be regarded as having 
forfeited any claim to privacy. In either circumstance, an authorisation is unlikely 
to be available;  

• the use of apparatus outside any residential or other premises exclusively for the 
purpose of detecting the installation or use of a television receiver within those 
premises. The Regulation of Investigatory Powers (British Broadcasting 
Corporation) Order 2001 (SI No. 1057) permits the British Broadcasting 
Corporation to authorise the use of apparatus for this purpose under Part II of the 
2000 Act, although such use constitutes neither directed nor intrusive 
surveillance;24  

                                            
23 See section 48(3) of the 2000 Act 

24 See section 26(6) of the 2000 Act 
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• Entry on or interference with property or wireless telegraphy under section 5 of 
the 1994 Act or Part III of the 1997 Act (such activity may be conducted in 
support of surveillance, but is not in itself surveillance).25  

Covert surveillance authorised by an equipment interference 
warrant 

3.41 The obtaining of communications or information, authorised by a targeted equipment 
interference warrant issued under Part 5 the 2016 Act, includes obtaining those 
communications or information by surveillance. This could include intrusive 
surveillance or directed surveillance. 

3.42 A separate authorisation for surveillance under Part II of RIPA will not therefore be 
required, providing the conduct comprising the surveillance is properly authorised by 
a targeted equipment interference warrant. The interference with privacy and 
property resulting from the surveillance will be considered as part of the equipment 
interference warrant.  

3.43 By contrast, where the surveillance is not linked to the communications, equipment 
data or other information obtained from the equipment interference, this will not be 
capable of authorisation under a targeted equipment interference warrant.  

3.44 For example, if a public authority capable of conducting activity under an equipment 
interference warrant, also wishes to conduct separate surveillance (e.g. by directing 
an officer to observe the user of a device at the same time as the device itself is 
being subject to equipment interference), then this will not be considered as part of 
the conduct authorised by an equipment interference warrant and the additional 
surveillance activity must be appropriately authorised. In these circumstances a 
combined warrant may be appropriate (for information on combined warrants, see 
paragraphs 4.20 to 4.28 below). 

 

                                            
25 See section 48(3) of the 2000 Act 
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4 General rules on authorisations 

Overview 

4.1 An authorisation under Part II of the 2000 Act will, providing the statutory tests are 
met, provide a lawful basis for a public authority to carry out covert surveillance 
activity that is likely to result in the obtaining of private information about a person. 
Section 32 of the 2000 Act provides for lawful authorisation to be given by those 
listed to members of their organisations to carry out intrusive surveillance. Similarly, 
an authorisation under section 5 of the 1994 Act or Part III of the 1997 Act will 
provide lawful authorisation for members of the intelligence services and law 
enforcement bodies26 to enter on, or interfere with, property or wireless telegraphy.  

4.2 Responsibility for granting authorisations varies depending on the nature of the 
operation and the public authority involved. The relevant public authorities and 
authorising officers27 for authorisations under Part II of the 2000 Act are detailed in 
the Schedule to the Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Directed Surveillance and 
Covert Human Intelligence Sources) Order 2010 (“the 2010 RIPA Order”) for directed 
surveillance, and section 32 of the 2000 Act for intrusive surveillance respectively. 
The public authorities capable of conducting interference with property or wireless 
telegraphy, under an authorisation or warrant, are set out in the 1994 and 1997 Acts. 

4.3 The statutory purposes for which covert surveillance or property interference 
warrants may be issued or authorisations may be granted reflect the functions of the 
public authority carrying out the surveillance or property interference. Operations 
must be conducted in accordance with the statutory or other functions of the relevant 
public authority.  

Necessity and proportionality 

4.4 The 2000 Act, 1997 Act and 1994 Act all stipulate that the person granting an 
authorisation or issuing a warrant for directed or intrusive surveillance, or interference 
with property, must believe that the activities to be authorised are necessary on one 
or more statutory grounds.28  

4.5 If the activities are deemed necessary on one or more of the statutory grounds, the 
person granting the authorisation or issuing the warrant must also believe that they 
are proportionate to what is sought to be achieved by carrying them out. This 
involves balancing the seriousness of the intrusion into the privacy of the subject of 

                                            
26 Paragraph 7.1 of this code details those law enforcement organisations capable of such authorisations 

27 An authorising officer is a person within a public authority who is entitled to grant authorisations under the 

2000 or 1997 Acts. The term should be taken to include senior authorising officers. 

28 These statutory grounds are laid out in sections 28(3) of the 2000 Act for directed surveillance; section 

32(3) of the 2000 Act for intrusive surveillance; and section 93(2) of the 1997 Act and section 5 of the 

1994 Act for property interference. They are detailed in chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this code for directed 

surveillance, intrusive surveillance and interference with property respectively. 
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the operation (or any other person who may be affected) against the need for the 
activity in investigative and operational terms. 

4.6 The authorisation or warrant will not be proportionate if it is excessive in the overall 
circumstances of the case. Each action authorised should bring an expected benefit 
to the investigation or operation and should not be disproportionate or arbitrary. The 
fact that a suspected offence may be serious will not alone render the proposed 
actions proportionate. Similarly, an offence may be so minor that any deployment of 
covert techniques would be disproportionate. No activity should be considered 
proportionate if the information which is sought could reasonably be obtained by 
other less intrusive means. 

4.7 The following elements of proportionality should therefore be considered:  

• balancing the size and scope of the proposed activity against the gravity and 
extent of the perceived crime or harm;  

• explaining how and why the methods to be adopted will cause the least possible 
intrusion on the subject and others;  

• considering whether the activity is an appropriate use of the legislation and a 
reasonable way, having considered all reasonable alternatives, of obtaining the 
information sought;  

• evidencing, as far as reasonably practicable, what other methods had been 
considered and why they were not implemented, or have been implemented 
unsuccessfully. 

4.8 It is important that all those involved in undertaking directed or intrusive surveillance 
activities under the 2000 Act, or interference with property under the 1997 Act or 
1994 Act, are fully aware of the extent and limits of the authorisation or warrant in 
question. 

Example: An individual is suspected of carrying out a series of criminal damage 

offences at a local shop, after a dispute with the owner. It is suggested that a 

period of directed surveillance should be conducted against him to record his 

movements and activities for the purposes of preventing or detecting cr ime. 

Although these are legitimate grounds on which directed surveillance may be 

conducted, it is unlikely that the resulting interference with privacy will be 

proportionate in the circumstances of the particular case. In particular, the 

obtaining of private information on the individual’s daily routine is unlikely to be 

necessary or proportionate in order to investigate the activity of concern. 

Instead, other less intrusive means are likely to be available, such as overt 

observation of the location in question until such time as a crime may be 

committed. 

4.9 The fact that the information that would be obtained under the authorisation or 
warrant relates to the activities in the British Islands of a trade union is not, of itself, 
sufficient to establish that an authorisation or warrant is necessary on the grounds on 
which the authorisation or warrant may be granted or issued. Public authorities are 
permitted, for example, to apply for an authorisation against members or officials of a 
trade union considered to be a legitimate intelligence target where that is necessary 
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for one or more of the statutory purposes and proportionate to what is sought to be 
achieved. 

4.10 When completing an application for a warrant or authorisation, the public authority 
must ensure that the case for the warrant or authorisation is presented in the 
application in a fair and balanced way. In particular, all reasonable efforts should be 
made to take into account information which weakens the case for the warrant or 
authorisation. 

Collateral intrusion 

4.11 Before authorising applications for directed or intrusive surveillance or property 
interference, the authorising officer should also take into account the risk of obtaining 
private information about persons who are not subjects of the surveillance or property 
interference activity (collateral intrusion). Particular consideration should be given in 
cases where religious, medical, journalistic or legally privileged material may be 
involved, or where communications between a Member of Parliament and another 
person on constituency business may be involved (see chapter 9). 

4.12 Measures should be taken, wherever practicable, to avoid or minimise unnecessary 
intrusion into the privacy of those who are not the intended subjects of the 
surveillance or property interference activity. Where such collateral intrusion is 
unavoidable, the activities may still be authorised, provided this intrusion is 
considered proportionate to what is sought to be achieved. The same proportionality 
tests apply to anticipated collateral intrusion as to intrusion into the privacy of the 
intended subject of the surveillance or property interference. 

4.13 All applications should therefore include an assessment of the risk of collateral 
intrusion and details of any measures taken to limit this, to enable the authorising 
officer fully to consider the proportionality of the proposed actions. 

Example: HMRC seeks to conduct directed surveillance against T on the 

grounds that this is necessary and proportionate for the collection of a tax. It is 

assessed that such surveillance will unavoidably result in the obtaining of some 

information about members of T’s family, who are not the intended subjects of 

the surveillance. The authorising officer should consider the proportionality of 

this collateral intrusion, and whether sufficient measures are to be taken to limit 

it, when granting the authorisation. This may include mitigating the intrusion by 

not recording or retaining any material obtained through such collateral 

intrusion. 

4.14 In order to give proper consideration to collateral intrusion, an authorising officer or 
person considering issuing the warrant should be given full information regarding the 
potential scope of the anticipated surveillance or interference, including the likelihood 
that any equipment or software deployed may cause intrusion on persons or property 
other than the subject(s) of the application. If an automated system such as an online 
search engine is used to obtain the information, the authorising officer should be 
made aware of its potential extent and limitations. Material which is not necessary or 
proportionate to the aims of the operation or investigation should be discarded or 
securely retained separately where it may be required for future evidential purposes. 
The authorising officer or person considering issuing the warrant should ensure 
appropriate safeguards for the handling, retention or destruction of such material in 
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accordance with chapter 9 of this code, as well as compliance with data protection 
requirements.  

4.15 Where it is proposed to conduct surveillance activity or property interference 
specifically against individuals who are not suspected of direct or culpable 
involvement in the overall matter being investigated, interference with the privacy or 
property of such individuals should not be considered as collateral intrusion but 
rather as intended intrusion. Any such surveillance or property interference activity 
should be carefully considered against the necessity and proportionality criteria as 
described above (paragraphs 4.4 to 4.10). 

Example: A law enforcement agency seeks to conduct a covert surveillance 

operation to establish the whereabouts of N in the interests of preventing a 

serious crime. It is proposed to conduct directed surveillance against P, who is  

an associate of N but who is not assessed to be involved in the crime, in order 

to establish the location of N. In this situation, P will be the subject of the 

directed surveillance authorisation and the authorising officer should consider 

the necessity and proportionality of conducting directed surveillance against P, 

bearing in mind the availability of any other less intrusive means to identify N’s 

whereabouts. It may be the case that directed surveillance of P will also result in 

obtaining information about P’s family, which in this instance would represent 

collateral intrusion also to be considered by the authorising officer.   

4.16 Where a public authority intends to access a social media or other online account to 
which they have been given access with the consent of the owner, the authority will 
still need to consider whether the account(s) may contain information about others 
who have not given their consent. If there is a likelihood of obtaining private 
information about others, the need for a directed surveillance authorisation should be 
considered, particularly (though not exclusively) where it is intended to monitor the 
account going forward. 

Example: If an individual provides the police with passwords and log-in details 

for their personal social networking accounts in order to provide evidence of 

threats made against them, this would not normally require a directed 

surveillance authorisation. If the police then decided to monitor the accounts for 

the purposes of obtaining further evidence of criminal activity by the author of 

the threats, they should consider applying for a directed surveillance 

authorisation in circumstances where private information is likely to be obtained. 

This is because the police would be acting with the intention to monitor an 

individual who has not consented to and may not be aware of the surveillance. 

The public authority will also need to consider the extent of the collateral 

intrusion into the privacy of others who may comment on or post information 

onto the accounts under surveillance.  

Combined authorisations 

4.17 A single authorisation may combine:  
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• any number of authorisations under Part II of the 2000 Act;29 

• an authorisation under Part II of the 2000 Act30 and an authorisation under Part III of 
the 1997 Act; 

• a warrant for intrusive surveillance under Part II of the 2000 Act31 and a warrant 
under section 5 of the 1994 Act; 

• a targeted interception or equipment interference warrant under the 2016 Act and a 
warrant under section 5 of the 1994 Act or authorisation under Part III of the 1997 
Act (for entry on or interference with property or wireless telegraphy). 

• A targeted interception or equipment interference warrant under the 2016 Act and 
an authorisation for directed or intrusive surveillance under the 2000 Act.  

4.18 For example, a single authorisation may combine authorisations for directed and 
intrusive surveillance. However, the provisions applicable for each of the 
authorisations must be considered separately by the appropriate authorising officer. 
Thus, a police superintendent could authorise the directed surveillance element, but 
the intrusive surveillance element would need the separate authorisation of a chief 
constable and the approval of a Judicial Commissioner, unless the case is urgent. 

4.19 The above considerations do not preclude public authorities from obtaining separate 
authorisations. Where separate authorisations are sought, consideration should be 
given to whether reference to these in the related warrants or authorisations is 
appropriate. 

Combinations involving warrants under the Investigatory 
Powers Act 2016 

4.20 Where any warrant or authorisation under the 2000 or 1997 Act or warrant under the 
1994 Act is combined with a warrant under the 2016 Act, the authorisation processes 
in the 2016 Act will apply32. In some cases this will necessitate a higher authorisation 
process than would otherwise be required for individual applications. Where 
warrants/authorisations are combined, that would otherwise be issued/authorised by 
different authorities (for example, a property interference authorisation issued by a 
law enforcement chief and an interception warrant issued by a Secretary of State), 
the combined warrant will always be issued by the higher authorisation level. Where 
one of the warrants or authorisations within a combined warrant is cancelled, the 
whole warrant ceases to have effect. For example, if conduct required for an 
operation was authorised by a combined property interference and interception 
warrant and interception was no longer necessary and proportionate, the whole 
warrant must be cancelled and a new property interference authorisation or warrant 

                                            
29 see section 43(2) of the 2000 Act 

30 on the application of a member of a police force, NCA, a customs officer, an officer of Home Office 

Immigration, or an officer of the CMA. See section 33(5) of the 2000 Act 

31 on the application of a member of the intelligence services. See section 42(2) of the 2000 Act 

32 Warrants granted under the 1994 Act do not require Judicial Commissioner approval but, when combined 

with a warrant under the 2016 Act, require Commissioner approval for the 2016 Act element(s) 
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should be sought to cover the property interference that remains necessary and 
proportionate. Such combined warrants may also be applied for on an urgent basis. 

4.21 Where warrants of different durations are combined, the shortest duration applies, 
except for where a combined warrant issued by the Secretary of State on the 
application of the head of an intelligence service and with the approval of a Judicial 
Commissioner includes an authorisation for directed surveillance – in this case, the 
duration of the warrant is six months.  

4.22 The requirements that must be met before an authorisation can be granted or 
warrant can be issued apply to each part of a combined warrant. For example, where 
a combined warrant includes a property interference authorisation, all the 
requirements that would have to be met for a property interference authorisation to 
be issued should be met by the combined warrant.  

4.23 The duties imposed by section 2 of the 2016 Act (having regard to privacy) apply to 
combined warrants as appropriate. The considerations that apply when deciding 
whether to issue, renew, cancel or modify a warrant under the 2016 Act will apply 
when such a warrant forms part of a combined warrant. So the property interference 
or surveillance element of a combined warrant cannot be issued without having 
regard to privacy in accordance with section 2 of the 2016 Act.  

4.24 In seeking the assistance of a third party to give effect to a warrant, it is possible to 
serve only the relevant part of a combined warrant. For example, if a combined 
warrant included a targeted equipment interference warrant and an authorisation for 
directed surveillance, and the target equipment interference required the assistance 
of a third party, it is possible to serve just the part of the warrant that relates to the 
targeted equipment interference warrant on that third party. 

4.25 Paragraph 20 of Schedule 8 to the 2016 Act provides that various rules regarding 
warrants apply separately to the relevant part of a combined warrant. The duty of 
operators to give effect to a warrant applies separately in relation to each part of a 
combined warrant. So, for example, section 128 (duty of operators to assist with 
implementation) would apply to the targeted equipment interference part of a 
combined warrant but only to that part.  

4.26 Similarly, safeguards also apply to individual parts of a combined warrant. For 
example, where a combined targeted equipment interference and intrusive 
surveillance warrant has been issued, the safeguards that apply to a targeted 
equipment interference warrant apply to the part of the combined warrant that is a 
targeted equipment interference warrant.  

4.27 When a property interference or surveillance authorisation is combined with an 
interception warrant, the material derived from property interference or surveillance 
may in principle be used in legal proceedings if required, whilst the exclusion of 
matters from legal proceedings continues to apply to material obtained under the 
interception.33 However, if material derived from property interference or surveillance 
authorised by a combined warrant reveals the existence of an interception warrant, 
the material is excluded from use in legal proceedings according to section 56 of the 
2016 Act.  

                                            
33 Further detail contained in chapters 11 and 12 of the interception code of practice 
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4.28 Should the exclusion from legal proceedings mean that there may be difficulties in 
disclosing any material obtained under a combined warrant that included an 
interception warrant, public authorities may wish to consider the possibility of seeking 
individual warrants or authorisations instead. 

Collaborative working 

4.29 Any person granting or applying for an authorisation will also need to be aware of 
particular sensitivities in the local community where the surveillance or property 
interference is taking place, and of any similar activities being undertaken by other 
public authorities which could impact on the deployment of surveillance or property 
interference. It is therefore recommended that where an authorising officer from a 
public authority considers that conflicts might arise, they should consult a senior 
officer within the police force area in which the investigation or operation is to take 
place.  

4.30 In cases where one agency or force is acting on behalf of another, the tasking 
agency should normally obtain or provide the authorisation. For example, where 
surveillance is carried out by the police on behalf of HMRC, the authorisation would 
usually be sought by HMRC and granted by the appropriate authorising officer within 
HMRC, despite the fact that the surveillance activity is being conducted by the police. 
Where the operational support of other agencies (in this example, the police) is 
foreseen, this should be specified in the authorisation. 

4.31 Where possible, public authorities should seek to avoid duplication of authorisations 
as part of a single investigation or operation. For example, where two agencies are 
conducting directed or intrusive surveillance as part of a joint operation, only one 
authorisation is required. Duplication of authorisations does not affect the lawfulness 
of the activities to be conducted, but may create an unnecessary administrative 
burden on authorities.  

4.32 In some circumstances it may be appropriate or necessary for a public authority to 
work with third parties who are not themselves a public authority (such as an 
individual, company or non-governmental organisation) to assist with an 
investigation. Where that third party is acting in partnership with or under the 
direction of a public authority, then they are acting as an agent of that authority and 
any activities that third party conducts which meet the 2000 Act definitions of directed 
or intrusive surveillance or amount to property interference for the purposes of the 
1994 or 1997 Act, should be considered for authorisation under those Acts by the 
public authority on whose behalf that activity is being undertaken. Similarly, a 
surveillance authorisation should also be considered where the public authority is 
aware that a third party (that is not a public authority) is independently conducting 
surveillance and the public authority intends to make use of any suitable material 
obtained by the third party for the purposes of a specific investigation being 
undertaken by that public authority.  

4.33 There are three further important considerations with regard to collaborative working:  

• HMRC applications for directed or intrusive surveillance and property 
interference, and CMA applications for intrusive surveillance, must only be made 
by a member or officer of the same organisation as the authorising officer, 
regardless of which force or agency is to conduct the activity. 
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• Police applications for directed or intrusive surveillance and property interference 
must only be made by a member or officer of the same force as the authorising 
officer, unless the Chief Officers of the forces in question have made a 
collaboration agreement under the Police Act 1996 and the collaboration 
agreement permits applicants and authorising officers to be from different 
forces34. 

• Police authorisations for intrusive surveillance relating to residential premises, 
and authorisations for property interference, may only authorise conduct where 
the premises or property in question are in the area of operation of the force 
applying for the authorisation. This requirement does not apply where the Chief 
Officers of two or more police forces have made a collaboration agreement under 
the Police Act 1996 and the collaboration agreement permits authorising officers 
to authorise conduct in relation to premises or property in the force areas of 
forces other than their own which are party to the agreement. 

Reviewing authorisations and warrants 

4.34 Regular reviews of all authorisations and warrants should be undertaken to assess 
the need for the surveillance or property interference activity to continue. The results 
of a review should be retained for at least three years (see chapter 8). Particular 
attention is drawn to the need to review authorisations and warrants frequently where 
the surveillance or property interference involves a high level of intrusion into private 
life or significant collateral intrusion, or confidential information35 is likely to be 
obtained.  

4.35 In each case the frequency of reviews should be considered at the outset by the 
authorising officer or, for those subject to authorisation by the Secretary of State, the 
member or officer who made the application within the public authority concerned. 
This should be as frequently as is considered necessary and practicable. References 
to the authorising officer in paragraphs 4.36 and 4.37 below should be taken to 
include the officer responsible for reviewing Secretary of State authorisations. 

4.36 In some cases it may be appropriate for an authorising officer to delegate the 
responsibility for conducting any reviews to a subordinate officer. The authorising 
officer is, however, usually best placed to assess whether the authorisation or 
warrant should continue or whether the criteria on which he or she based the original 
decision to grant an authorisation or warrant have changed sufficiently to cause the 
authorisation or warrant to be revoked. Support staff can do the necessary research 
and prepare the review process but the actual review is the responsibility of the 
original authorising officer and should, as a matter of good practice, be conducted by 
them or, failing that, by an officer who would be entitled to grant a new authorisation 
or warrant in the same terms.  

                                            
34 Following amendment of the Police Act 1996 Act by the Policing and Crime Act 2017, the NCA may also 

be included in such arrangements. 

35 Confidential personal information (such as medical records or spiritual counselling), confidential journalistic 

material, confidential discussions between Members of Parliament and their constituents, or matters 

subject to legal privilege. See chapter 9 of this code for further detail. 
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4.37 Any proposed or unforeseen changes to the nature or extent of the activity that may 
result in the further or greater intrusion into the private life of any person should also 
be brought to the attention of the authorising officer by means of a review. The 
authorising officer should consider whether the proposed changes are proportionate 
(bearing in mind any extra intended intrusion into privacy or collateral intrusion), 
before approving or rejecting them. Any such changes must be highlighted at the 
next renewal if the authorisation or warrant is to be renewed.  

4.38 Where a directed or intrusive surveillance authorisation or warrant provides for the 
surveillance of unidentified individuals whose identity is later established, the terms of 
the authorisation or warrant should be refined at a review to include the identity of 
these individuals. It would be appropriate to convene such a review specifically for 
this purpose. This process will not require a fresh authorisation or warrant, providing 
the scope of the original authorisation or warrant envisaged surveillance of such 
individuals. Such changes must be highlighted at the next renewal if the authorisation 
or warrant is to be renewed. 

Example: A directed surveillance authorisation is obtained by the police to 
authorise surveillance of “X and his associates” for the purposes of investigating 
their suspected involvement in a crime. X is seen meeting with A in a café and it 
is assessed that subsequent surveillance of A will assist the investigation. 
Surveillance of A may continue (he is an associate of X) but the directed 
surveillance authorisation should be amended at a review to include “X and his 
associates, including A”. 

4.39 During a review, the reviewing officer may cancel aspects of the authorisation or 
warrant, for example to cease directed surveillance against one of a number of 
named subjects or to discontinue the use of a particular tactic. 

General best practice 

4.40 The following guidelines should be considered as best working practices by all public 
authorities with regard to all applications for warrants or authorisations covered by 
this code: 

• applications should avoid any repetition of information; 

• information contained in applications should be limited to that required by the 

relevant legislation and the requirements of this code36; 

• the case for the warrant or authorisation should be presented in the application 

in a fair and balanced way. In particular, all reasonable efforts should be made 

to take account of information which support or weakens the case for the 

warrant or authorisation; 

• where warrants or authorisations are granted orally under urgency procedures 

(see chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this code on authorisation procedures), a record 

detailing the actions authorised and the reasons why the urgency procedures 

were used should be recorded by the applicant and authorising officer as a 

                                            
36 As laid out in chapters 5, 6 and 7 of this code 
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priority. There is then no requirement subsequently to submit a full written 

application; 

• an application should not require the sanction of any person in a public authority 

other than the authorising officer; 

• where it is foreseen that other agencies will be involved in carrying out the 

surveillance, these agencies should be detailed in the application; 

• authorisations or warrants should not generally be sought for activities already 

authorised following an application by the same or a different public authority. 

4.41 Furthermore, it is considered good practice that within every relevant public authority, 
a senior responsible officer37 should be responsible for:  

• the integrity of the process in place within the public authority to authorise 
directed and intrusive surveillance and interference with property or wireless 
telegraphy; 

• compliance with Part II of the 2000 Act, Part III of the 1997 Act, section 5 of the 
1994 Act and with this code; 

• oversight of the reporting of errors to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner and 
the identification of both the cause(s) of errors and the implementation of 
processes to minimise repetition of errors; 

• engagement with the Investigatory Powers Commissioner and inspectors who 
support the Commissioner when they conduct their inspections; 

• where necessary, overseeing the implementation of any post-inspection action 
plans recommended or approved by a Judicial Commissioner, and 

• ensuring that all authorising officers are of an appropriate standard, addressing 
any recommendations and concerns in the inspection reports prepared by the 
Investigatory Powers Commissioner. 

Local authorities 

4.42 The Protection of Freedoms Act 2012 amended the 2000 Act to make local authority 
authorisations subject to judicial approval. The change means that local authorities 
need to obtain an order approving the grant or renewal of an authorisation from a 
judicial authority, before it can take effect. In England and Wales an application for 
such an order must be made to a Justice of the Peace (JP). If the JP is satisfied that 
the statutory tests have been met and that the use of the technique is necessary and 
proportionate, he or she will issue an order approving the grant or renewal for the use 
of the technique as described in the application. The amendment means that local 
authorities are no longer able to orally authorise the use of RIPA techniques. All 

                                            
37 The senior responsible officer should be a person holding the office, rank or position of an authorising 

officer within the relevant public authority.  
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authorisations must be made in writing and require JP approval. The authorisation 
cannot commence until this has been obtained.  

4.43 In Scotland this requirement only applies to authorisations for communications data 
as the use of the other techniques is governed by RIP(S)A 2000. Where such an 
authorisation is required by a local authority in Scotland, an application for grant or 
renewal should be made to a sheriff. For other activities/authorisations, local 
authorities in Scotland should refer to devolved legislation. In Northern Ireland this 
requirement only applies to authorisations where the grant or renewal relates to a 
Northern Ireland excepted or reserved matter. Where such an authorisation is 
required by a local authority in Northern Ireland, an application for a grant or renewal 
should be made to a district judge. For other authorisations, local authorities in 
Northern Ireland should refer to the general requirements for authorisation set out in 
this code.  

4.44 The Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Directed Surveillance and Covert Human 
Intelligence Sources) (Amendment) Order 2012 has the following effects: 

• Local authorities in England and Wales can only authorise use of directed 
surveillance under RIPA to prevent or detect criminal offences that are either 
punishable, whether on summary conviction or indictment, by a maximum term of 
at least 6 months' imprisonment or are related to the underage sale of alcohol 
and tobacco or nicotine inhaling products. The offences relating to the latter are in 
article 7A of the 2010 RIPA Order.  

• Local authorities cannot authorise directed surveillance for the purpose of 
preventing disorder unless this involves a criminal offence(s) punishable (whether 
on summary conviction or indictment) by a maximum term of at least 6 months' 
imprisonment.  

• Local authorities may therefore continue to authorise use of directed surveillance 
in more serious cases as long as the other tests are met – i.e. that it is necessary 
and proportionate and where prior approval from a JP has been granted. 
Examples of cases where the offence being investigated attracts a maximum 
custodial sentence of six months or more could include more serious criminal 
damage, dangerous waste dumping and serious or serial benefit fraud.  

• Local authorities may also continue to authorise the use of directed surveillance 
for the purpose of preventing or detecting specified criminal offences relating to 
the underage sale of alcohol and tobacco where the necessity and proportionality 
test is met and prior approval from a JP has been granted.  

• A local authority may not authorise the use of directed surveillance under RIPA 
to investigate disorder that does not involve criminal offences or to investigate 
low-level offences which may include, for example, littering, dog control and fly-
posting. 

4.45 The provisions of the 2012 Order, detailed above, do not apply to Scotland and 
Northern Ireland.  

4.46 Within local authorities, the senior responsible officer should be a member of the 
corporate leadership team and should be responsible for ensuring that all authorising 
officers are of an appropriate standard in light of any recommendations in the 
inspection reports prepared by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner. Where an 
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inspection report highlights concerns about the standards of authorising officers, this 
individual will be responsible for ensuring the concerns are addressed.  

4.47 Elected members of a local authority should review the authority’s use of the 1997 
Act and the 2000 Act and set the policy at least once a year. They should also 
consider internal reports on use of the 1997 Act and the 2000 Act on a regular basis 
to ensure that it is being used consistently with the local authority’s policy and that 
the policy remains fit for purpose. 

Covert surveillance of a CHIS 

4.48 It may be necessary to deploy covert surveillance against a potential or authorised 
CHIS, other than those acting in the capacity of an undercover operative, as part of 
the process of assessing their suitability for recruitment, deployment or in planning 
how best to make the approach to them. Covert surveillance in such circumstances 
may or may not be necessary on one of the statutory grounds on which directed 
surveillance authorisations can be granted, depending on the facts of the case. 
Whether or not a directed surveillance authorisation is available, any such 
surveillance must be justifiable under Article 8(2) of the ECHR. 
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5 Authorisation procedures for directed 
surveillance 

Authorisation criteria 

5.1 Under section 28(3) of the 2000 Act, an authorisation for directed surveillance may 
be granted by an authorising officer where he or she believes that the authorisation is 
necessary in the circumstances of the particular case on the grounds that it is:  

• in the interests of national security;  

• for the purpose of preventing or detecting38 crime or of preventing disorder;  

• in the interests of the economic well-being of the UK;  

• in the interests of public safety;  

• for the purpose of protecting public health39;  

• for the purpose of assessing or collecting any tax, duty, levy or other imposition, 
contribution or charge payable to a government department40; or  

• for any other purpose prescribed by an order made by the Secretary of State41. 

5.2 An authorising officer in another public authority shall not issue a directed 
surveillance authorisation under Part II of the 2000 Act where the investigation or 
operation relates to the protection of national security and in particular the protection 
against threats from terrorism, which are the responsibility of the Security Service, 
except where: 

• the investigation or operation is to be carried out by a Special Branch or other 
police unit with formal counter-terrorism responsibilities (such as Counter 
Terrorism Units, Counter Terrorism Intelligence Units and Counter Terrorism 
Command); or 

• the Security Service has agreed that another public authority can carry out a 
directed surveillance investigation or operation which would fall within the 
responsibilities of the Security Service.  

                                            
38 Detecting crime is defined in section 81(5) of the 2000 Act and is applied to the 1997 Act by section 134 of 

that Act (as amended). Preventing or detecting crime goes beyond the prosecution of offenders and 

includes actions taken to avert, end or disrupt the commission of criminal offences. 

39 This could include investigations into infectious diseases, contaminated products or the illicit sale of 

pharmaceuticals. 

40 This could only be for a purpose which satisfies the criteria set out in Article 8(2) of the ECHR. 

41 This could only be for a purpose which satisfies the criteria set out in Article 8(2) of the ECHR. 
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5.3 HM Forces may also undertake operations in connection with a military threat to 
national security or other operations in connection with national security in support of 
the Security Service, the Police Service of Northern Ireland or other Civil Powers. 

5.4 The authorising officer must also believe that the surveillance is proportionate to what 
it seeks to achieve (see paragraphs 4.4 to 4.10 above). 

Relevant public authorities 

5.5 The public authorities entitled to authorise directed surveillance are listed in Schedule 
1 to the 2000 Act. The specific purposes for which each public authority may obtain a 
directed surveillance authorisation are laid out in the 2010 RIPA Order. 

Information to be provided in applications 

5.6 A written application for a directed surveillance authorisation should describe any 
conduct to be authorised and the purpose of the investigation or operation. The 
application should also include: 

• the reasons why the authorisation is necessary in the particular case and on 
which statutory ground(s) (e.g. for the purpose of preventing or detecting crime) 
listed in Section 28(3) of the 2000 Act;  

• the nature of the surveillance; 

• the identities, where known, of those to be the subject of the surveillance;  

• a summary of the intelligence case and appropriate unique intelligence references 
where applicable;  

• an explanation of the information which it is desired to obtain as a result of the 
surveillance;  

• the details of any potential collateral intrusion and why the intrusion is justified;  

• the details of any confidential or privileged information42 that is likely to be 
obtained as a consequence of the surveillance;  

• where the purpose, or one of the purposes, of the authorisation is to obtain 
information subject to legal privilege43, an assessment of why there are 
exceptional and compelling circumstances that make this necessary; 

• the reasons why the surveillance is considered proportionate to what it seeks to 
achieve; and 

• the level of authorisation required (or recommended where that is different) for the 
surveillance.  

                                            
42 See paragraphs 9.23 to 9.57 of chapter 9 of this code 

43 See paragraphs 9.51 to 9.53 of chapter 9 of this code 
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Authorisation procedures 

5.7 Responsibility for authorising the carrying out of directed surveillance rests with the 
authorising officer and requires the personal authorisation of the authorising officer. 
An authorising officer must give authorisations in writing, except in urgent cases 
where they may be given orally by the authorising officer or in writing by the officer 
entitled to act in urgent cases.  

5.8 The 2010 RIPA Order designates the authorising officer for each public authority and 
the officers able to authorise in urgent cases, where applicable. Where an 
authorisation for directed surveillance is combined with a Secretary of State 
authorisation for intrusive surveillance, the combined authorisation must be issued by 
the Secretary of State. Annex A to this code provides the enhanced authorisation 
levels for directed or intrusive surveillance by public authorities when knowledge of 
confidential or privileged information is likely to be acquired. 

5.9 Authorising officers should not normally be responsible for authorising operations in 
which they are directly involved, although it is recognised that this may sometimes be 
unavoidable, especially in the case of small organisations, or where it is necessary to 
act urgently or for security reasons. Where an authorising officer authorises such an 
investigation or operation the centrally retrievable record of authorisations (see 
chapter 8 of this code) should highlight this and the Commissioner or inspector 
should be invited to view it during his or her next inspection. 

Urgent cases 

5.10 The authorising officer should generally give authorisations in writing. However, in 
urgent cases, oral authorisations may be given by the authorising officer. In an urgent 
oral case, a statement that the authorising officer has expressly authorised the 
conduct should be recorded in writing by the applicant as soon as is reasonably 
practicable, together with the information detailed at paragraph 5.13 below. 

5.11 In an urgent case, where it is not reasonably practicable having regard to the urgency 
of the case for the authorising officer to consider the application, an authorisation 
may be granted in writing by a person entitled to act only in urgent cases under the 
2010 RIPA Order. 

5.12 A case is not normally to be regarded as urgent unless the time that would elapse 
before the authorising officer was available to grant the authorisation would, in the 
judgement of the person giving the authorisation, be likely to endanger life or 
jeopardise the investigation or operation for which the authorisation was being given. 
An authorisation is not to be regarded as urgent if an authorisation has been 
neglected or the urgency is of an administrative nature of the authorising officer or 
applicant’s own making. 

5.13 In urgent cases, the information outlined at paragraph 5.6 above may be supplied 
orally. In such cases the authorising officer and applicant, where applicable, should 
also record the following information in writing, as soon as is reasonably practicable 
(it is not necessary to record further detail):  

• the identities of those subject to surveillance;  

• the nature of the surveillance as defined at paragraph 3.1 of this code;  
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• the reasons why the authorising officer considered the case so urgent that an oral 
instead of a written authorisation was given; and,  

• where the officer entitled to act in urgent cases has given written authorisation, 
the reasons why it was not reasonably practicable for the application to be 
considered by the authorising officer should also be recorded. 

Duration of authorisations 

5.14 A written authorisation granted by an authorising officer will cease to have effect 
(unless renewed or cancelled) at the end of a period of three months (or six months 
for intelligence services’ authorisations) beginning with the day when the 
authorisation granted had taken effect44. Even in instances where it is anticipated 
that an authorisation will only be required for a period of time less than three months, 
authorisation should still be granted for the statutory three month period, subject to 
review at an interval reflecting expected duration, and the authorisation cancelled 
when it is no longer necessary. 

5.15 Urgent oral authorisations or written authorisations granted by a person who is 
entitled to act only in urgent cases will, unless renewed, cease to have effect after 
seventy-two hours, beginning with the time when the authorisation granted had taken 
effect45. 

Renewals 

5.16 Section 43 of the 2000 Act provides that authorisations for directed surveillance may 
be renewed. When considering whether to renew such an authorisation, the 
authorising officer should give consideration to the same criteria as he would were he 
considering a new application. 

5.17 If, at any time before an authorisation for directed surveillance granted by a member 
of the intelligence services would cease to have effect, a member of the intelligence 
services who is entitled to grant such authorisations considers that it is necessary for 
the authorisation to continue on the grounds of national security or in the interests of 
the economic well-being of the UK and proportionate, section 44 of the 2000 Act 
provides that he or she may renew it for a further period of six months, beginning with 
the day on which it would have ceased to have effect but for the renewal.  

5.18 If, at any time before an authorisation for directed surveillance granted by an 
authorising officer in any other public authority would cease to have effect, the 
authorising officer considers it necessary for the authorisation to continue for the 
purpose for which it was given, he or she may renew it in writing for a further period 
of three months. Renewals may also be granted orally in urgent cases and last for a 
period of seventy-two hours. The renewal will take effect at the time at which the 
authorisation would have ceased to have effect but for the renewal.  

                                            
44 Section 43(3)(c) 

45 Section 43(3)(a) 
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5.19 An application for renewal should not be made until shortly before the authorisation 
period is drawing to an end. Any person who would be entitled to grant a new 
authorisation can renew an authorisation. 

5.20 All applications for the renewal of a directed surveillance authorisation should record 
(at the time of application, or when reasonably practicable in the case of urgent 
cases approved orally): 

• whether this is the first renewal or every occasion on which the authorisation has 
been renewed previously;  

• any significant changes to the information in the initial application;  

• the reasons why the authorisation for directed surveillance should continue;  

• the content and value to the investigation or operation of the information so far 
obtained by the surveillance;  

• whether any privileged material or confidential information was obtained as a 
result of activity undertaken under the authorisation, to which the safeguards in 
chapter 9 of this code should apply; 

• the results of regular reviews of the investigation or operation. 

5.21 Authorisations may be renewed more than once, if necessary and proportionate, and 
provided they continue to meet the criteria for authorisation. The details of any 
renewal should be centrally recorded (see chapter 8 below). 

Cancellations  

5.22 The authorising officer must cancel the authorisation at any time if they consider that 
the directed surveillance no longer meets the criteria upon which it was authorised. 
Where the original authorising officer is no longer available, this duty will fall on the 
person who has taken over the role of authorising officer or the person who is acting 
as authorising officer (see the 2010 RIPA Order).  

5.23 Those acting under an authorisation must keep their authorisations under review and 
notify the authorising officer if they consider that the authorisation is no longer 
necessary or proportionate, and so should therefore be cancelled. 

5.24 As soon as the decision is taken that directed surveillance should be discontinued, 
the instruction must be given to those involved to stop all surveillance of the 
subject(s) as soon as reasonably practicable. The date the authorisation was 
cancelled should be centrally recorded and documentation of any instruction to cease 
surveillance should be retained (see chapter 8 below). There is no requirement for 
any further details to be recorded when cancelling a directed surveillance 
authorisation. However it is good practice that a record should be retained detailing 
the product obtained from the surveillance and whether or not objectives were 
achieved. 
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Foreign surveillance teams operating in UK 

5.25 The provisions of section 76A of the 2000 Act46 provide for foreign surveillance 
teams to operate in the UK, subject to the following procedures and conditions. 

5.26 Where a foreign police or customs officer, who is conducting directed or intrusive 
surveillance activity outside the UK, needs to enter the UK for the purposes of 
continuing that surveillance, and where it is not reasonably practicable for a UK 
officer to carry out the surveillance under the authorisation of Part II of the 2000 Act 
(or of RIP(S)A 2000), the foreign officer must notify a person designated by the 
Director General of NCA immediately after entry to the UK and shall request (if this 
has not been done already) that an application for authorisation of such surveillance 
be made under Part II of the 2000 Act (or RIP(S)A 2000). 

5.27 The foreign officer may then continue to conduct surveillance for a period of five 
hours beginning with the time when the officer enters the UK. The foreign officer may 
only carry out the surveillance, however, in places to which members of the public 
have or are permitted to have access, whether on payment or otherwise. The 
surveillance authorisation, if obtained, will then authorise the foreign officers to 
conduct such surveillance beyond the five hour period in accordance with the general 
provisions of the 2000 Act. 

                                            
46 Inserted by the Crime (International Co-Operation) Act 2003 
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6 Authorisation procedures for intrusive 
surveillance 

Authorisation criteria 

6.1 An authorisation for intrusive surveillance may be granted by the Secretary of State47 
for applications by the intelligence services, the Ministry of Defence, HM Forces, or 
any other public authority designated for this purpose under section 41 of the 2000 
Act48, or by a senior authorising officer49 or designated deputy50 of the police, 
National Crime Agency (NCA), HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC), Competition and 
Markets Authority (CMA), Independent Office for Police Conduct (IOPC) or the Home 
Office (for departments exercising functions relating to immigration matters and 
officers designated as customs officials), as listed in section 32(6) of the 2000 Act.  

6.2 In many cases an operation using covert techniques may involve both directed or 
intrusive surveillance and property interference or equipment interference. This can 
be authorised as a combined authorisation, although the criteria for authorisation of 
each activity must be considered separately (see paragraphs 4.19 to 4.27 above on 
combined authorisations).  

6.3 Under section 32(2), (3) and (3A) of the 2000 Act the Secretary of State or the 
Scottish Ministers, or the senior authorising officer or designated deputy may only 
authorise intrusive surveillance if they believe:  

i. that the authorisation is necessary in the circumstances of the particular case 

on the grounds that it is: 

• in the interests of national security51;  

                                            
47 Or the Scottish Ministers, provided for under section 63 of the Scotland Act 1998 

48 Only two public authorities have been designated by Order for this purpose: The Regulation of 

Investigatory Powers (Designation of Public Authorities for the Purposes of Intrusive Surveillance) Order 

2001 designated the Ministry of Justice, enabling intrusive surveillance to be carried out in prisons; and 

the Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Intrusive Surveillance) Order 2003, which designated the 

Northern Ireland Office for the Northern Ireland Prison Service. 

49 A person within a public authority who is entitled to grant intrusive surveillance authorisations under the 

2000 Act or to apply to the Secretary of State for such warrants.  

50 See section 34(6) of the 2000 Act 

51 A senior authorising officer or designated deputy of a law enforcement agency shall not issue an 

authorisation for intrusive surveillance where the investigation or operation is within the responsibilities of 

one of the intelligence services and properly falls to be authorised by warrant issued by the Secretary of 

State under Part II of the 2000 Act or the 1994 Act. 
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• for the purpose of preventing or detecting serious crime52;  

• in the interests of the economic well-being of the UK; or  

• (in the case of the CMA) for the purpose of preventing or detecting an 
offence under section 188 of the Enterprise Act 2002 (cartel offence);  

and  

ii. that the surveillance is proportionate to what is sought to be achieved by 
carrying it out. 

6.4 When deciding whether an authorisation is necessary and proportionate, it is 
important to consider whether the information which it is thought necessary to obtain 
by means of the intrusive surveillance could reasonably be obtained by other less 
intrusive means. 

Information to be provided in all applications 

6.5 Applications should be in writing (unless urgent) and should describe the conduct to 
be authorised and the purpose of the investigation or operation. The application 
should specify:  

• the reasons why the authorisation is necessary in the particular case and on 
which statutory ground(s) (e.g. for the purpose of preventing or detecting serious 
crime) listed in section 32(3) and 32(3A)53 of the 2000 Act;  

• the nature of the surveillance;  

• the residential premises or private vehicle in relation to which the surveillance will 
take place, where known;  

• the identities, where known, of those to be the subject of the surveillance;  

• an explanation of the information which it is desired to obtain as a result of the 
surveillance; 

• details of any potential collateral intrusion and why the intrusion is justified;  

• details of any confidential or privileged information that is likely to be obtained as 
a consequence of the surveillance;  

                                            
52 Serious crime is defined in section 81(2) and (3) as crime that comprises an offence for which a person 

who has attained the age of twenty-one and has no previous convictions could reasonably be expected to 

be sentenced to imprisonment for a term of three years or more, or which involves the use of violence, 

results in substantial financial gain or is conduct by a large number of persons in pursuit of a common 

purpose. 

53 For the CMA, for the purpose of preventing or detecting an offence under section 188 of the Enterprise Act 

2002 (cartel offence). 
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• where the purpose, or one of the purposes, of the authorisation or warrant is to 
obtain information subject to legal privilege, an assessment of why there are 
exceptional and compelling circumstances that make this necessary; and 

• the reasons why the surveillance is considered proportionate to what it seeks to 
achieve.  

Authorisation procedures for law enforcement agencies - 
senior authorising officers and designated deputies 

6.6 The senior authorising officers for these bodies are listed in section 32(6) of the 2000 
Act. If the senior authorising officer is absent so it is not reasonably practicable for 
them to consider an application for an authorisation, section 34(2) of the 2000 Act 
provides that an authorisation can be given by the designated deputy (if there is one). 
Designated deputies are specified at section 34(6) of the 2000 Act.  

Authorisation Procedures for Secretary of State or Scottish 
Ministers Authorisations 

6.7 Intrusive surveillance by any of the intelligence services, the Ministry of Defence, HM 
Forces or any other public authority designated for this purpose under section 41 of 
the 2000 Act requires the approval of a Secretary of State, unless these bodies are 
acting on behalf of another public authority that has obtained an authorisation. 

6.8 Any member or official of the intelligence services, the Ministry of Defence and HM 
Forces can apply to the Secretary of State for an intrusive surveillance authorisation. 

6.9 Section 42 of the 2000 Act requires that intelligence services authorisations granted 
by the Secretary of State must be made by issue of a warrant. Such warrants will 
generally be given in writing by the Secretary of State or member of the Scottish 
Executive for those issued by the Scottish Ministers. In urgent cases, section 44 of 
the 2000 Act provides that a warrant may be signed (but not renewed) by a senior 
official54, with the express authorisation of the Secretary of State. 

Urgent law enforcement cases 

6.10 The senior authorising officer or designated deputy should generally give 
authorisations in writing. However, in urgent cases, oral authorisations may be given 
by the senior authorising officer or designated deputy. In an urgent oral case, a 
statement that the senior authorising officer or designated deputy has expressly 
authorised the conduct should be recorded in writing by the applicant as soon as is 
reasonably practicable, together with the information detailed below. 

                                            
54 For Scotland, a member of the staff of the Scottish Administration who is a member of the Senior Civil 

Service and is designated by the Scottish Ministers as a person under whose hand a warrant may be 

issued in such a case (in this section referred to as “a designated official”) 
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6.11 In an urgent case, where it is not reasonably practicable having regard to the urgency 
of the case for either the senior authorising officer or the designated deputy to 
consider the application, an authorisation may be granted in writing by a person 
entitled to act only in urgent cases under section 34(4) of the 2000 Act.55 

6.12 A case is not normally to be regarded as urgent unless the time that would elapse 
before the authorising officer was available to grant the authorisation would, in the 
judgement of the person giving the authorisation, be likely to endanger life or 
jeopardise the investigation or operation for which the authorisation was being given. 
An authorisation is not to be regarded as urgent where the need for an authorisation 
has been neglected or the urgency is of the authorising officer or applicant’s own 
making. 

6.13 In urgent cases, the information in paragraph 6.5 may be supplied orally. In such 
cases the applicant should also record the following information in writing, as soon as 
is reasonably practicable (it is not necessary to record further detail):  

• the identities, where known, of those subject to surveillance;  

• the nature and location of the surveillance;  

• the reasons why the authorising officer or the officer entitled to act in urgent cases 
considered the case so urgent that an oral instead of a written authorisation was 
given; and/or  

• the reasons why it was not reasonably practicable for the application to be 
considered by the authorising officer. 

Notifications to a Judicial Commissioner 

6.14 Where a person grants, renews or cancels a law enforcement agency authorisation 
for intrusive surveillance, he or she must, as soon as is reasonably practicable, give 
notice in writing to the Commissioner, in accordance with whatever arrangements 
have been made by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner.56  

6.15 In urgent cases, the notification must specify the grounds on which the case is 
believed to be one of urgency. The urgency provisions should not be used routinely. 
If the Judicial Commissioner is satisfied that there were no grounds for believing the 
case to be one of urgency, he or she has the power to quash the authorisation. 

                                            
55 Note that NPCC out-of-hours officers of assistant chief constable rank or above will be entitled to act for 

this purpose. 

56 The information to be included in the notification to the Commissioner is set out in the Regulation of 

Investigatory Powers (Notification of Authorisations etc.) Order 2000; SI No: 2563. 
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Judicial Commissioner approval 

6.16 Except in urgent cases, a law enforcement agency authorisation granted for intrusive 
surveillance will not take effect until it has been approved by a Judicial Commissioner 
and written notice of the Judicial Commissioner's decision has been given to the 
person who granted the authorisation. This means that the approval will not take 
effect until the notice has been received in the office of the person who granted the 
authorisation within the relevant force or organisation.  

6.17 When the authorisation is urgent it will take effect from the time it is granted provided 
notice is given to the Judicial Commissioner in accordance with section 35(3)(b) (see 
section 36(3) of the 2000 Act).  

6.18 There may be cases that become urgent after approval has been sought but before a 
response has been received from a Judicial Commissioner. In such a case, the 
authorising officer should notify the Commissioner that the case is now urgent 
(pointing out that it has become urgent since the notification). In these cases, the 
authorisation will take effect immediately. 

Duration of law enforcement intrusive surveillance 
authorisations 

6.19 A written authorisation granted by a Secretary of State, a senior authorising officer or 
a designated deputy will cease to have effect (unless renewed) at the end of a period 
of three months, beginning with the day on which it took effect. So an authorisation 
given at 09.00 on 12 February will expire on 11 May. (Authorisations (except those 
lasting for 72 hours) will cease at 23.59 on the last day).  

6.20 Oral authorisations given in urgent cases by a Secretary of State, a senior 
authorising officer or designated deputy, and written authorisations given by those 
only entitled to act in urgent cases, will cease to have effect (unless renewed) at the 
end of the period of seventy-two hours beginning with the time when they took effect. 

Duration of intelligence service warrants 

6.21 A warrant issued to an intelligence service by the Secretary of State or Scottish 
Ministers will cease to have effect at the end of a period of six months beginning with 
the day on which it was issued. So a warrant given at 09.00 on 12 February will 
expire on 11 August. (Authorisations (except those granted under urgency 
provisions) will cease at 23.59 on the last day).  

6.22 Warrants expressly authorised by a Secretary of State or Scottish Ministers, but 
signed by a designated official under the urgency procedures, will cease to have 
effect at the end of the second working day following the day of issue of the warrant 
unless renewed by the Secretary of State. 
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Renewal of law enforcement authorisations  

6.23 If, at any time before an authorisation expires, the senior authorising officer or, in 
their absence, the designated deputy, considers that the authorisation should 
continue to have effect for the purpose for which it was issued, he or she may renew 
it in writing for a further period of three months. An application for renewal should not 
be made until shortly before the authorisation period is drawing to an end. Any 
person who would be entitled to grant a new authorisation can renew an 
authorisation.  

6.24 As with the initial authorisation, where an authorisation has been renewed by the 
senior authorising officer or their designated deputy, approval must be sought from a 
Judicial Commissioner, unless it is a case to which the urgency procedure applies. 
The renewal will not take effect until the notice of the Judicial Commissioner’s 
approval has been received in the office of the person who granted the authorisation 
within the relevant force or organisation (but not before the day on which the 
authorisation would have otherwise ceased to have effect). 

6.25 In urgent cases, a renewal can take effect immediately (provided this is not before 
the day on which the authorisation would have otherwise ceased to have effect). See 
section 35 and 36 of the 2000 Act and the Regulation of Investigatory Powers 
(Notification of Authorisations etc.) Order 2000; SI No: 2563. 

Renewals of Secretary of State warrants 

6.26 If at any time before an intelligence service warrant expires, the Secretary of State 
considers it necessary for the warrant to be renewed for the purpose for which it was 
issued, the Secretary of State may renew it in writing for a further period of six 
months, beginning with the day on which it would have ceased to have effect, but for 
the renewal. 

6.27 If at any time before a warrant issued by a Secretary of State for any other public 
authority expires, the Secretary of State considers it necessary for the warrant to be 
renewed for the purpose for which it was issued, he or she may renew it in writing for 
a further period of three months, beginning with the day on which it would have 
ceased to have effect, but for the renewal. 

6.28 An application for renewal should not be made until shortly before the authorisation 
period is drawing to an end.  

Information to be provided for all renewals of intrusive 
surveillance authorisations and warrants 

6.29 All applications for a renewal of an intrusive surveillance authorisation or warrant 
should record:  

• whether this is the first renewal or every occasion on which the 
warrant/authorisation has been renewed previously;  

• any significant changes to the information listed in paragraph 6.5; 

• the reasons why it is necessary to continue with the intrusive surveillance;  
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• the details of any confidential or privileged information57 that is likely to be 
obtained as a consequence of the surveillance;  

• where the purpose, or one of the purposes, of the authorisation or warrant is to 
obtain information subject to legal privilege, an assessment of why there continue 
to be exceptional and compelling circumstances that make this necessary;  

• the content and value to the investigation or operation of the product so far 
obtained by the surveillance;  

• the results of any reviews of the investigation or operation (see below). 

6.30 Authorisations may be renewed more than once, if necessary, and details of the 
renewal should be centrally recorded (see chapter 8 below). 

Cancellations  

6.31 The senior authorising officer who granted or last renewed the authorisation must 
cancel it, or the person who made the application to the Secretary of State may 
cancel an authorisation at any time, but must apply for its cancellation, if they 
consider that the surveillance no longer meets the criteria upon which it was 
authorised. Where the senior authorising officer or person who made the application 
to the Secretary of State is no longer available, this duty will fall on the person who 
has taken over the role of senior authorising officer or taken over from the person 
who made the application to the Secretary of State or the person who is acting as the 
senior authorising officer.58  

6.32 As soon as the decision is taken that intrusive surveillance should be discontinued, 
the instruction must be given to those involved to stop the intrusive surveillance as 
soon as reasonably practicable. The date the authorisation was cancelled should be 
centrally recorded and documentation of any instruction to cease surveillance should 
be retained (see chapter 8 below). There is no requirement to record any further 
details. However, effective practice suggests that a record should be retained 
detailing the product obtained from the surveillance and whether or not objectives 
were achieved. 

6.33 Following the cancellation of any intrusive surveillance authorisation, other than one 
granted by the Secretary of State, the Commissioner must be notified of the 
cancellation.59 

                                            
57 See paras 9.23 to 9.57 of chapter 9 below 

58 See the Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Cancellation of Authorisations) Order 2000; SI No: 2794. 

59 This notification shall include the information specified in the Regulation of Investigatory Powers 

(Notification of Authorisations etc.) Order 2000; SI No: 2563. 
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Authorisations quashed by a Judicial Commissioner 

6.34 In cases where a police, NCA, HMRC, IOPC, CMA or Home Office authorisation is 
quashed or cancelled by a Judicial Commissioner, the senior authorising officer must 
immediately instruct those involved to stop carrying out the intrusive surveillance. 
Documentation of the date and time when such an instruction was given should be 
retained for at least three years (see chapter 8 of this code). 

Jurisdictional considerations 

6.35 A police or NCA authorisation cannot be granted unless the application is made by a 
member of the same force or agency, unless a relevant collaboration agreement has 
been made (see from paragraph 4.29 above, on collaborative working). An 
authorisation on behalf of another applicable agency cannot be granted unless the 
application is made by an officer of that agency. 

6.36 Where the surveillance is carried out in relation to any residential premises, the 
authorisation cannot be granted unless the residential premises are in the same area 
of operation of the force or organisation, unless, in the case of the police, a relevant 
collaboration agreement has been made (see from paragraph 4.29 above). 
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7 Authorisation procedures for property 
interference 

General basis for lawful activity 

7.1 Warrants under section 5 of the 1994 Act or authorisations under Part III of the 1997 
Act should be sought wherever members of the intelligence services, the police, the 
services police60, National Crime Agency (NCA), HM Revenue and Customs 
(HMRC), Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), Independent Office for Police 
Conduct (IOPC), Police Investigations and Review Commissioner, or Home Office 
(for departments exercising functions relating to immigration matters, and officers 
designated as customs officials) or persons acting on their behalf, conduct entry on, 
or interference with, property or with wireless telegraphy that would be otherwise 
unlawful.61  

7.2 For the purposes of this chapter, “property interference” shall be taken to include 
entry on, or interference with, property or with wireless telegraphy. However, as 
noted at paragraph 2.22 above, these property interference powers cannot be used 
where the proposed interference is for the purpose of acquiring communications, 
equipment data or other information. In those circumstances: 

• Intelligence services are required to apply for an equipment interference warrant 
under Part 5 of the 2016 Act where the conduct would otherwise constitute an 
offence under the Computer Misuse Act 1990 and there is a British Islands 
connection (see section 13 of the 2016 Act). 

• The law enforcement agencies are unable to authorise the activity under the 
Police Act 1997 where the conduct would otherwise constitute an offence under 
the Computer Misuse Act 1990 (see section 14 of the 2016 Act), but may apply 
for an equipment interference warrant under Part 5 of the 2016 Act, or use other 
statutory powers to conduct the activity. 

Example 1: An agency is seeking to disable a CCTV camera as part of an 

investigation/operation. The process by which they propose to disable a particular 

CCTV camera would result in it obtaining a stored copy of footage from the CCTV 

system. In such circumstances, although the agency is interfering with equipment 

(the CCTV system) and acquiring communications and/or private information (the 

footage), the purpose of the interference is to disable the CCTV camera. The 

acquisition of the CCTV footage is intended, in so far as it is a constituent part of 

the interference required to disable the CCTV camera, but is entirely incidental. 

Accordingly, this activity can continue to be authorised as property interference 

under the 1994 Act or 1997 Act (as applicable).  

                                            
60 The Royal Navy Police, Royal Military Police or Royal Air Force Police 

61 Organisations other than the intelligence services hereafter referred to as the law enforcement agencies in 

this chapter 
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Example 2: An intelligence service is seeking to covertly monitor the movements of 

a target who has been captured on a CCTV system in the British Islands. In such 

circumstances, the intelligence service interferes with the CCTV system for the 

purpose of acquiring a copy of the footage; the purpose of the interference with the 

equipment is to acquire communications and/or private information and an 

equipment interference warrant would be required. 

7.3 Further details on equipment interference warrants are provided in the Equipment 
Interference Code of Practice. 

Combined warrants and authorisations 

7.4 In many cases an operation using covert techniques may involve both directed or 
intrusive surveillance and property interference. This can be authorised as a 
combined authorisation, although the criteria for authorisation of each activity must 
be considered separately (see above, on combined authorisations). 

Example: The use of a surveillance device for providing information about the 

location of a vehicle may involve some physical interference with that vehicle 

as well as subsequent directed surveillance activity. Such an operation could 

be authorised by a combined authorisation for property interference (under 

Part III of the 1997 Act or section 5 of the 1994 Act) and, where appropriate, 

directed surveillance (under the 2000 Act). In this case, the necessity and 

proportionality of the property interference element of the authorisation would 

need to be considered by the appropriate authorising officer separately to the 

necessity and proportionality of obtaining private information by means of the 

directed surveillance. 

7.5 There may be circumstances where both a property interference and equipment 
interference warrant or authorisation may be required (see paragraphs 4.20 to 4.28 
above on combined warrants). 

Circumstances where an authorisation or warrant is not required 

7.6 A property interference authorisation or warrant is not required for entry (whether for 
the purpose of covert recording or for any other legitimate purpose) into areas open 
to the public in shops, bars, restaurants, hotel foyers, blocks of flats or any other 
premises to which, with the implied consent of the occupier, members of the public 
are afforded unqualified access. Nor is an authorisation or warrant required for entry 
on any other land or premises at the invitation of the occupier. This is so whatever 
the purposes for which the premises are used. If consent for entry has been obtained 
by deception (e.g. requesting entry for a false purpose), however, an authorisation or 
warrant for property interference should be obtained. 

Information to be provided in law enforcement applications 

7.7 Applications to the authorising officer for the granting or renewal of an authorisation 
must be made in writing (unless urgent) by a law enforcement agency detailed at 
paragraph 7.1 above, and should specify:  
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• the identity or identities, where known, of those who possess the property that is 
to be subject to the interference;  

• sufficient information to identify the property which the entry or interference with 
will affect;  

• the nature and extent of the proposed interference;  

• the details of any collateral intrusion, including the identity of individuals and/or 
categories of people, where known, who are likely to be affected, and why the 
intrusion is justified;  

• details of any information or private information which may be collected as a 
result of the proposed interference and confirmation that an equipment 
interference warrant is not applicable given the purpose/nature of the operation 
investigation;   

• details of the offence suspected or committed;  

• details of any confidential or privileged information that is likely to be obtained as 
a consequence of the surveillance62;  

• how the authorisation criteria (as set out below) have been met;  

• any action which may be necessary to maintain any equipment, including 
replacing it;  

• any action which may be necessary to retrieve any equipment; and  

• in case of a renewal, the results obtained so far, or a full explanation of the failure 
to obtain any results.  

Authorisation procedures for law enforcement agencies 

7.8 Authorisations will be given in writing, and responsibility for these authorisations rests 
with the authorising officer as defined in section 93(5) of the 1997 Act, i.e. the chief 
constable or equivalent. Authorisations require the personal authorisation of the 
authorising officer (or their designated deputy) except in urgent situations, where it is 
not reasonably practicable for the application to be considered by such person. The 
person entitled to act in such cases is set out in section 94 of the 1997 Act.  

7.9 Any person giving an authorisation for entry on or interference with property or with 
wireless telegraphy under section 93(2) of the 1997 Act must believe that:  

                                            
62 See paragraphs 9.23 to 9.64 of chapter 9 of this code. 
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• it is necessary for the action specified to be taken for the purpose of preventing or 
detecting serious crime63; and  

• that the taking of the action is proportionate to what the action seeks to achieve. 

7.10 The authorising officer must take into account whether what it is thought necessary to 
achieve by the authorised conduct could reasonably be achieved by other less 
intrusive means. 

Authorisation procedures for the intelligence services 

7.11 An application for a warrant must be made by a member of the intelligence services 
for the taking of action in relation to that intelligence service. In addition, the Security 
Service may make an application for a warrant to act on behalf of the Secret 
Intelligence Service (SIS) and the Government Communications Headquarters 
(GCHQ). SIS and GCHQ may not be granted a warrant for action in support of the 
prevention or detection of serious crime which relates to property in the British 
Islands.  

7.12 The intelligence services should provide the same information as other agencies, as 
and where appropriate, when making applications for the grant or renewal of property 
warrants, as outlined at paragraph 7.7 above.  

7.13 Before granting a warrant, the Secretary of State must: 

• think it is necessary for the action to be taken for the purpose of assisting the 
relevant intelligence service in carrying out its functions; 

• be satisfied that the taking of the action is proportionate to what the action seeks 
to achieve; 

• take into account, in deciding whether an authorisation is necessary and 
proportionate, whether the information which it is thought necessary to obtain by 
the conduct authorised by the warrant could reasonably be obtained by other 
means; and  

• be satisfied that there are satisfactory arrangements in force under the 1994 Act 
or the 1989 Act in respect of disclosure of any material obtained by means of the 
warrant, and that material obtained will be subject to those arrangements. 

7.14 The Secretary of State or the Scottish Ministers may expressly authorise property 
interference warrants in urgent cases under section 6(1)(b) or (c) of the 1994 Act. 
Further detail on urgent cases is provided below. 

                                            
63 An authorising officer in a public authority other than the Security Service shall not issue an authorisation 

under Part III of the 1997 Act where the investigation or operation falls within the responsibilities of the 

Security Service. Where any doubt exists a public authority should confirm with the Security Service 

whether or not the investigation is judged to fall within Security Service responsibilities before seeking an 

authorisation under Part III of the 1997 Act. Where the authorising officer is the Chair of the CMA, the 

only purpose falling within this definition is the purpose of preventing or detecting an offence under 

section 188 of the Enterprise Act 2002 (see section 93(2AA) of the 1997 Act). 
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Urgent cases 

7.15 The authorising officer should generally give authorisations in writing. However, in 
urgent cases, oral authorisations may be given by the authorising officer. In an urgent 
oral case, a statement that the senior authorising officer or designated deputy has 
expressly authorised the conduct should be recorded in writing by the applicant as 
soon as is reasonably practicable, together with the information detailed below. 

7.16 If the authorising officer is absent then an authorisation can be given in writing or, in 
urgent cases, orally by the designated deputy as provided for in section 94(4) of the 
1997 Act, section 12(A) of the Police Act 1996, section 18 of the Police and Fire 
Reform (Scotland) Act 2012, section 25 of the City of London Police Act 1839 or 
section 93(5) of the 1997 Act (for NCA).  

7.17 Where, however, in an urgent case, it is not reasonably practicable for the 
authorising officer or designated deputy to consider an application, then written 
authorisation may be given by the following:  

• in the case of the police, by an assistant chief constable (other than a designated 
deputy);  

• in the case of the Metropolitan Police and City of London Police, by a 
commander;  

• in the case of MOD police or British Transport Police, by a deputy or assistant 
chief constable;  

• in the case of the services police, by an assistant Provost Marshal (in the Royal 
Naval Police) or deputy Provost Marshal (in the Royal Military Police or Royal Air 
Force Police);  

• in the case of NCA, a person designated by the Director General;  

• in the case of HMRC, by a person designated by the Commissioners of Revenue 
and Customs;  

• in the case of the CMA, by an officer of the CMA designated for this purpose. 

7.18 The Secretary of State, or Scottish Ministers where applicable, may authorise a 
property interference warrant in urgent cases under section 6(1)(b) or (c) of the 1994 
Act. The warrant should be endorsed by a senior official with a statement to that 
effect. 

7.19 A case is not normally to be regarded as urgent unless the time that would lapse 
before the authorising officer was available to grant the authorisation would, in the 
judgement of the person giving the authorisation, be likely to endanger life or 
jeopardise the investigation or operation for which the authorisation was being given. 
An authorisation is not to be regarded as urgent where the need for an authorisation 
has been neglected or the urgency is of the authorising officer or applicant’s own 
making. 

7.20 In urgent cases, the information at paragraph 7.9 may be supplied orally by those 
public authorities listed at 7.17 above. In such cases the authorising officer and the 
applicant should also record the following information in writing, as soon as is 
reasonably practicable (it is not necessary to record further detail): 
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• the identity or identities of those owning or using the property (where known);  

• sufficient information to identify the property which will be affected;  

• details of the offence suspected or committed;  

• the reasons why the authorising officer or designated deputy considered the case 
so urgent that an oral instead of a written authorisation was given; and/or  

• the reasons why (if relevant) it was not reasonably practicable for the application 
to be considered by the authorising officer or the designated deputy. 

Notification to a Judicial Commissioner 

7.21 Where a person gives, renews or cancels an authorisation in respect of entry on or 
interference with property or with wireless telegraphy under the 1997 Act, he or she 
must, as soon as is reasonably practicable, give notice of it in writing to a Judicial 
Commissioner, where relevant, in accordance with arrangements made by the 
Commissioner. In urgent cases which would otherwise have required the approval of 
a Judicial Commissioner, the notification must specify the grounds on which the case 
is believed to be one of urgency. 

7.22 There may be cases which become urgent after approval has been sought but before 
a response has been received from a Judicial Commissioner. In such a case, the 
authorising officer should notify the Commissioner that the case is urgent (pointing 
out that it has become urgent since the previous notification). In these cases, the 
authorisation will take effect immediately. 

7.23 Notifications to a Judicial Commissioner in relation to the granting, renewal and 
cancellation of authorisations in respect of entry on or interference with property 
should be in accordance with the requirements of the Police Act 1997 (Notifications 
of Authorisations etc.) Order 1998; SI No. 3241. 

Judicial Commissioner approval 

7.24 In certain cases, an authorisation under the 1997 Act for entry on or interference with 
property will not take effect until a Judicial Commissioner has approved it and the 
notice of approval has been received in the office of the person who granted the 
authorisation within the relevant force or organisation (unless the urgency procedures 
are used). These are cases where the person giving the authorisation believes that: 

• any of the property specified in the authorisation: 

o is used wholly or mainly as a dwelling or as a bedroom in a hotel; or 

o constitutes office premises64; or 

                                            
64 Office premises are defined as any building or part of a building whose sole or principal use is as an office 

or for office purposes (which means purposes of administration, clerical work, handling money and 

telephone or telegraph operation). 
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• the action authorised is likely to result in any person incidentally acquiring 

knowledge of: 

o matters subject to legal privilege; 

o confidential personal information; or 

o confidential journalistic material. 

Duration of law enforcement authorisations 

7.25 Written authorisations in respect of entry on or interference with property or with 
wireless telegraphy given by authorising officers will cease to have effect at the end 
of a period of three months beginning with the day on which they took effect. So an 
authorisation given at 09.00 on 12 February will expire on 11 May. (Authorisations 
(except those lasting for 72 hours) will cease at 23.59 on the last day).   

7.26 In cases requiring prior approval by a Judicial Commissioner, the duration of an 
authorisation is calculated from the time at which the person who gave the 
authorisation was notified that a Judicial Commissioner had approved it. This can be 
done by presenting the authorising officer with the approval decision page to note in 
person or if the authorising officer is unavailable, sending the written notice by 
auditable electronic means. In cases not requiring prior approval, this means from the 
time the authorisation was granted.  

7.27 Written authorisations given by the persons specified in 7.17 (section 94 of the 1997 
Act) and oral authorisations given in urgent cases by: 

a) authorising officers or  

b) designated deputies 

will cease at the end of the period of seventy-two hours beginning with the time when 

they took effect. 

Renewal of law enforcement authorisations 

7.28 If at any time before the time and day on which an authorisation expires the 
authorising officer or, in their absence, the designated deputy, considers the 
authorisation should continue to have effect for the purpose for which it was issued, 
he or she may renew it in writing for a period of three months beginning with the day 
on which the authorisation would otherwise have ceased to have effect. When 
considering whether to renew an authorisation, the authorising officer must consider 
whether authorisation remains both necessary and proportionate, with particular 
regard to whether the length of the operation means continued interference remains 
proportionate. Authorisations may be renewed more than once, if necessary, and 
details of the renewal should be centrally recorded (see chapter 8 below). An 
application for renewal should not be made until shortly before the authorisation 
period is drawing to an end.  
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7.29 Where relevant, the Commissioner must be notified of renewals of authorisations. 
The information to be included in the notification is set out in the Police Act 1997 
(Notifications of Authorisations etc.) Order 1998; SI No: 3241.  

7.30 If, at the time of renewal, criteria exist which would cause an authorisation to require 
prior approval by a Judicial Commissioner, then the approval of a Judicial 
Commissioner must be sought before the renewal can take effect. The fact that the 
initial authorisation required the approval of a Judicial Commissioner before taking 
effect does not mean that its renewal will automatically require such approval. It will 
only do so if, at the time of the renewal, it falls into one of the categories requiring 
approval (and is not an urgent case). 

Duration and renewal of intelligence services warrants 

7.31 A warrant shall, unless renewed, cease to have effect at the end of the period of six 
months beginning with the day on which it was issued (if the warrant was issued 
under the hand of the Secretary of State) or at the end of the period ending with the 
fifth working day following the day on which it was issued (in any other case).  

7.32 If at any time before the day on which a warrant would cease to have effect the 
Secretary of State considers it necessary for the warrant to continue to have effect 
for the purpose for which it was issued, he or she may by an instrument under his or 
her hand renew it for a period of six months beginning with the day it would otherwise 
cease to have effect. 

Ceasing activity and cancellation of law enforcement 
authorisations 

7.33 As soon as the decision is taken that the interference should be discontinued, the 
instruction must be given to those involved to stop all such activity as soon as is 
reasonably practicable. 

7.34 Once an authorisation or renewal expires or is cancelled or quashed, the authorising 
officer must immediately give an instruction to cease all the actions authorised for the 
entry on or interference with property or with wireless telegraphy as soon as is 
reasonably practicable. The time and date when such an instruction was given 
should be centrally retrievable for at least three years (see chapter 8). 

7.35 The senior authorising officer who granted or last renewed the authorisation may 
cancel an authorisation at any time, but must cancel it if they consider that the 
authorisation no longer meets the criteria upon which it was authorised. Where the 
senior authorising officer is no longer available, this duty will fall on the person who 
has taken over the role of senior authorising officer or the person who is acting as the 
senior authorising officer (see the Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Cancellation of 
Authorisations) Order 2000; SI No: 2794). 

7.36 Following the cancellation of the authorisation, the Commissioner must be notified of 
the cancellation. The information to be included in the notification is set out in the 
Police Act 1997 (Notifications of Authorisations etc.) Order 1998; SI No: 3421. 
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7.37 The Commissioner has the power to cancel an authorisation if they are satisfied that, 
at any time after an authorisation was given or renewed, there were no reasonable 
grounds for believing that it should subsist. In such circumstances, the Commissioner 
may order the destruction of records, in whole or in part, other than any that are 
required for pending criminal or civil proceedings. 

Ceasing activity and cancellation of intelligence services 
warrants 

7.38 The Secretary of State shall cancel a warrant if he or she is satisfied that the action 
authorised by it is no longer necessary.  

7.39 The person who made the application to the Secretary of State must apply for its 
cancellation, if he or she is satisfied that the warrant no longer meets the criteria 
upon which it was authorised. Where the person who made the application to the 
Secretary of State is no longer available, this duty will fall on the person who has 
taken over from the person who made the application to the Secretary of State. 

7.40 As soon as the decision is taken that the interference should be discontinued, the 
instruction must be given to those involved to stop all such activity as soon as is 
reasonably practicable. 

Retrieval of equipment 

7.41 Because of the time it can take to remove equipment from a person’s property it may 
also be necessary for an authorisation or warrant to make clear that it also permits 
the retrieval of anything left on property following completion of the intended action. 
The application to the Secretary of State or authorising officer and notification to the 
Commissioner of the authorisation should include reference to the need to remove 
the equipment and, where possible, a timescale for removal. 

7.42 In such circumstances, it may also be necessary to renew an authorisation or warrant 
in order to complete the retrieval. Applications to the Secretary of State or authorising 
officer and notifications to the Commissioner for renewal, should state why it is being 
or has been closed down, why it has not been possible to remove the equipment and 
any timescales for removal, where known. 

7.43 Where a Judicial Commissioner quashes or cancels a law enforcement authorisation 
or renewal, he or she will, if there are reasonable grounds for doing so, order that the 
authorisation remain effective for a specified period, to enable officers to retrieve 
anything left on the property by virtue of the authorisation. He or she can only do so if 
the authorisation or renewal makes provision for this. A decision by the Judicial 
Commissioner not to give such an order can be the subject of an appeal to the 
Investigatory Powers Commissioner. 
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7.44 In some cases, a property interference authorisation or warrant may be sought in 
order to carry out interference that is required due to the cessation of activity 
authorised under another power. For example, where activity authorised by an 
equipment interference warrant under the 2016 Act has been completed (no further 
communications, equipment data or other information is intended to be obtained) and 
the warrant has been cancelled, but it is determined that further interference with 
property is required as a consequence of that operation. However, this will not be 
required if the necessary interference with property is already authorised. For 
example, if an equipment interference warrant authorises the installation, use and 
removal of property in order to interfere with equipment, no additional authorisation 
will be required to carry out consequential interference with property. 

Informed consent 

7.45 Warrants under the 1994 Act and authorisations under the 1997 Act are not 
necessary where the public authority is acting with the informed consent of a person 
able to give permission in respect of the relevant property and actions. However, 
consideration should still be given to the need to obtain a directed or intrusive 
surveillance authorisation under Part II of the 2000 Act depending on the operation. 

Example: A vehicle is fitted with a security alarm to ensure the safety of an 

undercover officer. If the consent of the vehicle’s owner is obtained to install this 

alarm, no authorisation under the 1997 Act is available. However, if the owner 

has not provided consent, an authorisation will be required to render lawful the 

property interference. The fact that the undercover officer is aware of the alarm 

installation is not relevant to the lawfulness of the property interference.  

Incidental property interference 

7.46 The 2000 Act provides that no person shall be subject to any civil liability in respect 
of any conduct which is incidental to correctly authorised directed or intrusive 
surveillance activity and for which an authorisation or warrant is not capable of being 
granted or might not reasonably have been expected to have been sought under any 
existing legislation.65 Thus a person shall not, for example, be subject to civil liability 
for trespass where that trespass is incidental to properly authorised directed or 
intrusive surveillance activity and where an authorisation under the 1994 Act or 1997 
Act is available but might not reasonably have been expected to be sought (perhaps 
due to the unforeseeable nature or location of the activity).  

7.47 Where an authorisation for the incidental conduct is not available (for example 
because the 1994 Act or 1997 Act do not apply to the public authority in question), 
the public authority shall not be subject to civil liability in relation to any incidental 
conduct, by virtue of section 27(2) of the 2000 Act. Where, however, a public 
authority is capable of obtaining an authorisation for the activity, it should seek one 
wherever it could be reasonably expected to do so. 

Example: Surveillance officers crossing an area of land covered by an 

authorisation under the 1997 Act are forced to temporarily and momentarily  cross 

                                            
65 See section 27(2) of the Act 
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into neighbouring land to bypass an unforeseen obstruction, before returning to 

their authorised route.  

Samples 

7.48 The acquisition of samples, such as DNA samples, fingerprints and footwear 
impressions, where there is no consequent loss of or damage to property does not of 
itself constitute unlawful property interference. However, wherever it is necessary to 
conduct otherwise unlawful property interference to access and obtain these 
samples, an authorisation under the 1994 or 1997 Act would be appropriate. An 
authorisation for directed or intrusive surveillance would not normally be relevant to 
any subsequent information, whether private or not, obtained as a result of the covert 
technique. Once a DNA sample, fingerprint or footwear impression has been 
obtained, any subsequent analysis of this information will not be surveillance as 
defined at section 48(2) of the 2000 Act. The appropriate lawful authority in these 
cases is likely to be the Data Protection Act. 

Example 1: Police wish to take fingerprints from a public telephone to identify a 

suspected criminal who is known recently to have used the telephone. The act 

of taking the fingerprints would not involve any unlawful property interference so 

no authorisation under the 1994 or 1997 Act is available. The subsequent 

recording and analysis of the information obtained to establish the individual’s 

identity would not amount to surveillance and therefore would not require 

authorisation under the 2000 Act.  

 

Example 2: Police intend to acquire covertly a mobile telephone used by a 

suspected criminal, in order to take fingerprints. In this case, the acquisition of 

the telephone for the purposes of obtaining fingerprints could be authorised 

under the 1994 or 1997 Act where it would otherwise be unlawful.  

Vehicles or property owned or leased by public authorities 

7.49 Placing tracking devices or surveillance equipment in or on vehicles owned by the 
public authority entails no property interference by the authority. The use of a 
tracking or recording device is unlikely to be regarded as covert if the staff using the 
vehicle or device are appropriately notified that they are in place for the purpose of 
recording movements or for safety, but may also be used for evidential purposes 
should the need arise. If equipment is issued to a member of the public authority and 
used for a purpose not notified to the vehicle occupants, this use is covert and an 
appropriate authorisation should be sought. If a device is installed to covertly monitor, 
record, observe, or listen to other occupants, an authorisation for directed 
surveillance is required.  
 

7.50 Property leased to a public authority by tenancy agreement does not make the public 
authority the owner. Without the consent of the owner or a permitting lease, the fabric 
of such property may only be interfered with (for example by way of installing a 
listening device or drilling a hole to insert a probe to monitor a neighbouring property) 
after authorisation for property interference and an associated intrusive or directed 
surveillance authorisation.  
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Collaborative working and regional considerations 

7.51 Authorisations for the law enforcement agencies may only be given by an authorising 
officer on application by a member or officer of the same force or agency unless, in 
the case of the police or NCA, a relevant collaboration agreement has been made 
which permits this rule to be varied.  
 

7.52 Authorisations for the police may only be given for property interference taking place 
within the authorising officer's own area of operation unless a relevant collaboration 
agreement has been made which permits this rule to be varied. Unless a relevant 
collaboration agreement applies, an authorising officer may authorise property 
interference (excluding wireless telegraphy interference) outside the relevant area, 
solely for the purpose of maintaining (including replacing) or retrieving any device, 
apparatus or equipment the use of which within the relevant area has been 
authorised under the 1997 Act or 2000 Act. Unless a relevant collaboration 
agreement applies, an authorisation for maintenance or retrieval outside of the 
authorising officer’s own area of operations can only be given for circumstances that 
do not require entry onto private land.  
 

7.53 Any person granting or applying for an authorisation or warrant to enter on or 
interfere with property or with wireless telegraphy will also need to be aware of 
particular sensitivities in the local community where the entry or interference is taking 
place and of similar activities being undertaken by other public authorities which 
could impact on the deployment. In this regard, it is recommended that the 
authorising officers in the relevant force or agency should consult a senior officer 
within the police force in which the investigation or operation takes place where the 
authorising officer considers that conflicts might arise. The Chief Constable of the 
Police Service of Northern Ireland should be informed of any surveillance operation 
undertaken by another law enforcement agency which involves its officers 
maintaining (including replacing) or retrieving equipment in Northern Ireland.  
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8 Record keeping and error reporting 

Centrally retrievable records of authorisations 

Directed and intrusive surveillance authorisations 

8.1 A record of the following information pertaining to all authorisations shall be centrally 
retrievable within each public authority for a period of at least three years from the 
ending of each authorisation66. This information should be regularly updated 
whenever an authorisation is granted, renewed or cancelled and should be made 
available to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner and inspectors who support the 
work of the Commissioner upon request. More guidance for local authorities on the 
recording of magistrates’ decisions is available in Home Office-issued guidance 
available on the .gov.uk website.  

• the type of authorisation/warrant;  

• the date the authorisation was given;  

• name and rank/grade of the authorising officer; 

• the unique reference number (URN) of the investigation or operation (if 
applicable);  

• the title of the investigation or operation, including a brief description and names 
of subjects, if known;  

• whether the urgency provisions were used, and if so why;  

• for local authorities, details of attendances at the magistrates’ court to include the 
date of attendances at court, the determining magistrate, the decision of the court 
and the time and date of that decision;  

• the dates of any reviews;  

• if the authorisation has been renewed, when it was renewed and who authorised 
the renewal, including the name and rank/grade of the authorising officer;  

• whether the authorised activity is likely to result in obtaining confidential or 
privileged information as defined in this code of practice67;  

• whether the authorisation was granted by an individual directly involved in the 
investigation;68  

• the date the authorisation was cancelled;  

                                            
66 See also paragraph 8.5  

67 See chapter 9 

68 See paragraph 5.9 
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• where any application is refused, the grounds for refusal as given by the issuing 
authority or Judicial Commissioner;  

• a record of whether, following a refusal of any application by a Judicial 
Commissioner, there is an appeal to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner;  

• where there is such an appeal and the Investigatory Powers Commissioner also 
refuses the issuing of an application, the grounds for refusal given. 

8.2 The following documentation should also be centrally retrievable for at least three 
years from the ending of each authorisation:  

• a copy of the application and a copy of the authorisation together with any 
supplementary documentation and notification of the approval given by the 
authorising officer;  

• a record of the period over which the surveillance has taken place;  

• the frequency of reviews prescribed by the authorising officer;  

• a record of the result of each review of the authorisation;  

• a copy of any renewal of an authorisation, together with the supporting 
documentation submitted when the renewal was requested;  

• the date and time when any instruction to cease surveillance was given;  

• the date and time when any other instruction was given by the authorising officer;  

• for local authorities a copy of the order approving or otherwise the grant or 
renewal of an authorisation from a Justice of the Peace (JP).  

Property interference authorisations 

8.3 The following information relating to all authorisations for property interference should 
be centrally retrievable for at least three years69: 

• the time and date when an authorisation is given;  

• whether an authorisation is in written or oral form;  

• the time and date when it was notified to a Judicial Commissioner, if applicable;  

• the time and date when the a Judicial Commissioner notified their approval 
(where appropriate);  

• every occasion when entry on or interference with property or with wireless 
telegraphy has occurred;  

• the result of periodic reviews of the authorisation;  

                                            
69 See also paragraph 8.5 
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• the date of every renewal;   

• the time and date when any instruction was given by the authorising officer to 
cease the interference with property or with wireless telegraphy; 

• where any application is refused, the grounds for refusal as given by the issuing 

authority or Judicial Commissioner; 

• a record of whether, following a refusal of any application by a Judicial 

Commissioner, there is an appeal to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner; 

• where there is such an appeal and the Investigatory Powers Commissioner also 
refuses the issuing of an application, the grounds for refusal given. 

Collaboration agreements 

8.4 Where an authorisation is given under the terms of a Police Act 1996 collaboration 
agreement, that agreement should explicitly state on which force(s) or agency’s 
central record the authorisation should be recorded. This is likely to be either the 
force or agency providing the authorising officer, or the designated lead force or 
agency. The fact that the authorisation was given under these terms should be 
recorded on the central record.   

Retention of records 

8.5 Records must be available for inspection by the Investigatory Powers Commissioner 
and retained to allow the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (‘IPT’), established under 
Part IV of the 2000 Act, to carry out its functions (see chapter 11 below for more 
information on the IPT). The IPT will consider complaints made up to one year after 
the conduct to which the complaint relates and, where it is equitable to do so, may 
consider complaints made more than one year after the conduct to which the 
complaint relates (see section 67(5) of the Act), particularly where continuing conduct 
is alleged. Although records are only required to be retained for at least three years, 
it is therefore desirable, if possible, to retain records for up to five years. 

Errors 

8.6 This section provides information regarding errors. Proper application of the 
surveillance provisions provided for in Part II of the 2000 Act and the property 
interference provision provided for in the 1994 and 1997 Acts, should reduce the 
scope for making errors. Public authorities will be expected to have thorough 
procedures in place to comply with these provisions, including for example the 
careful preparation and checking of warrants and authorisations, reducing the scope 
for making errors. 

8.7 Wherever possible, any technical systems should incorporate functionality to 
minimise errors. A person holding a senior position within each public authority must 
undertake a regular review of errors and a written record must be made of each 
review. 
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8.8 An error must be reported if it is a “relevant error”. Under section 231(9) of the 2016 
Act, a relevant error for the purpose of activity covered by this code is any error by a 
public authority in complying with any requirements that are imposed on it by any 
enactment which are subject to review by a Judicial Commissioner. This would 
include compliance by public authorities with Part II of the 2000 Act or the property 
interference provisions of the 1994 and 1997 Acts. Examples of relevant errors 
occurring would include circumstances where: 

• Surveillance or property interference activity has taken place without lawful 
authorisation. 

• There has been a failure to adhere to the safeguards set out in the relevant 
statutory provisions and Chapter 9 of this Code.  

8.9 Errors can have very significant consequences on an affected individual’s rights and, 
in accordance with section 235(6) of the 2016 Act, all relevant errors made by public 
authorities must be reported to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner by the public 
authority that is aware of the error. 

8.10 When a relevant error has occurred, the public authority that made the error must 
notify the Investigatory Powers Commissioner as soon as reasonably practicable, 
and no later than ten working days (or as agreed with the Commissioner) after it has 
been established by appropriate internal governance processes that a relevant error 
has occurred.  Such internal governance processes are subject to review by the 
Investigatory Powers Commissioner. Where the full facts of the error cannot be 
ascertained within that time, an initial notification must be sent with an estimated 
timescale for the error being reported in full and an explanation of the steps being 
undertaken to establish the full facts of the error.   

8.11 From the point at which the public authority identifies that a relevant error may have 
occurred, they must take steps to confirm the fact of an error as quickly as it is 
reasonably practicable to do so. Where it is subsequently confirmed that an error has 
occurred and that error is notified to the Commissioner, the public authority must also 
inform the Commissioner of when it was initially identified that an error may have 
taken place. 

8.12 A full report must be sent to the Investigatory Powers Commissioner as soon as 
reasonably practicable in relation to any relevant error, including details of the error 
and, where it has not been possible to provide the full report within ten working days 
(or as agreed with the Commissioner) of establishing the fact of the error, the 
reasons this is the case. The report should include information on the cause of the 
error; the amount of surveillance or property interference conducted and material 
obtained or disclosed; any unintended collateral intrusion; any analysis or action 
taken; whether any material has been retained or destroyed; and a summary of the 
steps taken to prevent recurrence. 

8.13 The Investigatory Powers Commissioner may issue guidance as necessary, including 
guidance on the format of error reports. Public authorities must have regard to any 
guidance on errors issued by the Investigatory Powers Commissioners.    

8.14 In addition to the above, errors may arise where a warrant or authorisation has been 
obtained as a result of the public authority having been provided with information 
which later proved to be incorrect due to an error on the part of the person providing 
the information, but on which the public authority relied in good faith.  Whilst these 
actions do not constitute a relevant error on the part of the authority which acted on 
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the information, such occurrences should be brought to the attention of the 
Investigatory Powers Commissioner. Where reporting such circumstances to the 
Investigatory Powers Commissioner, the processes outlined at paragraph 8.10 apply 
as they apply to the reporting of a relevant error. 

Serious Errors 

8.15 Section 231 of the 2016 Act states that the Investigatory Powers Commissioner must 
inform a person of any relevant error relating to that person if the Commissioner 
considers that the error is a serious error and that it is in the public interest for the 
person concerned to be informed of the error. The Commissioner may not decide 
that an error is a serious error unless he or she considers that the error has caused 
significant prejudice or harm to the person concerned. The fact that there has been a 
breach of a person’s Convention rights (within the meaning of the Human Rights Act 
1998) is not sufficient by itself for an error to be a serious error. 

8.16 In deciding whether it is in the public interest for the person concerned to be informed 
of the error, the Commissioner must in particular consider: 

• The seriousness of the error and its effect on the person concerned; 

• The extent to which disclosing the error would be contrary to the public interest or 
prejudicial to: 

o national security; 

o the prevention or detection of serious crime; 

o the economic well-being of the United Kingdom; or 

o the continued discharge of the functions of any of the intelligence services.
  

8.17 Before making his or her decision, the Commissioner must ask the public authority 
which has made the error to make submissions on the matters concerned. Public 
authorities must take all such steps as notified to them by the Investigatory Powers 
Commissioner to help identify the subject of a serious error. 

8.18 When informing a person of a serious error, the Commissioner must inform the 
person of any rights that the person may have to apply to the Investigatory Powers 
Tribunal, and provide such details of the error as the Commissioner considers to be 
necessary for the exercise of those rights. 
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9 Safeguards (including privileged or 
confidential information)  

9.1 This chapter provides guidance on the procedures and safeguards to be applied in 
relation to the handling of any material obtained through directed or intrusive 
surveillance under the 2000 Act, or property interference under the 1994 or 1997 Act. 
This material may include private information as defined in section 26(10) of the 2000 
Act. It also details the procedures and safeguards to be applied where authorisations 
or warrants may result in the acquisition of material subject to legal privilege, or other 
confidential material including journalistic material and the constituency business of 
Members of Parliament.  

9.2 Where this chapter refers to material obtained through property interference, it should 
be noted that section 13 of the 2016 Act provides the circumstances in which 
interference by an intelligence service with equipment for the purpose of obtaining 
communications, private information or equipment data should be authorised as 
equipment interference under the 2016 Act, rather than under a property interference 
warrant under the 1994 Act. Section 14 of the 2016 Act provides the circumstances 
in which interference by a law enforcement agency with equipment for the purpose of 
obtaining communications, private information or equipment data may not be 
authorised under a property interference authorisation under the 1997 Act and may 
be authorised as equipment interference under the 2016 Act (see paragraph 7.2 for 
more information). Material obtained under an equipment interference warrant is 
subject to the safeguards set out in the equipment interference code of practice. 
Paragraphs 9.58 to 9.64 of this chapter set out the limited circumstances in which 
property interference warrants or authorisations may result in the acquisition of 
confidential or privileged material and the separate safeguards applicable to such 
warrants or authorisations. 

9.3 Public authorities should ensure that their actions when handling information 
obtained by means of covert surveillance or property interference comply with 
relevant legal frameworks and this code, so that any interference with privacy is 
justified in accordance with Article 8(2) of the European Convention on Human 
Rights. Compliance with these legal frameworks, including data protection 
requirements, will ensure that the handling of private information so obtained 
continues to be lawful, justified and strictly controlled, and is subject to robust and 
effective safeguards. 

9.4 All material obtained under the authority of a covert surveillance or property 
interference warrant or authorisation must be handled in accordance with safeguards 
which the public authority has implemented in line with the requirements of this code. 
These safeguards should be made available to the Investigatory Powers 
Commissioner. Breaches of these safeguards must be reported to the Commissioner 
in a fashion agreed with him or her. Any breaches of data protection requirements 
should also be reported to the Information Commissioner. Public authorities must 
keep their internal safeguards under periodic review to ensure that they remain up-to-
date and effective. During the course of such periodic reviews, public authorities 
must consider whether more of their internal arrangements might safely and usefully 
be put into the public domain. 
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9.5 Dissemination, copying and retention of material must be limited to the minimum 
necessary for authorised purposes. For the purposes of this code, something is 
necessary for the authorised purposes if the material:  

• is, or is likely to become, necessary for any of the statutory purposes set out in 
the 2000, 1997 or 1994 Act in relation to covert surveillance or property 
interference; 

• is necessary for facilitating the carrying out of the functions of public authorities 
under those Acts; 

• is necessary for facilitating the carrying out of any functions of the Commissioner 
or the Investigatory Powers Tribunal;  

• is necessary for the purposes of legal proceedings; or 

• is necessary for the performance of the functions of any person by or under any 
enactment. 

9.6 There is nothing in the 2000 Act, 1994 Act or 1997 Act which prevents material 
obtained under directed or intrusive surveillance or property interference 
authorisations from being used to further other investigations where it becomes 
relevant and in accordance with the safeguards in this chapter.  

Use of material as evidence 

9.7 Subject to the provisions in this chapter of the code, material obtained through 
directed or intrusive surveillance, or entry on, or interference with, property or 
wireless telegraphy, may be used as evidence in criminal proceedings. The 
admissibility of evidence is governed primarily by the common law, the Criminal 
Procedure and Investigations Act 1996, the Civil Procedure Rules, section 78 of the 
Police and Criminal Evidence Act 198470 and the Human Rights Act 1998.  

9.8 Ensuring the continuity and integrity of evidence is critical to every prosecution. 
Accordingly, considerations as to evidential integrity are an important part of the 
disclosure regime under the Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 and 
these considerations will apply to any material acquired through covert surveillance 
or property interference that is used in evidence. When information obtained under a 
covert surveillance or property interference warrant or authorisation is used 
evidentially, the public authority should be able to demonstrate how the evidence has 
been obtained, to the extent required by the relevant rules of evidence and 
disclosure. 

9.9 Where the product of surveillance or property interference could be relevant to 
pending or future criminal or civil proceedings, it should be retained in accordance 
with established disclosure requirements. In the case of the law enforcement 
agencies, particular attention is drawn to the requirements of the code of practice 
issued under the Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996, which requires that 
the investigator retain all material obtained in an investigation which may be relevant 
to the investigation.   

                                            
70 and section 76 of the Police & Criminal Evidence (Northern Ireland) Order 1989 
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9.10 With regard to the service police forces, particular attention is drawn to the Criminal 
Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 (Code of Practice) (Armed Forces) Order 
2008, which requires that the investigator retain all material obtained in a service 
investigation which may be relevant to the investigation. 

Reviewing warrants and authorisations 

9.11 Regular reviews of all warrants and authorisations should be undertaken during their 
lifetime to assess the necessity and proportionality of the conduct. Particular attention 
should be given to the need to review warrants and authorisations frequently where 
they involve a high level of intrusion into private life or significant collateral intrusion, 
or particularly sensitive information is likely to be obtained. At the point the public 
authority is considering applying for a warrant or authorisation, they must have 
regard to whether the level of protection to be applied in relation to information 
obtained under the warrant or authorisation is higher because of the particular 
sensitivity of that information. 

9.12 In each case, unless specified by the authorising officer, Secretary of State or 
Judicial Commissioner, the frequency of reviews should be determined by the public 
authority that made the application. This should be as frequently as is considered 
necessary and proportionate.  

9.13 In the event that there are any significant and substantive changes to the nature of 
the activity during the currency of the warrant or authorisation, the public authority 
should consider whether it is necessary to apply for a new warrant or authorisation.  

Handling material 

9.14 Paragraphs 9.16 to 9.22 below provide guidance as to the safeguards which govern 
the dissemination, copying, storage and destruction of private information obtained 
through covert surveillance or property interference.  Each public authority must 
ensure that there are internal arrangements in force71 for securing that the 
requirements of these safeguards are satisfied in relation to private information 
obtained by these means. Authorising officers, through their relevant Data Controller, 
must ensure compliance with the appropriate data protection requirements under the 
Data Protection Act 2018 and any relevant internal arrangements produced by 
individual authorities relating to the handling and storage of material. 

9.15 Where the intelligence services are obtaining large amounts of data, for example as 
a result of use of automated surveillance tools, they should also consider whether 
this material would fall under the provisions on bulk personal datasets in Part 7 of the 
2016 Act, and should be subject to the requirements of that Act and the related code 
of practice. 

                                            
71 For the Intelligence Services, these internal arrangements will be approved by the Secretary of State. 
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Dissemination of information 

9.16 Material acquired through covert surveillance or property interference will need to 
be disseminated both within and between public authorities, as well as to 
consumers of intelligence (which includes oversight bodies and the Secretary of 
State, for example), where necessary in order for action to be taken on it. The 
number of persons to whom any of the information is disclosed, and the extent of 
disclosure, should be limited to the minimum necessary for the authorised 
purpose(s) set out in 9.5 above. This obligation applies equally to disclosure to 
additional persons within a public authority and to disclosure outside the authority. 
In the same way, only so much of the material may be disclosed as the recipient 
needs; for example if a summary of the material will suffice, no more than that 
should be disclosed.  

9.17 The obligations apply not just to the original public authority acquiring the 
information under a warrant or authorisation, but also to anyone to whom the 
material is subsequently disclosed. In some cases, this will be achieved by requiring 
the latter to obtain the original authority’s permission before disclosing the material 
further. In others, explicit safeguards should be applied to secondary recipients. 

9.18 Where material obtained under a warrant or authorisation is disclosed to the 
authorities of a country or territory outside the UK, the public authority must ensure 
that the material is only handed over to the authorities if it appears to them that any 
requirements relating to minimising the extent to which material is disclosed, 
copied, distributed and retained will be observed to the extent that the authorising 
officer, Judicial Commissioner or Secretary of State considers appropriate.  

Copying 

9.19 Material obtained through covert surveillance or property interference may only be 
copied to the extent necessary for the authorised purposes set out at 9.5 above. 
Copies include not only direct copies of the whole of the material, but also extracts 
and summaries which identify themselves as the product of covert surveillance or 
property interference, and any record which refers to the covert surveillance or 
property interference and the identities of the persons to whom the material relates. 

Storage 

9.20 Material obtained through covert surveillance or property interference, and all 
copies, extracts and summaries of it, must be handled and stored securely, so as to 
minimise the risk of loss or theft. It must be held so as to be inaccessible to persons 
without the required level of security clearance (where applicable). This requirement 
to store such material securely applies to all those who are responsible for the 
handling of the material.  

9.21 In particular, each public authority must apply the following protective security 
measures: 

• physical security to protect any premises where the information may be stored 
or accessed; 

• IT security to minimise the risk of unauthorised access to IT systems; 
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• an appropriate security clearance regime for personnel which is designed to 
provide assurance that those who have access to this material are reliable and 
trustworthy.   

Destruction 

9.22 Information obtained through covert surveillance or property interference, and all 
copies, extracts and summaries which contain such material, should be scheduled 
for deletion or destruction and securely destroyed as soon as they are no longer 
needed for the authorised purpose(s) set out in 9.5 above. If such information is 
retained, it should be reviewed at appropriate intervals to confirm that the justification 
for its retention is still valid. In this context, destroying material means taking such 
steps as might be necessary to make access to the data impossible72. 

Confidential or privileged material 

9.23 Particular consideration should be given in cases where the subject of the 
investigation or operation might reasonably assume a high degree of confidentiality. 
This includes where the material contains information that is legally privileged, 
confidential journalistic material or where material identifies a journalist’s source, 
where material contains confidential personal information or communications 
between a Member of Parliament and another person on constituency business.73 
Separate guidance on each of these categories of information is set out below. 

9.24 Directed surveillance likely or intended to result in the acquisition of knowledge of 
confidential or privileged material may be authorised only by authorising officers 
entitled to grant authorisations in respect of confidential or privileged information. 
Annex A to this code lists the authorising officer for each public authority permitted 
to authorise such surveillance, in circumstances where privileged or confidential 
information may be acquired. The authorisation levels are set at a more senior level 
than that required for other surveillance activity, reflecting the sensitive nature of 
such information. Authorisations for directed surveillance falling within the 2010 
Legal Consultations Order must comply with the enhanced authorisation regime set 
out in that order (see paragraph 9.25 below). 

9.25 Intrusive surveillance (including surveillance which is to be treated as intrusive by 
virtue of the 2010 Legal Consultations Order) likely or intended to result in the 
acquisition of confidential or privileged material may only be authorised by 
authorising officers entitled to grant intrusive surveillance (see paragraphs 6.6 and 
6.7 above). Such surveillance is also subject to prior approval by a Judicial 
Commissioner (unless the Secretary of State is the relevant authorising officer or 
the case is urgent). 

 

                                            
72 For example, by taking reasonable steps to make the data unavailable or inaccessible to authorised 

persons. No further steps are required, such as physical destruction of hardware. 

73 A Member of Parliament is reference to a Member of both Houses of the UK Parliament, the European 

Parliament, the Scottish Parliament, the National Assembly for Wales, and the Northern Ireland 

Assembly. 
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9.26 Property interference under the 1997 Act likely to result in the acquisition of matters 
subject to legal privilege, confidential personal information or confidential journalistic 
material may only be authorised by authorising officers entitled to grant property 
interference authorisations. Such authorisations (unless urgent) are subject to prior 
approval by a Judicial Commissioner. Such interference is subject to the restriction 
in section 14 of the 2016 Act, which limits the circumstances in which such activity 
can be authorised under the 1997 Act (see paragraph 9.2 above). 

9.27 Property interference under the 1994 Act likely to result in the acquisition of matters 
subject to legal privilege, confidential personal information or confidential journalistic 
material is authorised by the Secretary of State (see paragraphs 9.63 to 9.64 
below). Such interference is subject to section 13 of the 2016 Act, which requires 
activity to be authorised by an equipment interference warrant in certain 
circumstances, rather than a warrant under the 1994 Act (see para 9.2 above). 

9.28 Where there is a renewal application in respect of a warrant or authorisation which 
has resulted in the obtaining of confidential or legally privileged items, that fact 
should be highlighted in the renewal application.  

Confidential personal information and confidential constituent 
information  

9.29 Confidential personal information is information held in confidence concerning an 
individual (whether living or dead) who can be identified from it, and the material in 
question relates to his or her physical or mental health or to spiritual counselling. 
Such information can include both oral and written communications. Such information 
as described above is held in confidence if it is held subject to an express or implied 
undertaking to hold it in confidence or it is subject to a restriction on disclosure or any 
legal obligation of confidentiality. For example, confidential personal information 
might include consultations between a health professional and a patient, or 
information from a patient’s medical records.   

9.30 For the purpose of this code, spiritual counselling is defined as conversations 
between an individual and a minister of religion acting in his or her official capacity, 
and where the individual being counselled is seeking, or the minister is imparting, 
forgiveness, absolution or the resolution of conscience with the authority of the divine 
being(s) of their faith.  

9.31 Confidential constituent information is information relating to communications 
between a Member of Parliament and a constituent in respect of constituency 
business. Again, such information is held in confidence if it is held subject to an 
express or implied undertaking to hold it in confidence or it is subject to a restriction 
on disclosure or an obligation of confidentiality contained in existing legislation.  

9.32 Where the intention is to acquire confidential personal information, or 
communications of a Member of Parliament, the reasons should be clearly 
documented and the specific necessity and proportionality of doing so should be 
carefully considered by the authorising officer in accordance with the safeguards in 
this chapter. If the information is exchanged with the intention of furthering a criminal 
purpose, for example if purported spiritual counselling involves incitement to murder 
or to acts of terrorism, then the information will not be considered confidential for the 
purposes of this code. If the acquisition of confidential personal or constituent 
information is likely but not intended, any possible mitigation steps should be 
considered by the authorising officer and, if none is available, consideration should 
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be given to whether special handling arrangements are required within the relevant 
public authority. 

9.33 Material which has been identified as confidential personal or confidential constituent 
information should be retained only where it is necessary and proportionate to do so 
in accordance with the authorised purpose as set out in 9.5 above or where 
otherwise required by law. It should be securely destroyed when its retention is no 
longer needed for those purposes. If such information is retained, there should be 
adequate information management systems in place to ensure that continued 
retention remains necessary and proportionate for the authorised purpose.  

9.34 Where confidential personal or constituent information is retained or disseminated to 
an outside body, reasonable steps should be taken to mark the information as 
confidential. Where there is any doubt as to the lawfulness of the proposed handling 
or dissemination of confidential information, advice should be sought from a legal 
adviser to the relevant public authority before any further dissemination of the 
material takes place. 

9.35 Any case where confidential personal or constituent information is retained, other 
than for the purpose of destruction, and disseminated should be reported to the 
Investigatory Powers Commissioner as soon as reasonably practicable, and any 
material which has been retained should be made available to the Commissioner on 
request so that the Commissioner can consider whether the correct procedures and 
considerations have been applied.  

Applications to acquire material relating to confidential 
journalistic material and journalists sources  

9.36 There is a strong public interest in protecting a free press and freedom of expression 
in a democratic society, including the willingness of sources to provide information to 
journalists in confidence.  

9.37 The acquisition of material through covert surveillance or property interference will be 
a justifiable interference with an individual’s human rights under Articles 8 (right to 
respect for private and family life) and, in certain circumstances, 10 (freedom of 
expression) of the European Convention on Human Rights only if the conduct being 
authorised is necessary, proportionate and in accordance with law. 

9.38 Confidential journalistic material, as defined by section 100 of the 1997 Act, includes 
material acquired or created for the purposes of journalism and held subject to an 
undertaking to hold it in confidence, as well as communications resulting in 
information being acquired for the purposes of journalism and held subject to such an 
undertaking. 

9.39 Section 100(2) of the 1997 Act provides that a person holds material in confidence if 
they hold the material subject to an express or implied undertaking to hold it in 
confidence, or they hold the material subject to a restriction on disclosure or an 
obligation of secrecy contained in an enactment. Confidentiality can continue to 
attach to confidential journalistic material when it is sent to or held by a person who is 
neither the journalist nor the source (for example, a news editor who has been sent 
some notes by a journalist). 

9.40 When a public authority applies for a warrant or authorisation where the purpose, or 
one of the purposes, of the warrant or authorisation is to authorise the acquisition of 
material that the authority believes will be confidential journalistic material, the 
warrant or authorisation application must contain a statement that the purpose is to 
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acquire material which the public authority believes will contain confidential 
journalistic material. The person to whom the application is made may issue the 
warrant or authorisation only if they consider that appropriate safeguards relating to 
the handling, retention, use and disclosure of the material are in place. 

9.41 A source of journalistic information is an individual who provides material intending 
the recipient to use it for the purpose of journalism or knowing that it is likely to be so 
used. Any reference to journalistic sources in this code should be understood to 
include any person acting as an intermediary between a journalist and a source. 

9.42 When a public authority applies for a warrant or authorisation where the purpose, or 
one of the purposes, is to identify or confirm a source of journalistic information, the 
application must contain a statement confirming that this is the purpose (or one of the 
purposes) for the application. The person to whom the application is made may issue 
the warrant or authorisation only if they consider that appropriate safeguards relating 
to the handling, retention, use and disclosure of the material are in place. 

9.43 An assessment of whether someone is a journalist (for the purpose of this code) 
should be made on all the facts and circumstances available at the time. 
Consideration should be given, in particular, to the frequency of the individual’s 
relevant activities, the level of personal rigour they seek to apply to their work, the 
type of information that they collect, the means by which they disseminate that 
information and whether they receive remuneration for their work. This approach will 
take into account the purpose of the safeguards in this code, which is to protect the 
proper exercise of free speech, and reflect the role that journalists play in protecting 
the public interest. The fact that a person uses social media tools to communicate 
does not, in itself, indicate that that person is a journalist or that he or she is likely to 
be holding confidential journalistic material as defined in the Act. 

9.44 Where material is created or acquired with the intention of furthering a criminal 
purpose, the material is not to be regarded as having been created or acquired for 
the purpose of journalism. For example, if a terrorist organisation is creating videos 
for the promotion or glorification of terrorism according to the UK legal standard, the 
material cannot be regarded as journalistic material for the purposes of this code and 
will not attract the safeguards set out in this code. Once material has been broadcast, 
no confidentiality can attach to the material so it is not confidential journalistic 
material. 

9.45 When confidential journalistic material, or that which identifies the source of 
journalistic information, is retained and disseminated to an outside body, reasonable 
steps should be taken to mark the disseminated information as confidential. Where 
there is any doubt as to the lawfulness of the proposed handling or dissemination of 
such information, advice should be sought from a legal adviser to the relevant public 
authority before any further dissemination of the content takes place. 

9.46 Where confidential journalistic material, or that which identifies a source of 
journalistic information, has been obtained and retained, other than for the purposes 
of destruction, the matter should be reported to the Commissioner as soon as 
reasonably practicable. 

Items subject to legal privilege – Introduction  

9.47 Section 98 of the 1997 Act describes those matters that are subject to legal privilege 
in England and Wales. In Scotland, the law relating to legal privilege rests on 
common law principles. In general, communications between professional legal 
advisers and their clients will be subject to legal privilege unless they are intended for 
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the purposes of furthering a criminal act. With regard to Northern Ireland, Article 12 of 
the Police and Criminal Evidence (Northern Ireland) Order 1989 should be referred 
to. These definitions should be used to determine how to classify material obtained 
through surveillance authorised under the 2000 Act, including through surveillance 
which is treated as intrusive surveillance as a result of the 2010 Legal Consultations 
Order (discussed at paragraph 3.22).  

9.48 Under the definition in the 1997 Act, legal privilege does not apply to communications 
or items held, or oral communications made, with the intention of furthering a criminal 
purpose (whether the lawyer is acting unwittingly or culpably). Privilege is not lost if a 
professional legal adviser is properly advising a person who is suspected of having 
committed a criminal offence. The concept of legal privilege applies to the provision 
of professional legal advice by a member of the legal profession, such as advocates, 
barristers, solicitors or chartered legal executives.  

9.49 For the purposes of this code, any communication or items held between lawyer and 
client, or between a lawyer and another person for the purpose of actual or 
contemplated litigation (whether civil or criminal), must be presumed to be privileged 
unless the contrary is established: for example, where it is plain that the 
communication or item does not form part of a professional consultation of the 
lawyer, or there is clear evidence that the ‘furthering a criminal purpose’ exemption 
applies. Where there is doubt as to whether the material is subject to legal privilege 
or over whether material is not subject to legal privilege due to the “in furtherance of 
a criminal purpose” exception, advice should be sought from a legal adviser to the 
relevant public authority.    

9.50 The acquisition of material subject to legal privilege is particularly sensitive and may 
give rise to issues under Article 6 (right to a fair trial) of the ECHR as well as 
engaging Article 8. The acquisition of material subject to legal privilege (whether 
deliberate or otherwise) is therefore subject to additional safeguards. Acquisition of 
such material through property interference is addressed in paragraphs 9.58 to 9.62 
below. In relation to covert surveillance, the safeguards provide for three different 
circumstances where legally privileged items will or may be obtained, as set out in 
paragraphs 9.51 to 9.57 below. They are: 

i) where privileged material is intentionally sought;  

ii) where privileged material is likely to be obtained; and  

iii) where the purpose or one of the purposes is to obtain items that, if 
they were not generated or held with the intention of furthering a 
criminal purpose, would be subject to privilege.  

Covert surveillance intended to result in the acquisition of 
knowledge of matters subject to legal privilege 

9.51 Where the intention is for surveillance to acquire knowledge of matters subject to 
legal privilege (including surveillance which is treated as intrusive surveillance as a 
result of the 2010 Legal Consultations Order discussed above at paragraph 3.28), 
the warrant or authorisation application must contain a statement that the purpose, or 
one of the purposes, of the authorisation is to obtain legally privileged material. Such 
an authorisation or warrant should only be granted or approved if the authorising 
officer, Secretary of State or Judicial Commissioner, as appropriate, is satisfied that 
there are exceptional and compelling circumstances that make the authorisation 
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necessary. Circumstances cannot be exceptional and compelling unless certain 
conditions are met. Exceptional and compelling circumstances will arise only in a 
very restricted range of cases, where there is a threat to life or limb or in the interests 
of national security. The exceptional and compelling test can only be met when the 
public interest in obtaining the information sought outweighs the public interest in 
maintaining the confidentiality of legally privileged material, and when there are no 
other reasonable means of obtaining the required information. The authorised 
surveillance must be reasonably regarded as likely to yield the intelligence necessary 
to counter the threat. 

 

Example: A public authority may need to deliberately monitor legally privileged 

communications where the legal consultation might yield intelligence that could 

prevent harm to a potential victim or victims, in addition to the privileged material. For 

example, if they have intelligence to suggest that an individual is about to conduct a 

terrorist attack and the consultation may reveal information that could assist in 

averting the attack (e.g. by revealing details about the location and movements of the 

individual) then they might want to monitor the legally privileged communications.  

 

9.52 Further, in considering any such application, the authorising officer, Secretary of 
State or Judicial Commissioner must be satisfied that the proposed conduct is 
proportionate to what is sought to be achieved and must have regard to the public 
interest in the confidentiality of items subject to privilege. They will wish to consider 
carefully whether the activity or threat being investigated is of a sufficiently serious 
nature to override the public interest in preserving the confidentiality of privileged 
communications, and the likelihood that the information sought will have a positive 
impact on the investigation.  

9.53 The authorising officer, Secretary of State or Judicial Commissioner will take into 
account both the public interest in preserving the confidentiality of those particular 
matters and the broader public interest in maintaining the confidentiality of matters 
subject to legal privilege more generally. The authorising officer, Secretary of State 
and Judicial Commissioner must consider that there are exceptional and compelling 
circumstances that make it necessary to issue the authorisation, and must be 
satisfied that there are appropriate arrangements in place for the handling, retention, 
use and destruction of privileged material, and the Secretary of State or Judicial 
Commissioner must approve the issuing authority’s decision. In such circumstances, 
the authorising officer, Secretary of State and Judicial Commissioner will be able to 
impose additional requirements such as regular reporting arrangements, so as to 
keep the authorisation under review more effectively.  

Covert surveillance likely to result in the acquisition of 
knowledge of matters subject to legal privilege 

9.54 If the covert surveillance (including surveillance which is treated as intrusive 
surveillance as a result of the 2010 Legal Consultations Order discussed above at 
paragraph 3.28) is not intended to result in the acquisition of knowledge of matters 
subject to legal privilege, but it is likely that such knowledge will nevertheless be 
acquired during the operation, the application should be clear that the acquisition of 
such matters is likely and should include, in addition to the reasons why the 
surveillance is considered necessary, an assessment of how likely it is that 
information which is subject to legal privilege will be obtained. The public authority 
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should also confirm that any inadvertently obtained material that is subject to legal 
privilege will be treated in accordance with the safeguards set out in this chapter, and 
that reasonable and appropriate steps will be taken to minimise access to the 
material that is subject to legal privilege.  

Covert surveillance intended to result in the acquisition of 
knowledge of matters that would be subject to legal privilege if 
they were not created or held with the intention of furthering a 
criminal purpose 

9.55 Where an application for a surveillance authorisation or warrant is made and the 

purpose or one of the purposes is to obtain items that, if they were not created or 

held with the intention of furthering a criminal purpose, would be subject to privilege 

and where the public authority considers that the items are likely to be created or 

held to further a criminal purpose, the application must include a statement to that 

effect and the reasons for believing that the items are likely to be created or held to 

further a criminal purpose. For example, if the public authority had reliable 

intelligence that a criminal fugitive was seeking advice from a lawyer in order to 

obtain a false alibi or to assist them in evading arrest, then this may provide grounds 

for an assessment that the communications with the lawyer will not be privileged, 

notwithstanding the fugitive appeared to be seeking advice from a lawyer in a 

professional capacity, and this information should be set out in the application.  

 
9.56 The requirement to ensure the case for an authorisation is presented in the 

application in a fair and balanced way, including information which supports or 

weakens the case for the warrant or authorisation (as set out in paragraph 4.40) 

applies in these circumstances as it does elsewhere. For example, information which 

may undermine the assessment that material is likely to be created or held to further 

a criminal purpose must also be included in the application to ensure the authorising 

officer, Secretary of State and Judicial Commissioner can make an informed 

assessment about the nature of the material.   

 
9.57 The authorisation can only be issued where the authorising officer, Secretary of State 

or Judicial Commissioner considers that the matters are likely to be created or held 

with the intention of furthering a criminal purpose. Paragraphs 9.55 to 9.57 apply 

equally to surveillance which is treated as intrusive surveillance as a result of the 

2010 Legal Consultations Order (as discussed above). 

Property interference under the 1997 Act likely to result in the 
acquisition of knowledge of matters subject to legal privilege 

9.58 As set out in paragraph 9.2 above, section 14 of the 2016 Act restricts the 
circumstances in which a property interference authorisation under the 1997 Act can 
be sought. As a result, where the purpose of any interference with property is to 
obtain communications, private information or equipment data, it will often be 
authorised under an equipment interference warrant (subject to the safeguards set 
out in the equipment interference code of practice).  Most material subject to legal 
privilege is likely to fall within the scope of this restriction, so a property interference 
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authorisation under the 1997 Act is unlikely to be available where the purpose (or 
one of the purposes) is to obtain such material.  

9.59 In some cases, it is possible that the purpose of the interference is not to obtain 
communications, private information or equipment data, but that such material may 
none the less be acquired incidentally as a result of the interference. In such 
circumstances, an equipment interference warrant will be unavailable and 
consideration should be given as to whether any applications for authorisation under 
the 1997 Act is likely to result in the acquisition of knowledge of matters subject to 
legal privilege, where the acquisition of knowledge of those matters is incidental to 
the property interference, and the additional safeguards referred to at paragraph 9.61 
below should be applied. 

9.60 There may also be cases where the purpose of the interference is to acquire matters 
subject to legal privilege, but where the activity would not be defined as equipment 
interference under the 2016 Act, and the safeguards referred to at paragraph 9.61 
below should be applied. 

9.61 Under the 1997 Act, with the exception of urgent authorisations, where it is believed 
that the action authorised is likely to result in the acquisition of knowledge of matters 
subject to legal privilege, an authorisation under the 1997 Act shall not take effect 
until such time as:  

a) the authorisation has been approved by a Judicial Commissioner; and 

b) written notice of the Commissioner’s decision to approve the authorisation has 
been given to the authorising officer. 

9.62 Where the property interference is intended to result in the acquisition of knowledge 
of matters that would be subject to legal privilege if they were not generated with the 
intention of furthering a criminal purpose, or held by a person who is not entitled to 
hold them, the application must include a statement to that effect and the reasons for 
believing it to be the case. 

Property interference under the 1994 Act that may result in the 
acquisition of knowledge of matters subject to legal privilege 

9.63 As set out in paragraph 9.2 above, section 13 of the 2016 Act restricts the 
circumstances in which a property interference warrant under the 1994 Act can be 
sought. As a result, where the purpose of any interference with property is to obtain 
communications, private information or equipment data, it will often be authorised 
under an equipment interference warrant (and subject to the safeguards set out in 
the equipment interference code of practice). Most material subject to legal privilege 
is likely to fall within the scope of this restriction, so a property interference warrant 
under the 1994 Act is unlikely to be used in many circumstances (as specified in the 
2016 Act) where the purpose or one of the purposes is to obtain such material.  

9.64 In some cases, it is possible that the purpose of the interference is not to obtain 
communications, private information or equipment data, but that such material may 
none the less be acquired incidentally as a result of the interference. There may also 
be cases where the purpose of the interference is to acquire matters subject to legal 
privilege, but where the activity would not be defined as equipment interference 
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under the 2016 Act. In such circumstances, an equipment interference warrant will be 
unavailable, and consideration should be given to whether any application for 
authorisation under the 1994 Act may result in the acquisition of knowledge of 
matters subject to legal privilege, and the additional safeguards set out at paragraphs 
9.51 to 9.55 above should be applied as if references to surveillance included 
references to property interference. 

Covert surveillance of legal consultations 

9.65 The 2010 Legal Consultations Order provides that directed surveillance that is 
carried out in relation to anything taking place on so much of any premises specified 
in article 3(2) of the Order as is, at any time during the surveillance, used for the 
purposes of ‘legal consultations’, shall be treated for the purposes of Part II of the 
2000 Act as intrusive surveillance. As a result, such authorisations are available to a 
limited range of public authorities and subject to an enhanced authorisation regime 
including approval by a Judicial Commissioner or the Secretary of State.  

9.66 The 2010 Legal Consultations Order defines ‘legal consultation’ for these purposes 
as: 

• a consultation between a professional legal adviser and his client or any person 
representing his client, or 

• a consultation between a professional legal adviser or his client or any such 
representative and a medical practitioner made in connection with or in 
contemplation of legal proceedings and for the purposes of such proceedings. 

9.67 The definition of ‘legal consultation’ in the 2010 Legal Consultations Order, does not 
distinguish between legal consultations which are legally privileged, wholly or in part, 
and legal consultations which may be in furtherance of a criminal purpose and 
therefore not protected by legal privilege. Covert surveillance of all legal 
consultations covered by the 2010 Legal Consultations Order (whether protected by 
legal privilege or not) is to be treated as intrusive surveillance. The locations 
specified in the Order are outlined at paragraph 3.28 of this code.  

9.68 With the exception of urgent applications and authorisations granted by the Secretary 
of State, authorisations for surveillance which are to be treated as intrusive 
surveillance as a result of the 2010 Legal Consultations Order shall not take effect 
until such time as: 

a) the authorisation has been approved by a Judicial Commissioner; and 

b) written notice of the Commissioner’s decision to approve the authorisation has 
been given to the authorising officer. 

9.69 If an authorisation is to be granted by the Secretary of State, the provisions in 
chapter 6 of this code relating to such authorisations will apply.  
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Lawyers’ material  

9.70 Where a lawyer, acting in this professional capacity, is the subject of covert 
surveillance or property interference, it is possible that a substantial proportion of 
any material which will or could be acquired will be subject to legal privilege. 
Therefore, in any case where the subject of covert surveillance or property 
interference is known to be a lawyer acting in that professional capacity, the 
application should be made on the basis that it is likely or intended to acquire items 
subject to legal privilege and the provisions in paragraphs 9.51 to 9.53 will apply, as 
relevant.  

9.71 In relation to covert surveillance, in addition to considering the applicability of the 
2010 Legal Consultations Order, the public authority will need to consider which of 
the three circumstances that apply when items subject to legal privilege will or may 
be obtained is relevant, and what processes should therefore be followed. In other 
words, they will need to consider whether items subject to legal privilege are likely 
to be obtained; whether items subject to legal privilege are intentionally sought; or 
whether the purpose or one of the purposes is to obtain material that, if it was not 
created or held with the intention of furthering a criminal purpose, would be subject 
to privilege. This paragraph does not prevent an application being made on the 
grounds that the lawyer is under investigation for serious criminal offences, in which 
case, the application must be made on the basis that it is likely to acquire items 
subject to legal privilege and the additional considerations set out at paragraph 9.54 
will apply.  

9.72 Any case involving lawyers’ material should also be notified to the Commissioner 
during his or her next inspection, and any material which has been retained should 
be made available to the Commissioner on request.  

 Handling, retention, and deletion of legally privileged material 

9.73 In addition to the general safeguards governing the handling and retention of material 
as provided for in paragraphs 9.16 to 9.22 of this code, authorised persons who 
analyse material obtained by covert surveillance or property interference should be 
alert to any communications or items which may be subject to legal privilege. 
Paragraphs 9.74 to 9.75 below set out the additional arrangements that apply to 
legally privileged items where the intention is to retain them for a purpose other than 
their destruction.  

9.74 A legal adviser to the public authority must be consulted when it is believed that 
material which attracts privilege is retained other than for the purpose of destruction. 
The legal adviser is responsible for determining that material is privileged rather than 
an officer who is involved in an investigation. In cases where there is doubt as to 
whether material is privileged or not, the Investigatory Powers Commissioner may be 
informed, who will be able to give a view. Where it is discovered that privileged 
material has been obtained inadvertently, an early assessment must be made of 
whether it is necessary and proportionate to retain it for one or more of the 
authorised purposes (see paragraph 9.5). If not, the material should not be retained, 
other than for the purpose of its destruction or in accordance with other statutory 
requirements.  
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9.75 Material which has been identified as legally privileged (and is being retained for 
purposes other than its destruction) should be clearly marked as subject to legal 
privilege and the Investigatory Powers Commissioner must be notified of the 
retention of the items as soon as reasonably practicable. Paragraphs 9.76 to 9.78 
below provide more detail on reporting privileged items to the Commissioner. Such 
material should be retained only where it is necessary and proportionate to do so for 
one or more of the authorised purposes. Privileged items must be securely destroyed 
when their retention is no longer needed for those purposes. If such material is 
retained, there must be adequate information management systems in place to 
ensure that continued retention, for purposes other than their destruction, remains 
necessary and proportionate for the authorised statutory purposes.  

Reporting to the Commissioner 

9.76 In those cases where items identified by a legal adviser to the public authority as 
being legally privileged have been acquired, this should be reported to the 
Commissioner as soon as reasonably practicable.  

9.77 The Commissioner must order the destruction of the item or impose conditions on its 
use or retention unless the public interest in retaining the item outweighs the public 
interest in the confidentiality of items subject to legal privilege, and retaining the item 
is necessary in the interests of national security or for the purpose of preventing 
death or significant injury. Even if retention is necessary and the public interest in its 
retention outweighs the public interest in the confidentiality of items subject to legal 
privilege, the Commissioner may still impose conditions as he considers necessary to 
protect the public interest in the confidentiality of items subject to privilege.  

9.78 It may be the case in some circumstances that privileged items can be retained when 
their retention does not outweigh the public interest in the confidentiality of items 
subject to privilege. This includes, for example, where it is not possible to separate 
privileged items from those that are not privileged and of intelligence value and 
where the retention is necessary and proportionate for one of more of the authorised 
purposes or in accordance with statutory requirements. In these circumstances, the 
Commissioner must impose conditions on the use or retention of the item.  

9.79 The Commissioner will make an assessment of whether the public interest in 
retaining the item outweighs the public interest in the confidentiality of items subject 
to legal privilege, and of whether retaining the item is necessary in the interests of 
national security or for the purpose of preventing death or significant injury. If both of 
those conditions are met, then the Commissioner may impose conditions as to the 
use or retention of the items, but the Commissioner is not obliged to do so. If those 
conditions are not met, the Commissioner must direct that the item is destroyed, or 
must impose one or more conditions as to the use or retention of the items. The 
Commissioner must have regard to any representations made by the public authority 
about the proposed retention of privileged items or conditions that may be imposed.  

Dissemination 

9.80 In the course of an investigation, a public authority must not act on or further 
disseminate legally privileged items unless it has first informed the Investigatory 
Powers Commissioner that the items have been obtained, except in urgent 
circumstances. Where there is an urgent need to take action and it is not reasonably 
practicable to inform the Commissioner that the material has been obtained before 
taking action, the public authority may take action before informing the 
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Commissioner. In such cases, the public authority should, wherever possible consult 
a legal adviser. A public authority must not disseminate privileged items if doing so 
would be contrary to a condition imposed by the Commissioner in relation to those 
items.  

9.81 The dissemination of legally privileged material to an outside body should be 
accompanied by a clear warning that it is subject to legal privilege. It should be 
safeguarded by taking reasonable steps to remove the risk of it becoming available, 
or its contents becoming known, to any person whose possession of it might 
prejudice any criminal or civil proceedings to which the information relates, including 
law enforcement authorities. In this regard civil proceedings includes all legal 
proceedings before courts and tribunals that are not criminal in nature. Neither the 
Crown Prosecution Service lawyer nor any other prosecuting authority lawyer with 
conduct of a prosecution should have sight of any legally privileged material, held by 
the relevant public authority, with any possible connection to the proceedings. In 
respect of civil proceedings, there can be no circumstances under which it is proper 
for any public authority to have sight of or seek to rely on legally privileged material in 
order to gain a litigation advantage over another party in legal proceedings.  

9.82 In order to safeguard against any risk of prejudice or accusation of abuse of process, 
public authorities must also take all reasonable steps to ensure that lawyers or other 
officials with conduct of legal proceedings should not see legally privileged material 
relating to those proceedings (whether the privilege is that of the other party to those 
proceedings or that of a third party). If such circumstances do arise, the public 
authority must seek independent advice from Counsel and, if there is assessed to be 
a risk that sight of such material could yield a litigation advantage, the direction of the 
Court must be sought.  
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10 Oversight  

10.1 The Investigatory Powers Act provides for an Investigatory Powers Commissioner 
(“the Commissioner”), whose remit includes providing comprehensive oversight of 
the use of the powers to which this code applies, and adherence to the practices and 
processes described in it. The Commissioner will be, or will have been, a member of 
the senior judiciary and will be entirely independent of Her Majesty’s Government or 
any of the public authorities authorised to use investigatory powers. The 
Commissioner will be supported by inspectors and others, such as technical experts, 
qualified to assist the Commissioner in his or her work. The Commissioner will also 
be advised by the ‘Technology Advisory Panel’.  

10.2 The Commissioner, and those that work under the authority of the Commissioner, will 
ensure compliance with the law by inspecting public authorities and investigating any 
issue which they believe warrants further independent scrutiny. The Commissioner 
may undertake these inspections, as far as they relate to the Commissioner’s 
statutory functions, entirely on his or her own initiative. Section 236 of the 2016 Act 
provides for the Intelligence and Security Committee of Parliament to refer a matter 
to the Commissioner with a view to carrying out an investigation, inspection or audit. 

10.3 The Commissioner will have unfettered access to all locations, documentation and 
information systems as necessary to carry out their full functions and duties. In 
undertaking such inspections, the Commissioner must not act in a way which is 
contrary to the public interest or prejudicial to national security, the prevention or 
detection of serious crime, or the economic well-being of the UK (section 229(6) of 
the 2016 Act). A Commissioner must in particular not jeopardise the success of an 
intelligence, security or law enforcement operation, compromise the safety or security 
of those involved, nor unduly impede the operational effectiveness of an intelligence 
service, a police force, a government department, or HM Forces (See section 229(7) 
of the 2016 Act). 

10.4 All relevant persons using investigatory powers must provide all necessary 
assistance to the Commissioner and anyone who is acting on behalf of the 
Commissioner. Here, a relevant person includes, amongst others, any person who 
holds, or has held, an office, rank or position within a public authority (see section 
235(7) of the 2016 Act).  

10.5 Anyone, including anyone working for a public authority, who has concerns about the 
way that investigatory powers are being used may report their concerns to the 
Commissioner. In particular, any person who exercises the powers described in this 
code must, in accordance with the procedure set out in chapter 8 of this code, report 
to the Commissioner any relevant error of which they are aware. This may be in 
addition to the person raising concerns through the internal mechanisms for raising 
concerns within the public authority.  

10.6 Should the Commissioner uncover, or be made aware of, what they consider to be a 
serious error relating to a person who has been subject to an investigatory power 
then, if it is in the public interest to do so, the Commissioner is under a duty to inform 
the person affected. Further information on errors can be found in chapter 8 of this 
code. The public authority that has made the error will be able to make 
representations to the Commissioner before the Commissioner decides if it is in the 
public interest for the person to be informed. Section 231(6) of the 2016 Act states 
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that the Commissioner must also inform the affected person of their right to apply to 
the Investigatory Powers Tribunal (see chapter 11 of this code for more information 
on how this can be done). 

10.7 The Commissioner must report annually on the findings of their audits, inspections 
and investigations. This report will be laid before Parliament and will be made 
available to the public, subject to any necessary redactions made in the public 
interest. Only the Prime Minister will be able to make redactions to the 
Commissioner’s report.  

10.8 The Commissioner may also report, at any time, on any of their investigations and 
findings as they see fit. Public authorities may seek general advice from the 
Commissioner on any issue which falls within the Commissioner’s statutory remit. 
The Commissioner may also produce whatever guidance they deem appropriate for 
public authorities on how to apply and use investigatory powers.  

10.9 Further information about the Investigatory Powers Commissioner, their office and 
their work may be found at: www.ipco.org.uk 

10.10 Oversight for public authorities in Northern Ireland whose powers have been 
conferred by Order of the Northern Ireland Assembly is a devolved matter.  
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11 Complaints 

11.1 The Investigatory Powers Tribunal (IPT) has jurisdiction to investigate and determine 
complaints against public authority use of investigatory powers, including those 
covered by this code, and is the only appropriate tribunal for human rights claims 
against the intelligence services. Any complaints about the use of powers as 
described in this code should be directed to the IPT.  

11.2 The IPT is entirely independent from Her Majesty’s Government and all public 
authorities who use investigatory powers. It is made up of members of the judiciary 
and senior members of the legal profession. Following receipt of a complaint or claim 
from a person, the IPT can undertake its own enquiries and investigations and can 
demand access to all information necessary to establish the facts of a claim and to 
reach a determination. A ‘person’ for these purposes includes an organisation, an 
association, or combination of persons (see section 81(1) of RIPA), as well as an 
individual. 

11.3 This code does not cover the exercise of the Tribunal’s functions. Should you wish to 
find out more information about the IPT or make a complaint, then full details of how 
to do so are available on the IPT website: www.ipt-uk.com. Alternatively information 
on how to make a complaint can be obtained from the following address:  

The Investigatory Powers Tribunal  

PO Box 33220  

London  

SWIH 9ZQ  

 

11.4 If you have received a determination or decision from the IPT that you are not 
satisfied with then, in certain circumstances, you may have a right of appeal. The IPT 
will inform you when you have that right of appeal and which court you should apply 
to in order for your appeal application to be considered. 
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12 ANNEX A  

Enhanced authorisation levels  

 

Applicable to directed and intrusive surveillance authorisations when 

knowledge of privileged or confidential information is likely to be 

acquired 

  
Relevant public authority Authorisation level 
Police Forces:  

Any police force maintained under 

section 2 of the Police Act 1996 

(police forces in England and Wales 

outside London) 

Chief Constable 

Police Scotland Chief Constable 

Metropolitan Police Assistant Commissioner 

City of London Police Commissioner 

Police Service of Northern Ireland Deputy Chief Constable 

Ministry of Defence Police Chief Constable 

Royal Navy Police Provost Marshal 

Royal Military Police Provost Marshal 

Royal Air Force Police 

British Transport Police 

Provost Marshal 

Chief Constable 

Independent Police Complaints 

Commission (IPCC) 

Chairman of the IPCC, or 

 Deputy Chairman of the IPCC 

National Crime Agency Deputy Director General 

Serious Fraud Office Designated members of the Senior 

Civil Service 

The Intelligence Services:  

Security Service Deputy Director General 

Secret Intelligence Service A Director of the Secret Intelligence 

Service 

Government Communications 

Headquarters (GCHQ) 

A Director of GCHQ 

HM Forces:  

Royal Navy Rear Admiral 

Army Major General 

Royal Air Force Air-Vice Marshal 

HM Revenue and Customs Director Investigations, or  
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 Regional Heads of Investigations 

Department for Environment, Food 

and Rural Affairs (DEFRA): 

 

DEFRA Investigation Services Head of DEFRA Investigation 

Services 

  

Centre for Environment, Fisheries and 

Aquaculture Science 

 

Marine Management Organisation 

Head of DEFRA Prosecution Service 

 

 

MMO Director (Senior Civil Service 

pay band 1 equivalent) 

 

Department for Health: 

 

Medicines and Healthcare Products 

Regulatory Agency 

Chief Executive of the Medicines and 

Healthcare Products Regulatory 

Agency 

Home Office Senior Civil Service pay band 1 with 

responsibility for criminal 

investigations in relation to 

immigration and border security 

Ministry of Justice Chief Executive of Her Majesty’s 

Prison and Probation Service 

Department of Justice Northern 

Ireland: 

 

Northern Ireland Prison Service Director of Reducing Reoffending 

Department for Business, Energy 

and Industrial Strategy: 

 

The Insolvency Service Chief Operating Officer 

Welsh Government Director General Health and Social 

Services Group/Chief Executive NHS 

Wales 

 Director of Finance Department of 

Health and  Social Services 

 Head of Rural Payments Division 

 Deputy Director, Marine and Fisheries 

Division’. 

Head of Department or equivalent 

grade in the Care Inspectorate of 

Wales 

Any county council or district 

council in England and Wales, a 

London borough council, the 

Common Council of the City of 

London in its capacity as a local 

authority, the Council of the Isles of 

The Head of Paid Service, or (in their 

absence) the person acting as the 

Head of Paid Service 
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Scilly, and any county council or 

borough council in Wales 

Environment Agency Chief Executive of the Environment 

Agency 

The Prudential Regulation 

Authority 

Chief Executive of the Prudential 

Regulation Authority 

Competition and Markets Authority Chair of the Competition and Markets 

Authority 

Financial Conduct Authority Chairman of the Financial Conduct 

Authority 

Food Standards Agency Head of Group, or  

 Deputy Chief Executive of the Food 

Standards Authority 

Health and Safety Executive Director of Regulation 

  

NHS bodies in England and Wales:  

A Special Health Authority established 

under section 28 of the National 

Health Service Act 2006 or section 22 

of the National Health Service (Wales) 

Act 2006 

Managing Director of the NHS 

Counter Fraud and Security Division 

of the NHS Business Services 

Authority 

General Pharmaceutical Council Chief Executive and Registrar 

Department for Work and Pensions:  

Counter Fraud and Compliance 

Directorate (CFCD)   

CFCD Director  

Royal Mail Group Ltd (by virtue of 

being a Universal Service Provider 

within the meaning of the Postal 

Services Act 2000) 

Director of Security 
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This code of practice provides guidance and rules on 

authorisations for the carrying out of surveillance 

(directed surveillance and intrusive surveillance) 

under Part 2 of the Regulation of Investigatory 

Powers Act 2000 and for interference with property or 

with wireless telegraphy under Part 3 of the Police 

Act 1997. It sets out the various authorisation 

procedures to be followed for the grant, review, 

renewal and cancellation of authorisations, as well 

as special rules for authorisations in respect of 

confidential and legally privileged information. 

The code is aimed primarily at members of public 

authorities involved in making applications for the 

grant of authorisations and those persons 

designated to grant authorisations. 
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APPENDIX B  
Internal Procedure to be followed when applying for directed 
surveillance/CHIS:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1) Officer requires RIPA 
Authorisation and completes 
relevant application form 
(downloaded from Home Office 
website) 

2) Officer sends application form 
to manager to discuss and 
check

3) Manager then sends the 
application form to a 
nominated Authorising Officer

4) Authorising Officer either 
accepts or rejects application

If the application is 
rejected, it should be sent 
back to the requesting 
officer’s Manager with 
advice/reasons about the 
rejection. 

5) A copy of the application 
should be sent to Legal 
Services who will assist with 
obtaining the Magistrates’ 
approval.  Legal Services must 
retain the final application. 

Any renewal applications or cancellation applications should follow the same 
procedure as above.  Copies of all documents will need to be sent for the attention 
of Caroline Emerson, Legal Services.  

If at any stage 
in this process 
any questions 
or concerns 
arise, these 
should be 
directed to 
Legal Services 
who will be 
able to provide 
advice and 
assistance on 
the application 
of RIPA. 
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